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Foreword 

The Manual of Flying Training, Phase II - Grob Pilot Training, is issued on authority of the Chief of the 
Defence Staff. 

The information contained in this manual will be amended from time to time as the aircraft and training 
program data matures. 

 

 

The following definitions apply to warnings, cautions, and notes in this manual: 
 
 
 
 

 
 
To emphasize operating procedures, practices, etc., which, if not correctly followed, could result in injury 
or loss of life. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Caution means that disregarding the corresponding procedure leads to a minor or long term degradation 
of flight safety. 

 
 
 

   NOTE 

 
Note is used for emphasis, and draws attention to items not directly related to flight safety but which are 
important or unusual 

CAUTION 

WARNING 
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CHAPTER 1 ADVANCED CLEARHOOD 
1. This chapter describes advanced aircraft handling associated with the Grob 120A.  In addition to 
what was learned during Primary Flight Training (PFT), the advanced aerobatics and traffic pattern work 
in this phase will expand a trainee’s experience with basic aircraft handling.  More complex and advanced 
emergency procedures will also be learned.    

1.01 ADVANCED TRAFFIC PATTERNS  
2. Over your career, some airfields that you will operate from will not permit the typical military traffic 
patterns as flown during your training; therefore, the patterns mentioned above can easily be modified to 
adapt to other established procedures.  Published Visual Flight Rules (VFR) pattern profiles and procedures 
ensure the orderly flow of the maximum number of aircraft, with the minimum amount of congestion, around 
an aerodrome and runway.  The traffic pattern profiles, normally published in Wing Flying Orders (WFOs) at 
military airfields, will include a ground track, altitude, and airspeed.  

3. The advanced traffic pattern flown is the straight-in final, which can be flown in any flap configuration.  
The straight-in final profile commences when the aircraft is positioned mid downwind and continues until 
reaching the landing transition segment (Figure 1-1).  The final approach speed for all configurations is 110 
KTS; however, threshold crossing speeds will be the same as in PFT and will depend upon flap selection.  

 
Figure 1-1.  Straight-In Final Traffic Pattern 

1.02 TRAFFIC PATTERN DEFINITIONS 
4. For clarity, this publication defines the specific VFR pattern profiles as follows (see Figure 1-2): 

a. The Initial Point.  The point where the aircraft rolls out in line with the runway for an overhead 
break, approximately 2 NM back from the threshold. 

b. Traffic Pattern.  The traffic pattern is the normal profile flown as defined in CWATC Orders up to, 
but not including, the initial point.  A portion of the traffic pattern will also be used to reposition the 
aircraft for a straight-in approach. 
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c.  Circuit.  The circuit is that portion of the traffic pattern that starts at the initial point and               
includes the overhead break, the closed pattern, and final turn.  

d. Straight-in Final Approach.  The profile flown during a straight-in final approach commences 
when the aircraft is positioned mid downwind up to, but not including, the landing transition. 

e. Landing Transition.  This is the segment of flight immediately following the final turn or approach 
where the airspeed is purposely reduced to final approach speed (80/85/90) in preparation for 
landing, up to, and including, touchdown. For clearhood procedures the landing transition begins 
½ SM from the threshold of the runway or after rolling out from the final turn. For instrument flight 
procedures the beginning of the landing transition will vary with the type of approach being flown. 

f. Closed Pattern.  The closed pattern is the profile flown following a takeoff or low approach used 
to reposition the aircraft for a final turn.  The closed pattern is normally commenced from the 
upwind end of the runway. 

 
Figure 1-2.  Traffic Pattern Definitions 

 

1.03 PRE-DESCENT CHECK 
 

5. The pre-descent check is listed as the Descent (IFR) check in the checklist. The Descent (IFR) 
check ensures that the altitude flown in the traffic pattern is the same as the other aircraft in the pattern, 
that the mixture is set to obtain best power in case of an overshoot, and that there is enough fuel left for 
the normal rejoin procedures and remaining circuit work. Get into the habit of completing this check as it 
becomes increasingly important in later missions. 

6. Complete the Descent (IFR) Check, as detailed in the Descent (IFR) Checklist, before rejoining the 
traffic pattern. When checking your fuel, allow sufficient fuel to return to the traffic pattern and 
approximately 3 to 5 litres for each traffic pattern/straight-in and landing.  Plan for an adequate reserve on 
landing in compliance with flying orders.   

7. Ensure that you have received the latest information available concerning your landing airfield 
including Automatic Terminal Information Service (ATIS), Tower frequency, Mandatory Frequency (MF), and 
Advisory Traffic Frequency (ATF).  At a controlled aerodrome (e.g., Southport), you must broadcast your 
intentions to ATC and receive landing instructions prior to entering controlled airspace.  At an uncontrolled 

Landing 
Transition 

Initial  
Point 

Circuit Closed  
Pattern 

Traffic Pattern 

Straight-In Final Approach Start Point 
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airport, specific procedures are detailed in GPH 204.  From the information received, you can then plan your 
entry for the type of approach intended. 

1.04 JOINING FOR THE STRAIGHT-IN FINAL APPROACH 
8. The primary method of joining for the straight-in approach is via the extended base leg of the 
approach IAW published procedures (Figure 1-3).  Entry for the approach shall be made in such a manner 
as to avoid cutting off other aircraft, 
conforming as closely as possible to the 
published ground track.  

9. When joining for the straight-in, plan 
your descent to be established at base leg 
altitude and airspeed at least 1 NM from the 
published traffic pattern to ensure effective 
look out.  At this time the pre-landing check 
should be completed except for the prop, 
gear, and flaps. Traffic that is already 
established in the traffic pattern normally has 
the right of way.  Base leg altitude is 
normally 1,000 ft Above Ground Level (AGL) 
at most civilian airfields or as published in 
local orders.  Base leg altitude at Southport 
is 1,700 ft Mean Sea Level (MSL) 
(approximately 800 ft AGL) to de-conflict 
with normal pattern traffic.  Base leg 
airspeed is between 110 and 136 Knots 
Indicated Airspeed (KIAS) or approximately 
18 inches Manifold Pressure (MP).  If any conflict exists during the rejoin, take positive action to avoid the 
conflict and re-position the aircraft for another rejoin attempt.  Just prior to entering the base leg, lower the 
flaps to TAKE OFF and re-trim. 

10. The secondary method of joining for the straight-in is from the extended downwind leg.  Plan to be at 
downwind altitude and at full power well before entering the downwind leg.  For R/W 31L, plan to be on the 
downwind leg prior to the Assiniboine River. 

 

1.05 BASE LEG 
11. Once established on the published base leg, ensure that the airspeed is below 136 KIAS.  Lower 
the landing gear for a normal straight-in approach and move the prop lever to full fine.    Adjust power to 
ensure that your airspeed does not decrease below 110 KIAS (approximately 24 inches MP) and complete 
the Pre-Landing Check. Trim the aircraft throughout.  The 45-degree heading change on the entry leg is 
designed to make the turn to initial easier to judge.  Use a 30-degree bank turn to roll onto the 45-degree 
leg. Increase power by 2-3 inches MP to avoid dropping below 110 KIAS.  Commence a 30-degree bank 
turn to align the aircraft on the extended runway centreline.  A small amount of power may be required 
during these turns to maintain 110 KIAS. 

1.06 FINAL APPROACH 
12. Maintain base leg altitude and apply sufficient crab to track the extended runway centreline in 
preparation for descent.  Upon intercepting a 3-degree glide path, shown in Figure 1-4 for runway 31L, 
commence descent with the speed stabilized at 110 KIAS (approximately 18 inches MP).  Trim out the 

Figure 1-3.  Joining Straight-In Final (Base Leg) 
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control pressures.  Apply the principals of PAT/APT to intercept and maintain the 3-degree glide path.  
The aim point is defined as the numbers on the runway.  Constantly cross-check the runway aim point 
and the airspeed throughout the descent.  When you cross-check the aim point on approach, spend a few 
moments to determine if there is a trend 
(i.e., glide path becoming steeper or 
shallower).  If a deviation occurs, adjust the 
power and/or attitude as required to correct 
back to the ideal glide path and/or airspeed 
and then re-adjust to maintain.  Pitch and 
power changes should be relatively small 
while correcting to minimize the possibility 
of chasing the parameters or inducing 
excessive power changes.  Continue to trim 
out the control pressures while making 
corrections. 

13. Remember to crab as required to 
track the extended runway centreline 
throughout the approach.  Corrections 
should be made with minimal bank and 
assisted with rudder as required to 
minimize the effects of adverse yaw. 

14. As you get closer to the runway, 
maintain the descent while attempting to 
pass through an imaginary window at ½ NM 
from the runway threshold at an altitude of 
150 ft AGL.  This window is a common 
reference point regardless of the type of 
VFR approach flown.  This window is the 
point at which the landing transition is 
initiated shown in Figure 1-5. 

 

 
 

Never reduce the throttle to IDLE until 
landing is assured.  IDLE power will 
cause rapid airspeed reductions or 
generate excessive rates of descent.  
Should you suddenly need more power, it 
will be more readily available if the 
throttle is above IDLE. 

1.07 THE LANDING TRANSITION 
15.   The landing transition commences as the aircraft passes through the window.  Initiate the landing 
transition by slowly reducing the airspeed to the final approach speed. If land-flap is required, once past 
the window, LAND flap will be selected.  Adjust the attitude with the power reduction as required to 
maintain the runway 3-degree glide path throughout the configuration change and subsequent speed 
reduction.  The decision on the flap configuration for landing will depend upon the wind and/or training 
requirements.   

 

WARNING 

Figure 1-4.  3-Degree Intercept Point 

Figure 1-5.  Flying Through the Window  
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16. The use of the Grob 120A Fowler flaps on final generally has a twofold effect, as follows: 

a. TAKE OFF Flap.  This results in a very slight increase in CLmax, which effectively lowers the stall 
speed and allows for a slower final approach speed along with an increase in drag. 

b. LAND Flap.  This results in a marked increase in drag and, to a much lesser extent, a further 
increase in lift, allowing for an even slower final approach speed. 

1.08 CROSSWIND APPROACHES AND LANDINGS 
17. Drift becomes readily apparent during the landing transition.  There are generally two commonly used 
techniques to counter the effect of wind: the wing-down method and the combination method. 

18. Wing-Down Method.  Apply 
sufficient rudder to align the 
longitudinal axis of the aircraft with the 
runway centreline and simultaneously 
lower the upwind wing sufficiently to 
eliminate drift (Figure 1-6).  As the 
speed of the crosswind varies, so does 
the angle of bank required to keep the 
aircraft on the centreline of the runway.  
This is intentional cross-control.  
Because the wind may vary with 
altitude, continual small adjustments 
may be required to keep the aircraft 
lined up with the runway.  During the 
round out and float period, as the 
airspeed decreases, gradually increase 
the upwind aileron and opposite rudder 
to keep straight until the aircraft lands 
on the upwind main wheel (Figure 1-7).  
Maintain the upwind aileron and 
sufficient rudder to keep straight as the 
downwind main wheel lowers to the 
runway.  When both wheels are firmly 
on the ground, maintain directional 
control with the same control inputs: 
rudder to maintain directional control 
and aileron into wind to maintain the 
centreline.  As the aircraft slows, 
increase control deflection as required 
and then switch to brakes as the rudder 
becomes ineffective. 

19. The Combination Method.  The 
combination method consists of 
crabbing to eliminate drift on the final 
approach, and transferring to the wing-
down method during the round out and 
float hold-off period.  This method 
requires more finesse and better depth perception than the wing-down method, but is the preferred method.  
Once established on final, crab into wind to compensate for drift.  The wings should be level and the nose 
should be pointing towards the upwind side of the centreline.  During the approach, you may have to make 
minor adjustments to compensate for variations in the wind.  As you begin the round out, smoothly apply 

Figure 1-6. Correcting for Crosswind 

Figure 1-7.  Normal Crosswind Landing 
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rudder to line up the longitudinal axis of the aircraft with the centreline of the runway, and simultaneously 
apply upwind aileron to lower the wing and prevent drift as you complete the landing. 

20. Airmanship for Crosswinds.  The following rules of good airmanship apply, particularly to 
crosswind landings: 

a. Land on the runway centreline to leave room to correct for a swing in either direction 
and to allow for directional control errors during the approach. 

b. Never land while the aircraft is crabbing because severe stress is imposed on the 
landing gear.   

c. When landing in extreme crosswinds near the aircraft maximum crosswind limit of 25 
knots, it may be prudent to utilize a FLAPLESS landing vs. a TAKE OFF flap or LAND 
flap. 

1.09 MINIMUM-ROLL APPROACH AND LANDINGS 
 
21. Minimum-roll landings may be necessary because of brake failure, flap failure, available runway 

length or the runway condition.  If circumstances permit, consideration should be given to diverting 
to a more suitable aerodrome with better landing conditions. 

 
22. If diversion is not possible, the objective is to touch down at a desired point on the runway 

(determined by aircraft configuration, runway condition and available length) at the lowest safe 
speed possible in the normal landing attitude to minimize the after-landing roll. 

 
23. Minimum-roll Approach (Overhead Break).  Fly the normal circuit but extend the downwind leg 

sufficiently to achieve a stabilized final approach of 80K/85K/90K (depending on flap setting) 
approximately ¾-1 mile from desired aim point. 

 
24. Minimum-roll Approach (Straight-in Final).  Fly the normal straight-in traffic pattern but on final 

approach plan to achieve a stabilized final approach of 80K/85K/90K (depending on flap setting) 
approximately ¾-1 mile from desired aim point. 

 
25. Minimum-roll Round-out to Landing. The objective is to coordinate the round out and float period 

such that touchdown at the intended landing spot in the normal landing attitude is achieved. 
 

26. Minimum-roll Round-out and Drag to Landing.  If the field is level and unobstructed, another 
variant to achieving an accurate touchdown can be used.  Commence the round-out some distance 
from the desired landing spot and add sufficient power to drag the aircraft slightly above the runway 
to the desired location.  Coordinate selection of power to idle such that touchdown at the intended 
landing spot in the normal landing attitude is achieved.   

 
27. Post-landing.  Whichever method is used to achieve touchdown, as soon as the aircraft is firmly 

settled, raise the flaps and apply brakes as necessary.  Hold sufficient backpressure on the stick to 
maximize aircraft weight on the main gear to enable optimum braking action. 

 
28. Consider that brake effectiveness may be reduced if the surface is wet or covered in snow/ice 

which will determine the amount of braking action to employ. 
 
NOTE:  For practice purposes, the after-landing technique for minimum-roll landings shall be stated rather 
than performed. 
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1.10 STRAIGHT-IN APPROACHES FROM THE TRAFFIC PATTERN 
29. As was previously mentioned, a portion of the traffic pattern will be used to reposition the aircraft for a 

straight-in final approach, if desired.  The straight-in final traffic pattern is different from the pattern 
used during PFT, therefore, it is important to study the features and procedures used while flying it so 
that the straight-in final can be properly set up.  Figure 1-8 illustrates the straight-in final traffic pattern 
used at Southport. 

 
Figure 1–8.  Straight-In Final Traffic Pattern 

30. The straight-in final traffic pattern is only flown to Runway 13R/31L and is located to the southwest of 
the airfield.  Complete the takeoff procedure and upon reaching the upwind end of the runway 
continue to climb straight ahead at 100 KIAS until reaching 1,500 ft MSL.  Upon passing 1,500 ft, turn 
crosswind and continue to climb to 2,100 ft MSL, the traffic pattern altitude.  Leave the throttle at 
maximum power and accelerate until abeam the runway threshold on the downwind leg.  Ensure the 
aircraft remains trimmed throughout the acceleration to avoid altitude errors.   

31. The turn to downwind is approximately 2 NM laterally from Runway 13R/31L.  When the turn has 
been completed, complete an R/T call, indicating that a straight-in final approach is desired – “COLT 
18, DOWNWIND, STRAIGHT-IN.”  Proper spacing can be estimated by placing the wingtip of the 
aircraft just below the runway while flying downwind as seen in Figure 1-9.  The Pre-Landing Check 
can then be started once the R/T call is made.  Once abeam the threshold of the runway, reduce the 
power to approximately 18 inches MP and commence a descent to 1,700 ft MSL (800 ft AGL).  Upon 
reaching 1700 ft, allow the airspeed to reduce, but not below 110 KIAS.  Just prior to turn onto base, 
ensure the airspeed is below VFE (150 KIAS) and select the Flaps to TAKE OFF.  Power should be 
set to around 18 inches MP to maintain 110 KIAS.  An increase in power will be required during the 
turn to base to maintain 110 KTS. 
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Figure 1-9.  Downwind Spacing in the Traffic Pattern 

32. Once the aircraft has rolled out onto the base leg, choose a heading that will compensate for any 
winds that may be affecting the aircraft ground track.  Check that the airspeed is below 136 KIAS and 
select the gear down.  Once the gear has transited to the down and locked position, complete the 
Pre-Landing Check, including moving the prop lever to full fine.  A power setting of approximately 24-
25 inches MP will be required to maintain straight and level flight (no lower than 110 KIAS) with the 
gear down and flaps set to the TAKE OFF position. 

33. The point at which the aircraft is turned onto the 45-degree leg can be determined by lining up the 
opposite ends of the parallel runways (e.g., threshold of 31L with upwind end of 31R).  Use 30° AOB 
for the turn onto the 45-degree leg and then onto final.  Once lined up with the runway, compensate 
for any crosswind by crabbing into the wind.  The remainder of the approach will then be completed 
as per section 1.07 above. 

34. Accurate altitude control and look out is critical while approaching the base leg turn point.  
Considering the altitudes flown in Southport, other Grob 120A traffic may be joining the traffic pattern 
with just 400 ft of altitude separation above you. 

1.11 FLAPLESS APPROACH AND LANDING 
35. Throughout your basic training you will practice approaches with various flap settings.  Additionally, 

mechanical failure (or loss of hydraulics for some aircraft) may require the use of an emergency 
approach without the use of flaps.  The reduced coefficient of lift and the reduced drag without flaps 
adversely affects aircraft performance.  The reduced lift dictates a higher landing speed, which, in 
turn, dictates a longer after-landing roll.  The reduced drag makes it more difficult to slow the aircraft 
from approach speed to the final approach speed.  The propeller will still be very effective, even at 
lower power settings associated with flapless approaches and the approach speed when flapless is 
110 KIAS. 
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1.12 STRAIGHT-IN FLAPLESS FINAL 
36. The procedures to set up for a straight-in flapless approach are the same as for a straight-in 

approach.  When configuring the aircraft on base leg, set approximately 21 inches MP and 
maintain a minimum of 110 KIAS while manoeuvring the aircraft.  Upon intercepting the 3-degree 
glide path set approximately 16 inches MP and lower the nose slightly to commence the descent 
while maintaining 110 KIAS.  The attitude of the aircraft on final is slightly higher than for a normal 
straight-in approach.  Because of the nature of the flapless approach, it may be practiced in 
conjunction with a simulated emergency scenario. 

37. As the aircraft approaches the window, reduce the throttle slightly and allow the speed to reduce to 
flapless final approach speed of 90 KIAS.  The speed reduction should be planned to have the speed 
stabilized on short final just prior to commencing the round out.  Aim to cross the aim point on speed 
with the control surfaces trimmed.  Coordinate power and pitch attitude to maintain proper airspeed 
and rate of descent.  Retard the throttle to IDLE once the landing is assured.  The round out is just as 
pronounced as for a LAND flap landing and should not be limited to a mere reduction of the rate of 
descent before touchdown.  Airspeed will decrease in the flare and touchdown will normally occur just 
above the normal landing speed.  As soon as the main wheels are firmly on the runway, lower the 
nose-wheel and apply the brakes to slow the aircraft to taxiing speed. 

38. Compared with a landing using flaps, the aircraft: 

a. Lands at a higher speed 

b. Has a longer after-landing roll 

c. Has a tendency to over-rotate during a flapless touch-and-go landing 

 

 

Never retract the flaps during final approach because the subsequent loss of lift will 
increase the Angle of Attack (AOA) and may cause the aircraft to stall or sink rapidly. 

1.13 THE OVERHEAD BREAK 
39. The overhead break begins at Initial (see Figure 1-10).  Transmit your position and intentions to the 

tower (i.e., COLT 18, INITIAL, STOP).  Apply crab as required to track along the extended runway 
centreline and maintain traffic pattern altitude.  

40. The Break.  The break is a 180-degree level turn, used to place the aircraft downwind and reduce the 
airspeed in preparation to initiate the pre-landing check.  At a point approximately 3000 ft past the 
runway threshold, assuming average wind conditions (10 KTS headwind component), smoothly roll 
into a 45-60 degree bank turn in the appropriate direction, reduce throttle to 12” MP and trim the 
aircraft as necessary.  Roll out on downwind, correcting for known wind conditions if required.   

41. Downwind.  Maintain traffic pattern altitude, carry out the Pre-Landing Check and select flaps to T/O 
if desired.   Remember to constantly re-trim as the airspeed and configuration changes.  

42. Landing gear and flap extension must not be delayed to compensate for extending the downwind leg.  
Allow the speed to slow to a minimum of 110 KIAS.  

CAUTION 
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Figure 1-10.  Overhead Break and Final Turn 

 

1.14 EFFECT OF WIND ON THE OVERHEAD BREAK 
43. If there is a strong headwind, delay the break so that the increased ground speed on downwind will 

not carry the aircraft too far before commencing the final turn.  Vary the bank during the overhead 
break (45°- 60°) to compensate for a crosswind.  If there is a strong crosswind component, crab into 
wind once you have rolled out on downwind.  Adjust the ground track on downwind if required to 
compensate for a stronger crosswind in preparation for the final turn. 

 

NOTE 

The effect of wind will increase with a reduction of airspeed.  More compensation for wind 
may be required to maintain track downwind than was noted on downwind in the traffic 
pattern. 

1.15 THE FINAL TURN FROM THE OVERHEAD BREAK 
44. Under normal wind conditions, commence the final turn abeam the “window”, as previously described 

(see Figure 1-5). The point at which the final turn commences is called the “perch”.  Smoothly roll into 
a turn of up to 45 degrees of bank while lowering the attitude of the aircraft to commence a descent.  
Setting an attitude that corresponds to approximately one-third sky and two-thirds ground when 
looking out the front windscreen will approximate the initial attitude for the final turn.  Rudder is 
required while rolling into the turn to counteract any adverse yaw and also assists in lowering the 
nose during the roll in.  Ensure sufficient power is set to maintain a final turn speed of 110 KIAS 
(approximately 12” MP).  The minimum allowable speed during the final turn is the final approach 
speed plus 10 KTS.  
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The nose of the aircraft should never be allowed to rise up to, or above, the horizon 
during the final turn, especially if at or near the minimum manoeuvring airspeed. 

If, at any time during the final turn, any symptoms of an approaching stall are 
encountered, immediately carry out the recovery procedures as detailed in this 
chapter. 

 

45. Approximately halfway around the turn, as required by local flying orders, request landing clearance.  
When the tower clears you to land, confirm that the landing gear is down. 

46. Trim as required in the final turn. If the aircraft appears to be overshooting the runway centreline, 
avoid increasing the G-forces, which would in turn, increase the angle of attack.  When the error is 
small, increase the bank up to a maximum of 45 degrees to decrease the radius of turn, or continue 
the turn and make an "S" turn to line up with the centreline of the runway.  When the error is too large 
- OVERSHOOT (when time permits, advise the tower controller of your intentions).  If the aircraft is 
undershooting the centreline of the runway, decrease the bank slightly to increase the radius of the 
turn. 

47. Ideally, under normal wind conditions fly the final turn so that the aircraft rolls out on the extended 
runway centreline while passing through the “window” (in Southport, 1/2 NM from the actual runway 
threshold at 150 ft AGL).  Adjust the attitude to maintain a 3-degree glide path and commence the 
final approach. The reduced power setting required to maintain 110 KIAS in the final turn (compared 
to the straight-in) will allow the airspeed to naturally reduce to final approach speed. Continue with the 
landing transition, as described in section 1.07.  Figure 1-5 illustrates the pilot's view at the “window” if 
on glide path  

48. Your primary cross-check during the final turn and subsequent alignment with the runway should 
alternate between the ASI, the runway sight picture, and the "window”. Apply the principals of 
APT/PAT throughout the final turn.  If a deviation occurs, adjust the power and/or attitude as required 
to correct back to the ideal sight picture and/or airspeed, and then re-adjust to maintain. Adjustments 
may require a modification of just one, or both, variables to effect the desired change. Trim the aircraft 
to remove all control pressures. 

1.16 CLOSED PATTERN 
49. The Closed Pattern is a procedure by which a minimum amount of fuel is used to complete a circuit 

from a touch-and-go 

50. To carry out a closed pattern from a touch-and-go, apply full power and take off as per a normal 
touch-and-go and once safely airborne select flaps to Take Off if required.  Continue climbing and 
at a minimum of 50 feet select gear up, flaps up above 90K.  Level off between 50 and 100 feet 
above the runway, complete the PTO check, and accelerate to a minimum of 100 knots. Unless 
ATC or other traffic requires, continue past the end of the runway, perform a lookout in the direction 
of the turn and begin a climbing turn (up to 45 degrees of bank, minimum airspeed 90K) in the 
direction of the circuit.  Aim to rollout on the downwind leg at 1,500 feet MSL and transmit position 
to tower for sequencing.  Coordinate flight controls and power to arrive at the perch at 110K with 
the Pre-Landing Check complete. 

 

WARNINGS 
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1.17 THE FINAL TURN FROM THE CLOSED PATTERN 
51. Under normal wind conditions, commence the final turn abeam the “window”, as previously 

described. The point at which the final turn commences is called the “perch”.  Smoothly roll into a turn 
of up to 45 degrees of bank while lowering the attitude of the aircraft to commence a descent.  Setting 
an attitude that corresponds to approximately half sky and half ground when looking out the front 
windscreen will approximate the initial attitude for the final turn.  Ensure sufficient power is set to 
maintain a final turn speed of 110 KIAS (approximately 15” MP).  The minimum allowable speed 
during the final turn is the final approach speed plus 10 KTS.  

 

 

The nose of the aircraft should never be allowed to rise up to, or above, the horizon 
during the final turn, especially if at or near the minimum manoeuvring airspeed. 

If, at any time during the final turn, any symptoms of an approaching stall are 
encountered, immediately carry out the recovery procedures as detailed in this 
chapter. 

52. Approximately halfway around the turn, as required by local flying orders, request landing clearance.  
When the tower clears you to land, confirm that the landing gear is down. 

53. Trim as required in the final turn. If the aircraft appears to be overshooting the runway centreline, 
avoid increasing the G-forces, which would in turn, increase the angle of attack.  When the error is 
small, increase the bank up to a maximum of 45 degrees to decrease the radius of turn, or continue 
the turn and make an "S" turn to line up with the centreline of the runway.  When the error is too large 
- OVERSHOOT (when time permits, advise the tower controller of your intentions).  If the aircraft is 
undershooting the centreline of the runway, decrease the bank slightly to increase the radius of the 
turn. 

54. Ideally, under normal wind conditions fly the final turn so that the aircraft rolls out on the extended 
runway centreline while passing through the “window” (in Southport, 1/2 NM from the actual runway 
threshold at 150 ft AGL).  Adjust the attitude to maintain a 3-degree glide path and commence the 
final approach. The reduced power setting required to maintain 110 KIAS in the final turn (compared 
to the straight-in) will allow the airspeed to naturally reduce to final approach speed. Continue with the 
landing transition, as previously described.  

55. Your primary cross-check during the final turn and subsequent alignment with the runway should 
alternate between the ASI, the runway sight picture, and the "window”. Apply the principals of 
APT/PAT throughout the final turn.  If a deviation occurs, adjust the power and/or attitude as required 
to correct back to the ideal sight picture and/or airspeed, and then re-adjust to maintain. Adjustments 
may require a modification of one or both variables to effect the desired change. Trim the aircraft to 
remove all control pressures. 

WARNINGS 
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Figure 1-11.  Closed Pattern and Final Turn 

 

1.18 LOW APPROACH 
 

56. A low approach is a planned procedure carried out because you do not wish to land from a particular 
approach.  There will also be many instances during training where ATC will direct you to fly a low 
approach.  In any case, do not allow the airspeed to decrease below 95 KIAS. 

57. A low approach is flown at a minimum altitude of 200 ft AGL.  Execute a low approach by levelling the 
aircraft at desired altitude and adding sufficient power to maintain 95 KIAS (approximately 21 MP, or 
approximately 23 MP if configured with LDG flap).  Do not reposition the flaps and maintain a ground 
track either on the extended runway centreline or offset to one side of the runway, depending on 
traffic and ATC direction.  A low approach is always followed by an overshoot. 

1.19 OVERSHOOT 
58. An overshoot is carried out when you have decided to discontinue an approach as a result of a poor 

approach, conflicting traffic, instructions by ATC, or upon completion of a low approach.   

59. Use the following procedure when overshooting: 

a. Advance the power to FULL, anticipating rudder inputs due to the torque of the engine. 

b. Simultaneously raise the nose to establish a climb. 

c. When clear of the ground and climbing, raise the gear and, above 90 KIAS, retract the flaps and 
carry out the Post-Takeoff Check. 
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60. If you overshoot from a final turn, parallel the runway, watch for conflicting traffic, advise the tower of 
your intentions, and rejoin the circuit as you would after takeoff. 

1.20 BREAK-OUT (OVERHEAD BREAK OR CLOSED PATTERN) 
61. If you elect to break out from the overhead break or closed pattern, commence a turn to clear the 

traffic patterns.  Ensure the Post-Takeoff Check is complete, advise tower of your intentions and 
depart on a track and altitude to ensure safe separation from the traffic pattern flow. When well clear 
of all of the traffic patterns, rejoin as described for the intended approach. 

1.21  STALLS 

1.22 INTRODUCTION 
62. The sequences covered in this section are included to familiarize you with the symptoms and 

recovery from stalls along with the characteristics and feel of the aircraft at low airspeeds. 

63. The Theory of Stalls.  The term stalling describes the condition in which the lift from the wings can 
no longer support the weight of the aircraft.  Normally, the airflow over the wings is smooth, with some 
minor turbulence towards the trailing edge.  As the angle of attack is increased beyond the optimum 
angle, the airflow begins to break up and becomes progressively more turbulent, and the area of 
turbulence thickens and spreads towards the leading edge.  Greater angles of attack produce even 
more turbulence, until a point is reached beyond which there is a sudden loss of a large percentage 
of the total lift.  This angle is known as the critical angle or stalling angle.  The indicated airspeed at 
which the wings stall is known as the stalling speed.  An aircraft can stall at ANY airspeed, in ANY 
attitude, and at ANY power setting, provided that the critical angle is exceeded.  The most important 
factors affecting the indicated stalling speed are weight, power, flap position, and load factor. 

64. Another phenomenon occurs as the angle of attack increases; the Centre of Pressure (C of P) moves 
steadily forward until the stalling angle is reached; then it moves sharply back. 

65. What You Must Learn About Stalls.  There are four important things you must learn about stalls.  
You must be able to: 

a. Recognize the symptoms of a stall 

b. Recognize the characteristics of the stall itself 

c. Take the correct recovery action 

d. Take action to prevent stalls 

1.23 THE SYMPTOMS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STALL 
66. Once you recognize the symptoms of a stall, you know that the aircraft is approaching a critical 

condition of flight, requiring fast, positive, corrective action.  The following table has been prepared to 
help you to interpret the aircraft's stalling symptoms. 
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SYMPTOM METHOD OF RECOGNITION 

Nose High, Low 
Airspeed 

This warning is most noticeable when the aircraft is about to stall 
from the level-flight attitude.  Individually, a nose-high attitude or a 
low airspeed does not constitute a symptom of a stall, but when they 
occur together, the aircraft will stall if you fail to take recovery action. 

Sloppy Controls In the Grob 120A, all three controls are effective down to the stall; 
however, their effectiveness decreases as the speed decreases.  
This symptom is not always present when the aircraft is stalled at 
high speed. 

Aerodynamic Buffet This is a natural stall warning that occurs just prior to the stall.  It is 
created by the turbulent airflow coming off the trailing edge of the 
wings striking the horizontal stabilizer at high angles of attack.   

Mush Mush is a sensation of sinking caused by the high angles of attack 
associated with stalling. 

Stall Warning 
Systems 

Most aircraft have some form of a stall warning system whether it is a 
stick shaker or warning tone.  These systems usually indicate that 
the aircraft is approximately 10 per cent above the stall. 

 

67. During normal operations, recovery action is taken on recognition of the first symptom of an 
approaching stall.  If the aircraft is flown beyond the symptoms with no corrective action, the aircraft 
will stall.  Any of the following characteristics indicate that the aircraft has stalled.  

 

CHARACTERISTIC METHOD OF RECOGNITION 

Nose Drop When the critical angle of attack is exceeded, there is a possibility of 
the nose dropping due to the rapid rearward movement of the centre 
of pressure relative to the centre of gravity.  The stall may also be 
recognized by a loss of nose authority and by an increase in 
aerodynamic buffet. 

Wing Drop There is a possibility of encountering wing drop during all stalls.  This 
condition occurs if one wing stalls before the other wing for reasons 
such as turbulence, uncoordinated flight, etc. 

Loss of Altitude / 
Sinking 

When the aircraft has stalled, the lift produced is no longer able to 
sustain the desired condition of flight.  This is characterized by a 
sinking sensation and a loss of altitude. 

1.24 STALL RECOVERY 
68. The aim in stall recoveries is to recover with a minimum loss of altitude or performance.  The 

following is the standard stall recovery procedure for the Grob 120A aircraft; it is valid for all types of 
stalls: 

a. Release sufficient back pressure to un-stall the wings.  

b. Simultaneously select throttle to MAX. 

c. Apply rudder to counteract adverse yaw from any wing drop that may have occurred during the 
stall and to counteract engine induced yaw from selecting the throttle to MAX 
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d. Level the wings with aileron (if necessary). 

e. Raise the nose to minimize altitude loss and establish a climb as soon as possible. 

f. Select the landing gear up and flaps to TAKE OFF once a positive rate of climb is confirmed.  
Above 90 KIAS, select flaps UP and complete the Post-Takeoff Check.  Maintain the climb until 
the Post-Takeoff Check is complete. 

69. When releasing back pressure, the amount of initial control column movement need only be sufficient 
to un-stall the wings.  If you apply too much forward movement, you will lose too much altitude.  If you 
apply too little, you will not un-stall the wings.  With the aid of your instructor and continued practice, 
you will learn just how much control movement to use.   

70. If you raise the nose too rapidly when easing out of the dive, a secondary stall may occur.  If you 
raise it too slowly, the aircraft will lose excessive altitude.  Apply sufficient back pressure to maintain 
just outside the stall warning while raising the nose (momentary actuation of the stall warning may 
occur).  Raise the nose to the slow flight attitude, as this will provide a positive rate of climb while 
allowing the aircraft to accelerate out of the stall range. 

71. When power is applied, the aircraft is accelerated in the direction of the thrust; the effect is 
proportional to the power used.  Therefore, on the recovery, provided that the power is applied early 
enough, you may be able to keep the nose above the straight-and-level position, thus preventing 
excessive altitude loss.  Power is the most important factor when considering altitude loss in a stall 
recovery.  This can be illustrated if you do two stall recoveries, one with, and one without, power, and 
compare the amount of altitude lost in each.  Rudder will be required to counteract the engine 
induced yaw.  Use only sufficient rudder to eliminate the engine induced yaw and maintain balanced 
flight. 

72. Normally, you will initiate recovery action as soon as any of the stall symptoms become evident.  
However, during DUAL practice, you may allow the stall to fully develop so that you can learn and 
understand the whole recovery procedure.  If there is a wing drop, do not attempt to raise the dropped 
wing with aileron until you have first un-stalled the wings, as this could aggravate the situation.  Do 
not use rudder to raise the dropped wing; this could cause the aircraft to enter a spin. 

73. Your instructor will demonstrate all types of stalls and will explain the degree to which the controls are 
used for recovery from each type.  As you become more proficient, you will recover from stalls in any 
attitude, at various airspeeds, and at different power settings. 

 

1.25 HIGH-SPEED STALL 
74. When the critical angle is exceeded, an aircraft will stall at any attitude, airspeed, or power setting.  

Load factor (G) increases the stalling speed.  There will be noticeable buffeting as the aircraft 
approaches the critical angle during a high-speed stall.   

75. Entry.  To enter this stall from a wings-level attitude, complete a PSSA check, set power to MAX, and 
then, at approximately 140 KIAS, increase back pressure rapidly to make the aircraft stall at a speed 
higher than the 1 G stalling speed.  During the stall, the nose will not follow the elevator inputs, but 
the aircraft will encounter buffet. 

76. Normally the high-speed stalls will be practised in a turn.  Set the power to MAX and, at 
approximately 140 KIAS, put the aircraft into a steep turn, and tighten the turn to induce a stall.  Be 
prepared for a possible flick roll during this stall as one wing may stall before the other. 

77. Recovery.  When the aircraft stalls, carry out the standard stall recovery procedure, as outlined in 
section 1.21. 
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78. The procedures necessary to recover from high-speed stalls vary with the circumstances of the stall.  
When practicing high-speed stalls at 140 KIAS with the power at MAX, always carry out the standard 
stall recovery procedure.   

NOTE 

In many advanced aerobatics and turning manoeuvres, it is sufficient to release just enough back pressure 
to prevent stall warning operation and to continue with the manoeuvre.   

1.26 STALL SEQUENCE 
79. A stall sequence should be developed to facilitate the practice of all the stalls and slow flight.  Plan 

your sequence to allow a logical and efficient transition between manoeuvres.  The stall sequence 
normally consists of slow flight, a landing attitude stall, a final turn stall, and a high-speed stall. Figure 
1-11 provides one example of an example sequence.  

 
Figure 1-11.  Example Stall Sequence 

80. Carry out the PSSA Check prior to commencing your sequence.  Plan your sequence to remain 
within the area cleared, and maintain a conscientious look out.  You should not need to do another 
PSSA Check between manoeuvres.  Your instructor will help you develop an efficient stall sequence. 

1.27 UNUSUAL FLIGHT ATTITUDES 

1.28 INTRODUCTION 
81. An unusual attitude is any unrecognized flight attitude. Should you inadvertently enter into an 

unrecognized flight attitude, and altitude permits, CENTRALIZE THE CONTROLS while ANALYZING 
the situation.  Ascertain whether the nose of the aircraft is above or below the horizon.  If there are 
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insufficient visual cues, you must cease to attempt a visual recovery and carry out the instrument 
recovery procedure. 

1.29 NOSE-HIGH UNUSUAL ATTITUDE 
 

82. Symptoms are: 

a. Lack of horizon references, windscreen predominantly sky 

b. Altitude increasing 

c. Airspeed decreasing 

83. Recovery.  Once it is confirmed that the aircraft is in a nose-high attitude, use the following recovery 
procedure: 

a. Throttle to MAX, (apply sufficient rudder to counteract the torque of the engine).  This minimizes a 
further loss of airspeed during recovery. 

b. Roll towards the nearest horizon and maintain slight positive-G.  Avoid excessive back pressure 
because of the danger of stalling the aircraft.  If sufficient energy remains roll the aircraft past 90° 
AOB; however, do not allow the aircraft to roll beyond the inverted position.  Increasing the 
aircraft’s AOB towards the nearest horizon provides the shortest route towards the horizon and 
will also reduce the lift vector so that at 90° AOB there is no lift holding the nose above the 
horizon.  When the AOB exceeds 90° the lift vector is then being applied towards the horizon, 
thereby expediting the recovery. 

c. Roll out as the nose passes through the horizon and the airspeed is increasing and flyable. 

84. If you have to recover from a vertical attitude, the roll to the horizon is not necessary.   Continuous 
back pressure is all that is needed to reach the horizon, from which point you can roll wings level.  
This procedure can only be used when your attitude is at or near the vertical.  

 

 

In situations with low indicated airspeeds and high throttle settings, the inertia of the aircraft 
may exceed the authority of the flight controls.  When the aircraft does not respond 
immediately, and in a normal sense, to application of flight controls, neutralize the controls 
and reduce the throttle to IDLE.    

85. Your instructor will have you practice recoveries from nose-high attitudes initially at a relatively high 
airspeed; then, at gradually reduced speeds as you gain proficiency.  Always remember to bring the 
nose of the aircraft to the horizon by the shortest route. 

1.30 NOSE-LOW UNUSUAL ATTITUDE 
 

86. Symptoms are: 

a. Windscreen predominantly or all ground 

CAUTION 
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b. Altitude decreasing 

c. Airspeed increasing 

87. Recovery.  Once it is confirmed that the aircraft is in a nose-low attitude, use the following recovery 
procedure: 

a.   Throttle to IDLE  

b.   Simultaneously level the wings 

c.   Ease out of the dive, being careful not to overstress the aircraft 

88. When recovering from nose-low attitudes, level the wings before you ease out of the dive.  It is 
possible to exceed the structural limitations of the aircraft, by applying rolling-G, Levelling the wings 
quickly prior to applying back pressure will position the lift vector towards the horizon, which will make 
maximum use of the extra lift produced by increasing the G on the aircraft. 

1.31 POST-RECOVERY ACTIONS 
89. Upon completion of the recovery actions from either unusual attitude, establish the aircraft in a 

stable flight condition with a medium power setting.  To assess the cause and/or results of the 
unusual attitude, carry out the following actions: 

a.  Human Factors.  Conduct a check of yourself and how you feel, both physically and mentally. 
Verify the carbon monoxide detector. 

b.  Aircraft General Condition.   To ascertain that the engine is operating properly and there was no 
over speed, overstress, or other structural damage: 

1. conduct a Post-Takeoff Check to ensure all ancillaries were retracted and suffered no 
damage, 

2. ensure the aircraft has not exceeded any airspeed limitations, 

3. check the G meter to ensure that the aircraft was not overstressed, 

4. look outside the cockpit at the visible lift and control surfaces for possible damage that 
may have caused the unusual attitude, and 

5. analyze the situation by asking why did this occur?  The information garnered from this 
self-examination will prove beneficial in determining the next logical course of action. 
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1.32 BASIC AEROBATICS 

1.33 INTRODUCTION 
90. The purpose of teaching aerobatics is to help you to develop a more sensitive feel while you are 

controlling the aircraft, and to improve your ability to coordinate the use of controls during varying 
airspeeds and attitudes.  Learning to fly the following basic aerobatic manoeuvres will improve your 
overall flying ability and increase your confidence.  It will lead to greater familiarity with all attitudes of 
flight, and it will enable flying the aircraft closer to its maximum capabilities.  Emphasis during 
aerobatics should be on smoothness and continuity, not merely on pre-determined entry and exit 
airspeeds. 

1.34 G AWARENESS 
91. During any mission where aerobatics will be flown, the G Awareness exercise shall be performed.  

After clearing the area, conduct a 3 “G” turn for 5 seconds, and then roll wings level; unload to 1/4 G 
for 5 seconds; conduct a 4 “G” reversal for another 5 seconds, and then roll wings level.  This 
exercise can be completed at any time during the mission prior to commencing aerobatics and is 
performed to increase the G awareness of the flight crew. 

 

MANOEUVRE STANDARD BASIC AEROBATICS 

 ENTRY  
IAS 

SUGGESTED 
POWER 

SUGGESTED 
G 

AILERON ROLL 170 KIAS 100% - 

LOOP 170 KIAS 100% 3 – 4 

CLOVER LEAF 170 KIAS 100% 2.5 – 3.5 

CUBAN 8 170 KIAS 100% 3 – 4 

HESITATION ROLL 120 KIAS 100% - 

ROLL OFF THE TOP 180 KIAS 100% 3 - 4 

HALF ROLL AND PULL 
THROUGH 

120 KIAS IDLE 3 – 4 

BARREL ROLL 170 KIAS 100% - 

 

1.35 THE PRE-STALL, SPIN, AEROBATIC (PSSA) CHECK 
92. Before any aerobatic manoeuvres are carried out, the PSSA Check must be completed.  When 

checking the fuel state, ensure any imbalance is less than 25 litres.  If the time interval is short 
between aerobatic manoeuvres, only the items of the PSSA check that change quickly need to be 
checked.  A mini PSSA check can be carried out on subsequent manoeuvres provided the full check 
was carried out previously. 

93. Before conducting any aerobatic manoeuvre, the aircraft should be trimmed in all axes to a selected 
speed, normally the optimum entry speed of the manoeuvre.  This trim setting should not be re-
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adjusted during aerobatics, as this will ensure that the control pressures will feel the same every time 
a particular aerobatic manoeuvre is performed. 

94. The look out required to clear the area will vary according to the complexity of the aerobatic 
manoeuvre.  Although the area shall be clear in all directions before proceeding, special emphasis 
should be placed on those directions in which the aircraft will be moving.  The look out continues 
throughout each exercise; again, place emphasis in the direction that the aircraft is travelling.  A good 
look out is extremely important during aerobatics since the aircraft is manoeuvring through a large 
airspace. 

95. During aerobatics, situational awareness of flight attitude, airspeed, and especially altitude must be 
maintained to refrain from violating published altitude minima, and airspace restrictions.  

96. Power settings for individual aerobatics will vary slightly with altitude, temperature, aircraft weight, and 
aircraft configuration changes.  These changes are negligible in the Grob 120A and 100% power is 
used for most aerobatics. 

1.36 THE CUBAN 8 
97. The Cuban 8 is a manoeuvre that combines portions of the loop and the point roll (see Figure 1-12). 

98. The entry is identical to the loop up to the point when the aircraft reaches the inverted position.  Line 
up on a section line, set full power, accelerate to 170 KTS and then pull 4 G and maintain the pitch 
rate to the inverted position.  At this point, a reference point is picked 30-35 degrees below the 
horizon.  To achieve the 30-35-degree point, when the spinner touches the horizon, look at a point on 
the ground that touches the forward part of the canopy bow (see Figure 1-13).  As the spinner nears 
this point, the back pressure is released so that the nose of the aircraft freezes on a point on the 
ground, and a half-roll is commenced around this point using full (left or right) aileron input.  To 
prevent the nose of the aircraft from barrelling off the reference point during the half-roll, it is flown as 
a point roll (zero-G).  Coordinated rudder input may be required to maintain alignment during the 
zero-G roll.  As the wings approach level, the aileron deflection is reduced to neutral and rudder 
inputs for the roll are removed.  Back pressure is then applied (at approximately 155 KIAS) to achieve 
a constant rate pull-out to attain 170 KIAS as the nose passes through the level flight attitude.  To 
complete the manoeuvre, the entire procedure is repeated, this time rolling in the opposite direction to 
recover to level flight on the original heading at 170 KIAS. 
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Figure 1-12.  The Cuban 8 

 

 
Figure 1-13.  Cuban 8 - Inverted Position 
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1.37 HESITATION ROLL 
99. The hesitation roll is merely an aileron roll initiated from low airspeed (i.e., 120 KIAS), with a 

hesitation at the inverted position (see Figure 1-14).  It is often used as an expeditious way to 
increase airspeed to initiate aerobatics from a low energy state. 

100. The first half of the manoeuvre is exactly the same as for the aileron roll.  As the aircraft approaches 
the inverted position, the aileron pressure is relaxed so that the ailerons are neutral as the aircraft 
reaches the inverted position.  Coordinated rudder input may be required to counteract engine 
induced yaw while rolling.  Following a pause, the roll is then continued in the same direction and the 
aircraft is recovered to the wings-level upright position at 170 KIAS on the same reference line as 
when the roll was entered. 

101. Due to the difference in airspeed, control column pressures may have to be adjusted to maintain the 
same rate of roll during the roll to the upright position.  The hesitation is very useful as a joining 
manoeuvre during multiple aerobatics. 

 

 
 

Figure 1-14.  The Hesitation Roll 
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1.38 ROLL OFF THE TOP 
102. The roll off the top consists of the first half of a loop, at constant G rather than a constant pitch rate, 

followed by a half-roll back to level flight (see Figure 1-15).  The result is a gain in altitude, a loss of 
airspeed, and a 180-degree change of direction. 

103. The aircraft is set up for a roll off the top by setting 100% power, attaining 180 KIAS, and aligning the 
aircraft with a suitable reference line.  Back pressure is applied to attempt to maintain 3-4 G 
throughout the half loop as much as possible.  Since the G remains constant, the pitch rate must 
change throughout the pull.  Coordinated rudder will be required as the speed bleeds off to counteract 
the engine induced yaw.  As the nose approaches the opposite horizon, release the back pressure; 
use coordinated aileron and rudder pressure to complete a half-roll back to level flight.  To prevent 
the nose of the aircraft from barrelling off the reference line during the half-roll, it is to be flown at zero 
G.  To recover in a straight-and-level attitude, the roll must be started while the nose of the aircraft is 
still above the horizon.  The speed will be approximately 90 to 120 KIAS upon completion of the 
manoeuvre. 

 

 
 

Figure 1-15.  Roll Off the Top 
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1.39 HALF ROLL AND PULL THROUGH 
104. The half roll and pull through is a manoeuvre in which the aircraft is rolled to the inverted position, and 

then pulled through as in the last half of a loop (see Figure 1-16).  The result is a loss of altitude, a 
gain in airspeed, and a 180-degree change of direction. 

105. A half roll and pull through is started at an airspeed of 120 KIAS, with the aircraft aligned to a suitable 
reference line and the wings level.  The nose is then raised to a pitch attitude of approximately 20 
degrees, back pressure is released, and the throttle is reduced to IDLE.  Coordinated aileron and 
rudder pressure are then applied to complete a half-roll to the wings-level inverted position.  To 
prevent the nose of the aircraft from barrelling off the reference line during the half-roll, it is to be 
flown at zero G.  The inverted position is anticipated by smoothly relaxing the aileron pressure so that 
the ailerons are neutral as the wings reach level.  Without pausing in the inverted position, back 
pressure is smoothly applied to attain a constant rate of pitch change and achieve level flight at 170 
KIAS.  The back pressure during the first part of the pull through should be sufficient to avoid an 
excessive build-up of airspeed and consequent high G-loads.  Power may be increased during the 
last part of the pull through to enter another manoeuvre, if desired. 

 

 
Figure 1-16.  The Half Roll and Pull Through 
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1.40 THE BARREL ROLL 
106. The barrel roll is a manoeuvre to improve coordination in which the aircraft nose, as seen from the 

cockpit, appears to describe a circle about a point on the horizon.  The actual flight-path of the aircraft 
is seen in the Figure 1-17 below. 

107. The barrel roll is started with a FULL power setting and the aircraft in a shallow dive aligned with a 
reference line.  The nose of the aircraft is lowered to attain 170 KIAS for the start of the manoeuvre. 
Add backpressure to raise the nose and as the aircraft passes through the level flight attitude blend in 
aileron to begin the roll (Figure 1-17 Point A).  The aileron and back pressure are coordinated so that 
the aircraft reaches a position 45 degrees off the original reference line with 45 degrees of pitch up 
and 90 degrees of bank (Figure 1-17 Point B).  Coordinated roll and back pressure are continued until 
the aircraft reaches a position 90 degrees off the original reference line in a level, inverted attitude 
(Figure 1-17 Point C).  As the airspeed decreases, the aileron deflection must be increased to 
maintain a constant rate of roll and the back pressure must be reduced to keep the nose moving at a 
constant rate.  As the nose drops through the horizon, the airspeed will begin to increase.  
Coordinated aileron and back pressure are continued until the aircraft returns to a position 45 
degrees from the original reference line, but this time with 45 degrees pitch down and 90 degrees of 
bank (Figure 1-17 Point D).  As the airspeed continues to increase, the amount of aileron deflection 
must be decreased to keep the same rate of roll and the back pressure must be increased to keep 
the nose moving at a constant rate.  The manoeuvre is completed when the aircraft reaches the level 
flight attitude at 170 KIAS and aligned with the original reference line (Figure 1-17 Point E). 

 

 
 

Figure 1-17.  Barrel Roll 
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1.41 MULTIPLE AEROBATICS 
108. To further improve your pilot ability and airmanship, and to save time during practice, a number of 

individual manoeuvres may be combined into one continuous sequence.  The airspace involved is 
considerably greater than that required for single manoeuvres; therefore, greater emphasis must be 
placed on clearing the area.  The exercise shall be planned so that minimum altitude restrictions are 
respected and aircraft remain in the area that was cleared. 

109. A good aerobatic sequence requires careful planning in selecting manoeuvres that can be linked 
together easily.  Power settings may be varied as required for each manoeuvre, or a constant 
(average) power setting may be used to maintain a smooth, continuous sequence.  Your instructor 
will assist you in planning a sequence that will fulfil these goals.  The NATO standard aerobatic 
sequence consists of a loop, cloverleaf, Cuban Eight, hesitation roll, roll off the top, and a half roll and 
pull through.  The barrel roll can easily be incorporated between the looping manoeuvres. 

110. Repetition of a manoeuvre in a sequence is not good planning; however, the same manoeuvre may 
be done back to back in opposite directions.  The important factor in multiple aerobatics is the 
development of good judgment, smoothness, and continuity.  Each manoeuvre should flow into the 
next.  If your airspeed is not exactly where it should be for the follow-on manoeuvre, avoid the 
temptation of hesitating between the manoeuvres to make the adjustment.  If the error is not too 
large, try to compensate for and correct it during the follow-on manoeuvre by either increasing or 
decreasing the G, as applicable.  If the airspeed is lower than expected after a looping manoeuvre, 
then the G will need to be slightly increased for the first half of the follow-on manoeuvre.  
Consequently, slightly less G will be required if the exit airspeed is slightly fast. 

1.42 SAFETY FACTORS 
111. The following safety considerations apply when manoeuvring in the extreme attitudes achievable 

during aerobatics. 

112. Ensure all aerobatic manoeuvring is conducted above the minimum altitudes published in local 
directives. 

113. If, at any time, you become disoriented, discontinue the manoeuvre and carry out the appropriate 
unusual attitude recovery. 

114. Should the symptoms of a high-speed stall be encountered during the manoeuvre, releasing sufficient 
back pressure to eliminate the symptoms and continuing with the manoeuvre is, normally, all that is 
required.  If the stall is severe, discontinue the manoeuvre and recover the aircraft to level flight. 

115. If another aircraft enters your planned manoeuvring airspace, discontinue the manoeuvre and take 
appropriate action to avoid the conflicting traffic. 

1.43 PFL TO TOUCHDOWN 
 

116. Another manoeuvre that you will be required to master is the PFL to touchdown.  During PFT, you 
practised this manoeuvre in the area to an overshoot.  On the extended phase, you will be expected 
to take this one step further and practise it to touchdown on a prepared surface.  Many of the same 
procedures are involved however the following will also discuss the aspect of flying these 
manoeuvres at the airport. 
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1.44 HIGH KEY  
117. Plan to reach High Key with 90 KIAS and the landing gear down.  On reaching High Key, which is 

situated over the button of the runway, if you are at the ideal altitude, start a turn using approximately 
20 degrees of bank in the direction of the selected Low Key position. If the aircraft is higher than ideal 
at the High Key position, continue along the landing path until you have lost one half of the excess 
altitude, then begin the turn to Low Key.  This technique is very effective as long as you have reached 
High Key between 2500-3500 ft AGL, but it is not recommended if you are outside these parameters.   
DO NOT INCREASE THE RADIUS OF THE ORBIT TO LOSE EXTRA ALTITUDE.  This requires fine 
judgment and renders the information gathered from your ensuing keys invalid. 

1.45 LOW KEY 
118. Your next check-point is Low Key, which is 180 degrees around the pattern from High Key, at 

approximately 1500 ft AGL.  Ensure you cross over Low Key with 180 degrees of turn remaining and 
check your altitude.  DO NOT extend if you are high.  Continue your turn towards your Final Key 
position and make any necessary corrections to glide path.  T/O flap is normally selected between 
Low Key and Final Key.  If time permits during the forced-landing pattern, transmit to the tower at 
each of the key positions. 

1.46 FINAL KEY 
119. Your last checkpoint is the Final Key position.  It is located 270 degrees around the pattern from High 

Key, and the aircraft should be approximately 1000 ft AGL.  Ensure you cross Final Key with 90 
degrees of turn remaining to the runway and check your altitude.  After crossing this point, select an 
initial touchdown point one-third of the distance along the runway.  Alter your bank angle slightly to 
roll wings level prior to the runway.  When attaining the selected touchdown point is assured, it can be 
brought closer to the runway threshold by selecting flaps as required.  Maintain 90 KIAS throughout 
the entire pattern.  Once the aircraft is aligned on final and full flap is selected, the speed can be 
allowed to slow to final approach Indicated Airspeed until initiation of the round out. 

1.47 SIDE-SLIPPING 
120. The Grob has the capability of performing full rudder side-slips.  This manoeuvre can be used as a 

means of increasing rate of descent without increasing airspeed, configuration, or power setting.  
Rates of descent in excess of 3000 fpm have been accomplished when side-slipping.  It is not 
intended that this manoeuvre should be used as a normal means to lose altitude but rather as a last 
solution to lose excess altitude. To execute a side-slip effectively, apply rudder and use opposite 
aileron as required to control the angle of bank so that you will track toward the desired point.  The 
rate of descent will vary proportionally with the amount of rudder input.  It is extremely important to 
note that your pitch attitude still controls your airspeed and that you will have to lower the nose to 
compensate for the increased drag in an effort to maintain the same gliding airspeed.  Do not trim the 
elevator to maintain this new attitude.  To turn the aircraft while side-slipping always use top rudder 
then bank as required to perform the turn. However, never use more than 45 degrees of bank or let 
the nose rise above the horizon.  When the decision is made to stop side-slipping smoothly remove 
the cross control inputs and adjust the pitch attitude to control the airspeed.  This attitude should 
already be trimmed for if the aircraft was properly trimmed prior to beginning the side-slip.  

1.48 WIND EFFECT 
121. The forced-landing pattern is designed to be circular under zero or light wind conditions.  A strong 

wind has considerable effect on the aircraft's ground track, and the pattern will be shifted downwind 
unless there is some compensation made. 
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122. There are two methods used to compensate for wind in the PFL.  Both methods are effective, 
however, you must always strive to fly the aircraft to the desired key points and have the aircraft 
properly oriented.  Although the pattern is designed to be flown at 20 degrees of bank, alter your bank 
as required to be on heading over the key. 

123. Method one is accomplished by varying the bank so as to fly over the normal key positions.  You will 
then, in effect, fly a greater time through the air during half of the pattern which will cause you to lose 
more altitude into wind; conversely, during the other half of the pattern, you will spend less time and 
lose less altitude while flying with a tailwind component.  For this reason, you must consider wind 
effect when you check your altitude at the keys to accurately decide when to select flap. 

124. Method two is accomplished by moving each key position into wind so that you can fly a normal 
pattern to the touchdown point.  This technique is used primarily for strong winds, however, it is 
difficult to judge precisely.  It is recommended that you combine both methods in strong winds by 
moving the keys into wind and adjusting the pattern by varying bank as required to land on the 
runway. 

125. For example, if there is a 
strong wind straight down 
the runway, delay the turn 
at High Key so that the 
aircraft arrives upwind of 
the ideal position.  If you do 
not delay the turn, you will 
arrive at Low Key altitude 
past the end of the runway 
(Figure 1-18). 

126. A strong crosswind has an 
even more adverse effect.  
If you use 20 degrees of 
bank, a strong crosswind 
from the direction in which 
you orbit will cause Low Key to be too close to the runway (Figure 1-19).  If this is not corrected, the 
shorter path remaining to 
the end of the runway will 
cause the aircraft to 
overshoot the centreline of 
the runway, or be 
unacceptably high on final.  
Thus, you must vary the 
turn by using less bank so 
that the aircraft ends up at 
the correct Low Key 
position.  Also, you must 
use more bank on the final 
turn so that the aircraft 
does not overshoot the 
extended centreline. 
Should the crosswind be 
from the other side, thus 
causing the aircraft to drift 
away from the runway, use 
more bank in the first half of 
the turn and less in the 
second half.  Avoid the 

Figure 1-18.  Strong Headwind Impact on PFL Pattern 

Figure 1-19.  Strong Crosswind Impact on PFL Pattern 
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requirement to use excessive bank on final, at low airspeed, in an attempt to line up on the runway 
centreline. 

1.49 PATTERN VARIATIONS 
127. You cannot always fly the ideal pattern.  There may not be sufficient altitude to allow the aircraft to 

glide to High Key by 2500 ft AGL.  Remember that the pattern is designed to allow you to be 
reasonably sure of making a successful forced landing, provided that the aircraft reaches one of the 
key positions, at the correct altitude and on the correct heading.  If you cannot reach High Key, fly 
directly to Low Key and delay lowering the landing gear if necessary.  If you are doubtful about 
reaching Low Key, go directly to Final Key.  If possible, avoid making large heading changes when 
aligning yourself with the appropriate key position; instead, go to the reachable key position that is 
most directly aligned with your current heading.  

1.50 PRACTICE FORCED LANDINGS 
128. All Practice Forced Landings (PFL) to touch down will be conducted to an aerodrome.  To simulate 

an engine failure, set the throttle to idle.  The pattern is identical to that described above, except that 
you must transmit to the tower so that ATC can regulate traffic.  Before beginning a PFL, ask for 
clearance and remember to transmit at High Key, Low Key, and/or at Final Key, as required by local 
flying orders.  When you are practicing forced landings, the Forced-Landing Check shall be changed 
as follows: 

 DO NOT move the Fuel Selector to OFF; 

 DO NOT move mixture to cut-off; 

 DO NOT turn magnetos to OFF; 

 DO NOT turn the fuel pump to OFF; 

 DO NOT shut off any of the aircraft electrical switches; 

 DO NOT delay lowering the landing gear past Low Key. 

129. Many diverse scenarios may be forced upon you due to unforeseen circumstances.  Your instructor 
will discuss these with you and have you practice variations to the ideal pattern.  Remember that the 
best gliding speed is 90 KIAS.  Never attempt to gain more distance by raising the nose and reducing 
the airspeed: this is termed "stretching" the glide.  Should you be low on final because of an error in 
judgment, maintain 90 KIAS until short final in order to cross the threshold at final approach speed.  
This procedure will give you maximum gliding distance. 
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CHAPTER 2 BASIC INSTRUMENT FLYING 

2.01 INTRODUCTION 
1. Although many aircraft fly above the weather, they often have to climb through cloud after takeoff, or, 
descend through cloud during an instrument approach before landing.  Pilots of aircraft that do not have a 
high altitude capability often fly many hours within extensive areas of cloud and precipitation.  This means 
that you must understand the fundamentals of instrument flying so that you can reach a high standard of 
proficiency in preparation for future flying assignments.   

2. Before any instrument flight rules (IFR) trip, or a trip where instrument meteorological conditions (IMC) 
are likely to be encountered, you shall conduct a thorough check of all flight instruments and navigation 
equipment. 

2.02 BASIC INSTRUMENT FLYING 
3. In clearhood exercises, the attitude of the aircraft is determined by reference to the natural horizon 
and is checked occasionally by reference to the instruments.  During instrument flying, the horizon bar of the 
Attitude Indicator (AI) replaces the natural horizon, and the relationship between the miniature aircraft and 
the horizon bar presents a visual picture of the aircraft's attitude. 

4. The aircraft control instruments include the attitude indicator and engine display (Figure 2-1).  
You control the aircraft in exactly the same way during instrument flying as you do during clearhood flying, 
by using the AI as the reference for pitch and bank, and the manifold pressure gauge as the reference for 
power. 

 
Figure 2-1.  Aircraft Control Instruments 

5. The aircraft performance instruments are the altimeter, Vertical Speed Indicator (VSI), Airspeed 
Indicator (ASI), and the turn-and-slip indicator (Figure 2-2).  These instruments tell you what the aircraft is 
doing, whether the aircraft's attitude is controlled by reference to the natural horizon, the AI, or both. 
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Figure 2-2.  Aircraft Performance Instruments 

6. The aircraft navigation instruments show you the position of the aircraft in relation to a navigation 
facility or user-defined waypoint (Figure 2-3).  Navigation instruments include such instruments as Global 
Positioning System (GPS), course indicators, range indicators (DME), Very High Frequency Omni 
directional Radio (VOR), and a Nondirectional Beacon (NDB). Information from the navigation instruments 
can be configured separately or combined into one instrument such as a Horizontal Situation Indicator (HSI)  

 
Figure 2-3.  Aircraft Navigation Instruments 
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2.03 ATTITUDE INDICATOR 
7. The AI is used for attitude reference.  Proper aircraft control depends on your ability to hold an 
accurate, constant attitude, to change that attitude smoothly, and to know when and by how much to 
change the attitude.  Any change in the aircraft's attitude is immediately indicated on the AI by a 
corresponding change of the aircraft symbol's relation to the horizon bar.  Small changes of attitude are 
easily identified and controlled. 

8. Changing the position of the aircraft symbol in relation to the horizon bar makes definite pitch attitude 
changes.  Make coarse adjustments to known pitch references using the pitch scale on the AI (for example, 
set 7-8 degrees nose up for a normal climb).  Precise adjustments are made by reference to the thickness of 
the horizon bar and are referred to as bar widths. 

9. The angle indicated between the aircraft symbol (at the centre of the AI) and the horizon bar shows 
the direction of turn. The position of the bank pointer (at the top of the AI) on the index scale shows the 
number of degrees of bank.  The bank index scale is graduated at 0, 10, 20, 30, 45 and 60 degrees of bank. 
The pitch index scale shows 5, 10, and 15 degrees nose up, as well as 10 and 20 degrees nose down.  
Therefore, by referring to the AI, you can establish and maintain desired degrees of bank and pitch. 

 
Figure 2-4.  AI Attitude Indications 

2.04 POWER 
10. The manifold pressure (MP) gauge is the control instrument for power and indicates the aircraft’s 
current power level.  It is used during instrument flight in the same manner as in clearhood flight. 

   
11. The following rules of thumb can be used in instrument flight. 
 

a. If you maintain a constant airspeed, the vertical speed resulting from power changes can 
be based on the approximation of 100 fpm of vertical speed for each 1-inch change in 
manifold pressure.   

 
b. If you maintain a constant altitude, changes in airspeed are based on the approximation of 

5 KIAS for every 1-inch change in manifold pressure. 
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2.05 PERFORMANCE INSTRUMENTS 
12. Because you must control the attitude and power to get the performance desired, you must know 
when a change is required.  The performance instruments show the results of the present attitude and 
power.  When you have an undesirable indication, you must change the attitude and/or power. 

13. To know what to change (bank, pitch, or power), remember that bank attitude control is used to 
maintain a heading or a desired turn.  Except during manoeuvres for which there is a fixed power setting, a 
combination of power and attitude is required to maintain a desired airspeed and altitude. 

14. The amount of change in attitude or power required to achieve a desired performance must be 
learned through experience.  When the attitude must be changed, the adjustment is made with reference to 
the AI.  When power is changed, the adjustment is made with reference to the MP gauge.  After the 
adjustment, monitor the performance instruments to see if the change is correct.  If it is not correct, make a 
further adjustment of attitude and/or MP. 

2.06 CROSS-CHECK 
15. During instrument flying, you must divide your attention between the control, performance, and 
navigation instruments.  Proper division of attention and the sequence for checking the instruments varies 
from pilot to pilot and throughout a trip. 

16. The way in which instruments respond to changes of attitude and/or power influences cross-check 
techniques.  Attitude and power indicators respond immediately to changes, but the indications of the 
performance instruments may lag slightly behind changes of attitude and/or power.  This lag is caused by 
aircraft inertia and by the operating principles and mechanisms of the instruments themselves, but it should 
not affect the accuracy of your control over the aircraft. 

17. When you are controlling the attitude and power properly, the indications on the performance 
instruments will stabilize or change smoothly with a minimum of lag.  Smooth aircraft control is achieved by 
making appropriate adjustments using the control instruments and allowing the performance instruments to 
stabilize.  Refinement of the performance parameters is accomplished by repeating this process until the 
desired performance is achieved.  Do not allow any lag in the performance instruments to cause you to 
make premature adjustments on the control instruments.  Invariably, this leads to chasing the needles of 
instruments and is called over-controlling. 

18. The AI is probably the only instrument to which you may devote your attention for any appreciable 
length of time.  You may need several seconds to complete a routine attitude change, such as entering a 
turn.  During this time, you may have to devote your attention exclusively to the AI to ensure precise attitude 
control.  The AI is the instrument that is checked the greatest number of times.  A normal cross-check 
technique is to glance from the AI to a performance instrument, back to the AI, to another 
performance instrument, back to the AI, and so forth  (see Figure 2-5). 
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Figure 2-5.  Basic Instrument Cross-Check 

19. This example of cross-check technique does not mean that you should not compare the indications 
of one performance instrument against another.  However, predominant attention to the AI is normal and 
desirable. A good rule of thumb to remember is: 80 to 90 per cent of your time should be spent focused 
on the AI and the remainder spent quickly cross-checking performance and navigation instruments. 

20. The omission of some instruments during the cross-check is a common error.  You may find that you 
are inclined to omit a performance instrument from your cross-check, although you are watching other 
performance instruments and the control instruments properly.  For example, you may become so 
engrossed with pitch-attitude control to maintain an altitude, or a specific rate of climb or descent, that you 
fail to note an error in heading.  The indications on some instruments are not as eye-catching as the 
indications on others.  A 4-degree heading error is not as noticeable as a 300 to 400 fpm error in the rate of 
climb or descent; therefore, you must develop a habit of including all the instruments in your cross-check. 

2.07 BASIC MANOEUVRES 
21. Any instrument flight, no matter how long or complex, is simply a series of connected, basic 
instrument manoeuvres.  Thus, the more accurately you fly the basic manoeuvres, the more accurately and 
safely you can complete your whole trip. 

22. The failure to regard an instrument trip as a series of basic instrument manoeuvres leads to erratic 
aircraft control.  The information received (from navigation instruments, a radar controller, etc.) should be 
thought of as advice to perform a basic instrument manoeuvre.  Instrument approaches also consist of a 
series of connected basic instrument manoeuvres, such as a constant airspeed descent, a descending turn, 
changing airspeeds, and straight-and-level flight among others.  By visualizing the next basic manoeuvre, 
you can plan ahead and know exactly what cross-check technique and control input should be used during 
the manoeuvre. 
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2.08 TRIM 
23. Proper trim technique is essential for smooth instrument flying.  By relieving all control pressures, it is 
easier to hold a constant attitude, thus ensuring smooth and precise control.  Control pressures vary with 
airspeed and use of ancillaries (flaps, propeller rpm and landing gear).  A small power change does not 
affect the trim appreciably, but the resulting change in airspeed requires a trim change.  Constantly monitor 
the ball on the turn-and-slip and trim out any pressures required to keep it centred.   

24. To trim the aircraft, apply sufficient control pressure to establish the desired attitude, and then use the 
trim to relieve all control pressures, no matter how slight.  Do not attempt to change the aircraft's attitude by 
means of trimming; this causes erratic aircraft control. 

2.09 STRAIGHT-AND-LEVEL FLIGHT 
25. In straight-and-level, unaccelerated flight, you must maintain a desired altitude, heading, and 
airspeed. 

26. The AI is the primary instrument for selecting the attitude for straight-and-level flight.  The altimeter 
shows whether the attitude is the correct one.  If it is correct, the altitude should remain constant.  If it is not 
correct, use the correct application of pitch and power to regain the correct altitude. 

27. Good judgment is required when you are deciding on the rate of correction required to reach a 
desired altitude.  Do not make the corrections so rapidly that you overshoot the desired altitude; likewise, do 
not prolong a correction unnecessarily.  As a general rule, the pitch attitude change should be such that the 
vertical speed in fpm is approximately double the error in ft of altitude.  For example, if there is a 100-foot 
error in altitude, make a correction of approximately 200 fpm.   

28. When there is a small attitude error, the altimeter often registers a slight change of altitude before the 
VSI has had time to move.  If you make a small pitch correction with reference to the AI, the altitude 
deviation may be corrected before the VSI has had time to show an error. 

29. Do not adjust the pitch attitude because of oscillations of VSI indications in rough air; this will lead to 
over control.  You must always make sufficient reference to the AI to ensure good attitude control. 

30. To maintain heading, keep the wings level by referring to the AI and cross-check the heading and 
turn-and-slip indicators.  Set the heading bug to the desired course on the EHSI. This will make it easier to 
determine if you have strayed from your heading.  If the aircraft turns off heading, establish a specific angle 
of bank on the AI to return the aircraft to the desired heading at a controlled rate.  A normal rate of correction 
is to establish an angle of bank on the AI equal to the number of degrees off heading.  Use a slightly larger 
bank angle when the aircraft is flying at high true airspeeds, but keep the bank angle below 30 degrees. 

31. Small heading deviations are not readily noticeable.  For this reason, you must frequently cross-check 
the heading and turn-and-slip indicators. 

32. When you are adjusting the power to establish the airspeed for a particular phase of flight, knowing 
the approximate MP setting is of value.  As the aircraft approaches the desired airspeed, refer to the MP 
gauge and establish the approximate setting.  A cross-check of the airspeed will indicate the need for 
subsequent small power adjustments.  Make a point of learning and remembering the approximate MP 
settings that are detailed in Figure 2-6. 
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MANOEUVRE POWER KIAS FLAPS LANDING GEAR 

Vectored 
Approach 18-19 inches 120 UP Up 

Final Approach 
Precision 18-19 inches 110 TAKE OFF Down 

Final Approach 
Non-Precision 18-19 inches 110 TAKE OFF Down 

Low Approach 
and Circling 24-25 inches 110 TAKE OFF Down 

 
NOTE 

The manifold pressure settings listed above are based on summer temperatures and will vary 
up to 2 inches according to temperature, weight, and the characteristics of the individual 
aircraft. 

 
Figure 2-6.  Manifold Pressure Settings and Configurations in Instrument Manoeuvres 

 

33. When there is an error in airspeed in level flight, delay the power adjustment until you have checked 
the altimeter and VSI to see whether there is a need for a pitch change.  For example, if the aircraft is 
descending and the airspeed is slightly high, both can be corrected by a pitch change. 

34. Straight-and-level airspeed changes are performed using the same procedures as taught in the 
clearhood phase.  Ensure that all parameters of the airspeed change get calculated first and then performed 
second.  The attitude reference is the AI instead of the horizon and should be the primary focus throughout 
the manoeuvre.  Maintain proper heading and altitude throughout the manoeuvre and re-trim as necessary.  
The procedure for small speed changes is a simple readjustment of the power setting. Adjust 1 inch of 
manifold pressure for every 5 KTS of change in airspeed. For airspeed increases that exceed 15 KTS use 
full power to accomplish the change in airspeed more rapidly and then set the calculated power setting for 
the desired airspeed. For airspeed decreases that exceed 15 KTS, reduce the power by 2 inches more than 
the calculated setting. When approaching the desired airspeed, increase the power by 2 inches to maintain 
the appropriate airspeed.  Large power changes will require significant rudder inputs to prevent yaw. 

2.10 TURNS 
35. Since the Grob 120A turns very effectively, instrument turns are normally made at either 15 or 30º 
AOB.  However, as you gain experience, you will practice instrument turns at specific rates and various 
bank angles. 

36. To enter a constant AOB turn, establish and maintain the desired bank angle by referring to the bank 
scale of the AI.  Use light control pressure when making adjustments to the bank and, throughout the turn, 
devoting sufficient attention to the AI to keep the bank angle constant.  It will be necessary to increase the 
power (by approximately 2 inches MP) to maintain the desired altitude after a 30-degree AOB turn has been 
stabilized.   

37. Anytime you are turning to an assigned heading, use the heading bug on the EHSI to identify the 
desired heading.  Set the heading bug upon issuance of the desired heading before rolling into the turn, or 
immediately after rolling out of the turn.  DO NOT set the heading bug DURING turns. 

38. With bank angles of 30 degrees or more, a change in the angle of attack is required to compensate 
for the loss of vertical lift.  You must anticipate the change and increase back pressure on the control stick 
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as required to maintain level flight.  Increase power to compensate for the increased drag to maintain 
airspeed; the amount of back pressure and power required depend on the bank angle.  To return to straight-
and-level flight, apply opposite control pressures to level the wings, release the back pressure and adjust 
the power to maintain airspeed and altitude.  Cross-check with the altimeter and VSI.  The bank should be 
applied at a constant rate and, ideally, the roll-in and rollout should be at the same rate.  Do not trim the 
aircraft during constant speed turns. 

39. In coordinated flight, an aircraft continues to turn as long as the wings are banked; therefore, to 
recover on a specific heading, you must start the rollout before the aircraft reaches the desired heading.  
The amount of lead varies with the AOB and the rate of rollout. For a 30º AOB turn, use approximately a 5-
degree lead to roll out on the desired heading. 

40. Any instrument turns with a bank angle greater than 45 degrees is considered to be a steep turn.  
Although steep turns are seldom required in routine instrument flying, they increase your ability to fly 
accurately using instruments.  Flying techniques during a steep turn are the same as for a normal turn, 
except that you must pay more attention to the pitch attitude throughout the turn because of the larger 
changes necessary to maintain altitude and airspeed.  During the rollout, three actions must be performed 
simultaneously: you must decrease the bank, release the back pressure, and reduce power.  You must use 
a rapid cross-check to roll the aircraft out smoothly at a constant altitude. 

41. A constant rate turn can be accomplished using the turn-and-slip needle in the cross-check.  Begin by 
calculating the required angle of bank required for either a rate 1 or ½ rate turn.  The general rule of thumb 
for a rate 1 turn is: 10% of the TAS + 7º (e.g., a TAS of 120 KTS would mean a rate 1 turn equates to 12 + 7 
= 19º AOB).  Once the AOB has been calculated, roll into the turn, focusing primarily on the AI and set the 
calculated AOB.  Establish the turn and then bring the turn-and-slip needle into the cross-check to maintain 
the rate 1 turn.  If an error develops, correct the AOB on the AI – do not chase the turn-and-slip.  The rule of 
thumb for a rate ½ turn is: 5% of the TAS + 7º.  The example above would equal 13º AOB for a rate ½ turn. 

42. Changing airspeed in turns is taught to improve your cross-check technique and to foster accuracy of 
control.  There are two methods of changing airspeeds in turns: one is to make the change after the turn has 
been established and the other is to alter the power setting while the aircraft is being rolled into the turn.  In 
either method, use the same procedure for decreasing or increasing airspeed as if you were in straight and 
level flight. 

43. Changing airspeed in a constant bank turn requires only an adjustment of pitch attitude to maintain 
altitude.  However, in a constant rate turn, the procedure is more difficult.  Because the rate of turn 
depends on the angle of bank/airspeed relationship, each time the airspeed is changed, you must adjust 
the bank angle if the rate of turn is to remain constant.  To hold a constant altitude during these airspeed 
changes, you must vary the pitch attitude. 

2.11 CLIMBS AND DESCENTS 
44. Climbing and descending manoeuvres are of two general types.  One is a constant-airspeed climb or 
descent in which a fixed power setting is established.  The change in power results in a climb or descent. 
The pitch attitude is adjusted to maintain the airspeed.  The other type is a constant-rate climb or descent in 
which the power and attitude are adjusted to produce the required airspeed and vertical speed.  Once 
established, only minor adjustments of power and attitude are required to maintain or regain the desired 
climb/descent rate and airspeed. 

45. Normally a climb is made at a reduced airspeed.  On the entry to a climb, establish the pitch attitude 
first on the AI and as the airspeed decreases to within 5 KIAS of the desired speed, apply climbing power 
and then re-trim.  From information supplied by the performance instruments, make minor adjustments on 
the AI to maintain the required airspeed.  If the climb is to be made at cruising airspeed, adjust the power 
and attitude simultaneously, and then re-trim, if required. 
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46. The level off from a climb is normally made at a higher airspeed than that of the climb.  When the 
aircraft approaches the desired altitude, adjust the pitch attitude gradually to maintain the altitude.  For 
levelling off, use a lead, in feet of altitude, equal to 10 per cent of the Vertical Speed Indicator.  Maintain 
climb power until the airspeed is within 5 KIAS of the required speed, reduce to the required MP, and then 
re-trim.  Make minor adjustments on the AI and MP gauge.  Should the level off be at the same or lower 
airspeed than the climb, adjust the power either simultaneously or before the aircraft reaches the desired 
altitude, so that the aircraft is at the required airspeed as soon as possible. 

47. There are three types of constant-airspeed descents: above cruise airspeed, at cruise airspeed, and 
below cruise airspeed.   

a. When descent is made at an increased airspeed lower the nose, and maintain an approximate 
attitude on the AI. As the aircraft approaches the desired airspeed, reduce power to the required 
setting, and then re-trim.   

b. In a descent made at the same airspeed as the cruise, make these adjustments simultaneously.   

c. In a descent made at a lower airspeed, first reduce the power and maintain altitude until the 
aircraft reaches the desired airspeed.  As the airspeed approaches within 5 KIAS of the desired 
speed, lower the nose and start the descent, making minor adjustments on the AI to maintain 
speed, and re-trim. 

48. The level off is a combination of pitch and power adjustments so that the aircraft reaches the desired 
airspeed as soon as possible after attaining the correct altitude. 

49. Constant-rate climbs and descents vary from constant-airspeed climbs and descents in that, after the 
approximate rate of climb or descent has been established, small adjustments to rate and airspeed are 
made by changes to power and attitude.  Usually, neither is adjusted without a simultaneous adjustment to 
the other.  The rule of thumb used to calculate a constant rate climb or descent is 1 inch MP = 100 fpm.  
Therefore, to descend at a 500 fpm rate at the same airspeed, take off 5 inches of MP and adjust the 
attitude approximately 2 degrees nose down. 

50. The climb entry is similar to that of a constant-airspeed climb, except that the attitude varies according 
to the desired rate of climb.  Once the aircraft is established in the climb, include the VSI in the cross-check.  
Maintain a constant pitch attitude on the AI until the performance instruments stabilize; then check the VSI 
and ASI to ensure that you have achieved the desired rate and airspeed.  If a correction is required, make 
minor adjustments on the control instruments and cross-check for accuracy. 

51. The descent entry is similar to that described in paragraph 47 and, once established, the procedure is 
identical to that for the rated climb.  Occasionally you may have to establish the rate of descent before 
reducing the airspeed.  Reduce the power to well below that required and establish and maintain the rate of 
descent by cross-checking the VSI and the Al.  When the airspeed falls to the desired speed, re-adjust the 
power. 

52. The technique used for climbing and descending turns is a combination of that for climbs, descents, 
and turns.  You may start the climb or descent before the turn, at the same time as the turn, or after the 
aircraft has entered the turn.  Similarly, you may complete the level off anytime during a turn, except that the 
turn should always be made onto a specific heading, and the level off should be completed at a 
predetermined altitude. 
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2.12 INSTRUMENT TAKEOFF 
53. To ensure a positive rate of climb as the aircraft becomes airborne, hold a pitch attitude on takeoff of 
approximately 5 degrees nose up on the AI and ensure that you have a positive rate of climb by cross-
checking the altimeter and VSI.  Maintain a wings-level attitude on the AI, adjusting the bank slightly, as 
required, to maintain heading.  Allow the airspeed to increase to 90 KTS.  As the aircraft climbs through 200 
ft AGL (or 1000 MSL in Southport) raise the landing gear and flaps.  While the airspeed is increasing to 
climbing speed (100 KTS), maintain the pitch attitude and heading by referring predominantly to the AI.  
Cross-check the VSI and altimeter to prevent the aircraft from levelling off or entering a descent. Complete 
the takeoff procedure by completing a post-takeoff check. 

 

 
 

Figure 2-7.  Instrument Takeoff Attitude 

54. As the airspeed approaches climb speed, re-adjust the pitch attitude as required (approximately 7-8 
degrees nose-up) to maintain the climb speed, and then re-trim while cross-checking the heading indicator.  
If required, and only when at a safe altitude, commence a gentle turn to the departure heading/track. 

2.13 OVERSHOOTING 
55. An overshoot on instruments combines the techniques of levelling off from a descent at a constant 
airspeed with those used for starting a normal climb. 

56. When overshooting, set the throttle to MAX.  As the power increases, adjust the attitude on the AI to 
approximately 5 degrees nose-up and re-trim.  Cross-check the VSI to ensure that the aircraft is climbing.  
Raise the landing gear and flaps above 90 KIAS.  When the airspeed approaches 100 KIAS, adjust the 
attitude to maintain 100 KIAS and complete a post-takeoff check.   Climb to the published missed-approach 
altitude or the altitude specified in your clearance.  Adjust power to level off at your desired airspeed. 
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2.14 PARTIAL PANEL INSTRUMENT FLIGHT 
57. In the event that both of the AIs are unreliable, flight must be completed using performance 
instruments as the primary instruments.  In this case, the turn-and-slip indicator becomes the primary means 
of keeping wings level and maintaining heading.  Altimeter and VSI become the primary references for 
maintaining altitude or controlling climb and descent rates.  If you are flying with primary reference to 
performance instruments, trim is of vital importance for keeping aircraft control. 

58. If the heading indicator fails, you can maintain heading by keeping the needle and ball centred on the 
turn-and-slip indicator.  The aircraft heading can be checked by referring to the standby compass, and 
heading changes can be approximated by making rated turns with reference to the clock. 

2.15 UNUSUAL ATTITUDES 
59. During instrument flying, deviations from desired attitude may occur and corrective action must be 
taken immediately.  In most instances, a simple attitude adjustment will be the only corrective action 
required.  However, if you encounter an unusual flight attitude, corrective actions are the same as those 
used during clearhood unusual attitude recoveries.  The AI now becomes the horizon reference and the 
performance instruments play a more critical role.  

60. The most probable cause of an unusual attitude during instrument flight is due to the pilot’s focus of 
attention being diverted away from his instrument cross-check.  Items that can divert a pilot’s attention 
range from writing down a clearance to dealing with a checklist response item.  Proper use of trim will 
allow for short deviations from the instrument cross-check, however, you must always be vigilant and 
ensure you do not allow your attention to stray from the instruments for too long.  

61. Initially, performance instruments are used to identify an unusual attitude and to confirm the AI is 
functioning properly.  If you determine that the AI is operating normally, it then becomes your primary 
reference during the recovery.  If you determine that the AI is not functioning properly, or if the AI has a FAIL 
indication, you should fly the recovery using the alternate instruments such as the other AI or partial panel. 

62. Analysis of the flight attitude should use airspeed indication and/or tendency, altimeter indications, 
VSI indications, turn indication, and G-forces as needed to confirm the condition of flight.  Once the aircraft 
attitude is positively identified from any combination of these indications, there is no need to delay recovery 
while checking all the other indications.  As for any unusual attitude recovery, the controls must be 
centralized until the attitude is confirmed.  If, after checking all available flight indications, you are still unable 
to determine your attitude of flight, you must maintain centralized controls and closely monitor the altimeter 
until the attitude is recognized.   

63. The rules for recovering from an unusual attitude under instrument conditions are: 

a. Centralize controls and analyze your flight attitude. 

b. Carry out appropriate recovery actions for your condition of flight. 

c. Attempt to determine the cause of the unusual attitude and take appropriate corrective action.  
Transfer to the standby instruments, if required. 

d. Advise ATC if the altitude/heading deviation warrants. 

2.16 PRIMARY INSTRUMENT RECOVERY 
64. Nose-Low Unusual Attitude.  Decreasing altitude and increasing airspeed characterize the 
performance instrument indications of a nose-low unusual attitude.  AI indications would be primarily brown 
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background with possible bank indications.  Once you confirm that the aircraft is in a nose-low attitude, set 
the throttle to IDLE and simultaneously level the wings on the AI.  Apply sufficient back pressure to return to 
level flight indications using the AI. 

65. Nose-High Unusual Attitude.  Increasing altitude and decreasing airspeed characterize the 
performance instrument indications of a nose-high unusual attitude.  AI indications would be primarily 
blue background with possible bank indications.  Once you confirm that the aircraft is in a nose-high 
attitude, apply maximum continuous power to prevent a further decrease in speed.  Roll the aircraft 
towards the nearest horizon to a maximum of 90º AOB on the AI while maintaining slight positive-G 
throughout the recovery.  It is important to strive for 90º AOB so that the wings do not produce lift and the 
nose will slice down towards the horizon.  As the aircraft symbol crosses the horizon bar and the airspeed 
is increasing and flyable, roll the aircraft to a normal level flight attitude.  

2.17 PARTIAL PANEL INSTRUMENT RECOVERY 
66. Nose-Low Unusual Attitude.  Decreasing altitude and increasing airspeed characterize the 
performance instrument indications of a nose-low unusual attitude.  If you determine that the AI is 
malfunctioning reduce power to IDLE and simultaneously level the wings by centralizing the turn-and-slip 
indicator needle and ball.  Apply sufficient back pressure to return to level flight.  When the airspeed stops 
increasing and the altimeter no longer indicates a descent, the aircraft is either at, or passing through, the 
level-flight attitude.  Modify your cross-check to replace the AI with performance instruments. 

67. Nose-High Unusual Attitude.  Increasing altitude and decreasing airspeed characterize the 
performance instrument indications of a nose-high unusual attitude.  If you determine that the AI is 
malfunctioning, transition to standby instruments and apply maximum continuous power to prevent a further 
decrease in speed.  Roll the aircraft in the direction of the turn needle on the turn-and-slip indicator.  Ensure 
that you do not reach a bank angle where the turn needle has reached its stops, as you no longer have an 
indication of bank angle.  Maintain slight positive-G throughout the recovery.  There should be a definite 
increase in airspeed before you attempt to resume level flight.  This technique will prevent you from 
recovering with an excessively low airspeed.  Level the aircraft using the turn-and-slip and the altimeter.  As 
with the nose-low recovery, modify your cross-check to replace the AI with performance instruments. 

NOTE 

If the rate of roll is too fast, or the amount of back pressure is not sufficient, the turn 
indicator will give erroneous indications.  If allowed to continue, the aircraft can roll to the 
inverted position before the turn needle indicates wings level.  An indication that you are 
inverted is the turn indicator moving through the centre index in the opposite direction to 
the roll.  Should you get into this situation, continue to roll in the same direction until the 
turn indicator reaches the opposite side of the dial and returns to the centre of the index.  
Stop the roll at this point, as the wings will be relatively level, and continue with the 
remainder of the recovery 

 

 

 

Under extreme circumstances it may be necessary to reduce the throttle to IDLE to 
avoid spinning the aircraft.  

WARNING 
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2.18 POST-RECOVERY ACTIONS 
68. Carry out the same post-recovery actions as for the clearhood flight procedures, including the need to 
advise ATC of a change of altitude (if different than clearance).  When analyzing the situation, however, you 
must now determine the contributing factors, which led to the unusual attitude and determine the impact on 
the remainder of the flight.  For example, the loss of the AI could require a substantial difference in how to 
recover the aircraft to the landing field. 

2.19 INSTRUMENT RECOVERY FROM A SPIN 
69. The instrument indications of a spin are a full-scale deflection of the needle on the turn-and-slip 
indicator, airspeed varies from 50 to 70 KTS, and a rapid loss of altitude.  The other gyro indications cannot 
be deemed reliable.  Once you confirm that the aircraft is in a spin use the following procedure. 

a. Centralize controls.  

b. Move the throttle to idle. 

c. Raise the gear and flaps to the fully retracted position if they are extended. 

d. Progressively apply full rudder opposite to the direction of the spin as indicated by the turn 
pointer. 

e. Apply full aileron in the direction of the spin; progressively and quickly move the stick toward the 
forward stop. 

f. Centralize the rudder when the turn pointer moves away from the fully deflected position. 

g. Recover from the resulting nose low attitude. 

NOTE 

If the control column is not centralized during recovery (approximately two- thirds forward 
of its total fore-aft distance), a secondary spin may develop when opposite rudder is 
applied. 

70. The turn indicator may be slow to move from full deflection during the recovery, particularly if you 
inadvertently apply positive-G.  Watch for this as the aircraft may go into a spiral dive in the opposite 
direction.   
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CHAPTER 3 APPLIED INSTRUMENT FLYING 

3.01 INTRODUCTION 
1. Applied instrument flying is the practical application of basic instrument flying manoeuvres.  These 
manoeuvres can be as simple as flying straight and level while en route or as complicated as performing 
a rated descent while tracking an instrument landing system (ILS) on course to decision height at a 
specific altitude.  All procedures are covered in the various publications with most being detailed in the 
CFP 148, Manual of Instrument Flying, A-0A-148-001/AG-001. (CFP 148)  Certain elaboration is required 
with respect to the Grob 120A. 

3.02 THE FLIGHT TRAINING DEVICE 
2. At this stage of the basic flying course, you should be familiar with the attributes and limitations of 
the Flight Training Device (FTD).  Although there are some limitations to the simulation of actual flight, 
you can effectively practise all of the instrument exercises and develop a sound IFR cross-check ability.  
For maximum benefit, study the theory of each exercise before attempting it in the FTD.  Each topic is 
introduced in ground school and is followed up, first in the FTD, and then later in the air.  Conscientious 
study and continual practice are two requirements for skilful instrument flying. 

3.03 SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT 
3. Applied instrument flying is simply a series of basic instrument flying manoeuvres linked together 
and sometimes performed simultaneously.  To be an accomplished instrument pilot requires being able to 
combine several basic manoeuvres in a well thought out sequence to successfully complete a task. 
Whether on departure, en route, arrival, or approach, you should have formulated a plan of action based 
on the available navigation aids and your experience level.  The avionics package in the Grob 120A 
requires a thorough understanding of the avionics systems and a well-developed air picture.  A gradual 
introduction to the available navigation aids will enable you to master each sequence taught prior to 
attempting a subsequent, and oftentimes more difficult sequence.  A standardized method of systems 
management will be introduced (with some room for individual preference) to you throughout the 
instrument phase to assist you in developing your air picture and prevent task saturation. 

4. At the very minimum, a suggested systems management set up would be: 

a. Active navigation aids properly tuned and identified on the NAV equipment. 

b. System bearing pointers designated on the EHSI, as required.  As a guide, the needle will 
generally be used for the active navigation aid (VOR1, VOR2 or GPS), as required. 

c. EHSI display format (HSI, 360º, or ARC) designated. 

5. The GPS is a powerful tool when flying under IFR.  Knowledge of this system will be gained through 
exposure and practice.  It may be combined with any other approach aid in any phase of flight to improve 
your air picture.  It is especially useful as an overlay when flying VOR or NDB procedures where distance, 
time to go, ground speed, and track information are unavailable. 

6. The EHSI display format can also be used to enhance air picture through 360º and Arc modes of 
operation. 
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3.04 IFR NAVIGATION 
7. The majority of your instrument cross-country flying will be done under IFR control; therefore, you 
must have a thorough knowledge of the associated regulations.  Transport Canada (TC) is responsible for 
the control of all air traffic within the designated airspace for airways and for civilian terminals, such as 
Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg, and Southport.  There are also military control areas that are under the 
jurisdiction of, and regulated by, the Canadian Forces, such as Moose Jaw, Bagotville, and Cold Lake. 

8. Pre-Flight.  The CFP 148 should be consulted in conjunction with route preparation, departure, en 
route, and arrival planning.  You will complete several exercises in ground school to familiarize you with 
the many aspects of pre-flight planning.  Make sure that NOTAMs and the weather are suitable for your 
intended flight.  The following checklist may be used to confirm all aspects of the flight have been 
considered prior to the flight: 

a. Weather – Suitability – check GFAs, TAFs, METARs, FDs, Icing 
                              - Limits – Takeoff, Destination, Alternate 
 

b. NOTAMs – Aerodrome, FIR, National and GPS 
 

c. Publications – GPH 200, GPH 205, Enroute Charts 
 

d.    Route Preparation – Log Card, Flight Plan completed and filed 

9. Fuel Management.  Clearance routing may necessitate a departure from your planned flight route, 
which may affect your fuel requirements.  The ability to update a log through the use of mental 
calculations and foresight is one of the requirements of a competent cross-country pilot.  Arrivals at busy 
terminals may include a clearance for an approach procedure other than that planned.  Normally, fuel 
consumption is not affected to any great extent; however, fuel should be considered when planning your 
descent. 

10. Flight Plan/Final Check.  File an ICAO Flight Plan, or civilian equivalent, at least 30 minutes 
before your estimated time of departure.  Finally, check NOTAMs (Flight Information Region {FIR} and 
aerodrome NOTAMs), the weather, and ensure that you are aware of the local departure procedures.  
Many aerodromes have published Standard Instrument Departures (SID).  Copies of departure 
procedures may be obtained from the Flight Planning Centre or may be included in the GPH 200.  You 
should have already studied applicable Standard Terminal Arrival Routings (STAR) and approach charts 
for your destination and alternate. 

3.05 DEPARTURE 
11. Under most circumstances, you must read back ATC clearances.  Initially your instructor will 
simulate clearances while operating VMC in the Southport training area.  As you gain experience, you will 
be expected to respond to all ATC clearances or instructions.  IF YOU ARE NOT CERTAIN ABOUT ANY 
DETAIL, QUERY THE CONTROLLER BEFORE GOING AIRBORNE.  Do not hesitate to inform the 
controller that you cannot safely comply with the instructions.  On departure, be prepared to comply with 
noise abatement procedures.  Each departure will have specific systems management requirements to 
complete the departure safely and comply with all ATC instructions. 

12. The departure airspeed for the Grob 120A is 100 KIAS for all departures.  Once at altitude, adjust 
the throttle, propeller lever, and mixture to maintain the desired cruising MP, rpm and fuel flow.  Complete 
a level-off check by making appropriate log entries (which you should compare with your original 
calculations).  En route navigation is comparatively easy; you need only apply procedures detailed in the 
CFP 148.  IFR cross-country flights may be flown at various cruise conditions as shown on the Grob 120A 
performance charts.  Ensure that you fly the correct IAS for the flight-planned TAS.   
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3.06 ARRIVAL 
13. Many airfields in Canada are served by terminal radar facilities that expedite departures, en route 
traffic, and arrivals within the terminal area.  Radar vectors from ATC may be used to position the aircraft 
on final approach for the runway-in-use.  This eliminates the need to carry out the full published approach 
procedure (provided you have been cleared for a straight-in type approach).  The final approach can be 
completed visually or by using ILS, VOR/DME, VOR, GPS, or ADF.  

NOTE 

ATC may not have altitude-finding capability; therefore, the traffic reported by ATC may be 
at any altitude (including yours). 

Should radar failure occur, normal procedural separation is established by ATC as quickly 
as possible. 

14. Arrival procedures can be quite involved, requiring considerable heads-up anticipation of approach 
requirements.  Proper systems management to set up the cockpit will help ease the transition into the 
approach phase.  Normally, you will conduct an en route descent to an instrument approach. 

15. There are many profiles to choose from when planning a descent during IFR operations.  When you 
are preparing to make an IFR en route descent, advise the appropriate ATC agency a few minutes prior 
to the intended descent.  Many factors should be considered prior to initiating a descent such as fuel, 
winds, turbulence, icing, destination weather, and approach planning, to name a few.  Descent profiles 
are nothing more than cruise descents that can be pre-determined based upon altitude to lose (in 
thousands of feet) versus distance to go.  There are two methods that can be used to calculate your 
descent profile The first method calculates the attitude (degrees down) by taking the altitude to lose, 
divided by 1000 and multiplying it by 10 and then dividing that number by the distance to go..  The second 
method calculates the distance required to accomplish the descent by taking the altitude to lose divided 
by rate of descent then multiplying it by your speed (in NM/minute).   

16. When planning your descent, remember to allow sufficient time for hand-over and approach.  Some 
considerations include the following. 

a. Where is the approach fix in relation to you? 

b. How will wind affect your descent? 

c. Is fuel a factor? 

d. Is this merely a step-down descent for an approach from the high structure? 

17. As you are descending, occasionally compare your altitude with the distance to go. Sometimes 
during descent it may be necessary to modify the descent profile to comply with ATC clearances.  In all 
cases, ensure that you are level at the appropriate altitude in sufficient time to execute the approach. 

3.07 RADIAL TRACKING 
18. When flying on a predetermined course, the objective is to fly a straight path to or from the station 
with a drift correction, which allows for wind.  This technique is termed tracking and the procedures used 
for tracking are the same for ADF, VOR, LOC, or GPS. 
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19. In general, tracking on the EHSI in the Grob 120A can be accomplished in one of two ways: 

a. First, the desired course can be selected on the Course Deviation Indicator (CDI) and the 
aircraft is then turned as required to maintain the CDI bar in the centre of the display.  This is 
a simple, yet very effective, technique for tracking as it gives immediate and easily deciphered 
information on your position relative to the desired track.   

b. The second method is to use the system bearing pointers.  Depending on whether you are 
tracking towards or away from the station, set the head or the tail of the needle on the desired 
track.  If the needle moves away from the desired track, turn the aircraft to correct to it.  This is 
accomplished by turning to place the head of the needle above the desired course if tracking 
towards a station or placing the tail of the needle below the desired course if tracking away 
from a station. 

20. The effects of wind must be taken into account when tracking a radial. The rule of thumb used to 
calculate maximum wind drift is wind speed in knots divided by TAS in NM/min.  For example, a 20-knot 
wind divided by 2 NM/min (120 KTS TAS) would equate to 10º of maximum drift that would have to be 
added to the heading to account for the wind.  The amount of drift used will depend upon the wind’s 
direction relative to the aircraft heading. A graphic of an aircraft correcting to and tracking on a radial with 
a 20 knot crosswind is shown in Figure 3-1. 

 
Figure 3-1.  Aircraft Correcting to and Tracking Radial (20 Knot Crosswind) 

21. The concepts applied for tracking or for intercepting a radial can also be applied to NDB operations 
(see Figure 3-2).  When flying on a NDB, however, you must bear in mind that you are tracking a bearing, 
not a specific radial (terminology difference).  Also, due to the inherent errors associated with ADF, you 
must ensure that you are wings-level anytime you attempt to read information off of your ADF needle to 
prevent acting on erroneous information. 
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Figure 3-2.  Aircraft Correcting to and Tracking NBD Bearing (20 Knot Crosswind) 

3.08 RADIAL INTERCEPTION 
22. When flying IFR, you will periodically be required to intercept a predetermined course and then 
track it towards or away from the station.  This is done for a variety of reasons ranging from intercepting a 
desired course away from a station after a departure to intercepting an approach course into your arrival 
airport. 

23. There are several methods that can be utilized to position the aircraft on the desired course.  To 
remain predictable when flying IFR, and also to standardize the interception process to facilitate judgment 
of intercept rates to desired tracks, the following procedures will be used when intercepting radials in the 
Grob 120A. 

3.09 INBOUND INTERCEPTION 
24. Once given an intercept clearance, ensure you have the correct navigation aid set up on your 
system-bearing pointer.  Find the desired track on the EHSI (remember that if tracking a radial inbound, 
your desired track is the reciprocal of the radial) and move from the desired track to the head of the 
needle.  Set the CDI to the desired track, ensuring that it is reading information from the proper NAVAID 
source.  To establish an intercept, move 30 degrees beyond the heading pointer and use this as your 
intercept angle (intercept angle not to exceed 90 degrees).  Set the heading bug on this desired heading 
and turn the aircraft to it via the shortest route.  Once the aircraft has turned to the desired heading for the 
intercept, double check that the method is going to work.  A good rule of thumb is: the tail of the needle 
will rise and the head will fall.  Ensure that the needle will abide by this rule of thumb to complete the 
intercept.  If it will not, then re-evaluate the situation.  As you approach the desired track, turn the aircraft 
to roll out on it, then track the desired course inbound using the procedure described in paragraph 19 
(see Figure 3-3). 
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3.10 OUTBOUND INTERCEPTION 
25. Once given an intercept clearance, ensure you have the correct navigation aid set up on your 
system-bearing pointer.  Set the CDI to the desired track, ensuring that it is reading information from the 
proper NAVAID source.  Direct your attention to the tail of the needle, move around the compass rose to 
the desired track, then move a further 45 degrees around the compass rose to determine your intercept 
heading.  Set the heading bug on this desired heading and turn the aircraft to it via the shortest route.  As 
you approach the desired track, turn the aircraft to roll out on it, and then track the desired course 
outbound using the procedure described in paragraph 19 (see Figure 3-3). 

 
                           Inbound Intercept              Outbound Intercept 

 
 Figure 3-3.  Radial Intercepts 
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3.11 ARCING 
 

26. An arc, by definition, is a curve forming part of a circumference around a designated reference 
point.  It is commonly used to transition an aircraft from an inbound or outbound radial to a radial desired 
for an approach or departure and is flown by maintaining a constant distance from the designated 
reference point (see Figure 3-4). 

 
Figure 3-4.  Left and Right Arcs (Copy of A-OA-148-001/AG-000 Figure 34-5) 

 

27. An arc is normally flown by using a series of short, straight legs, which maintain the aircraft within 
0.5 NM of the desired DME.  Under no winds, this is accomplished by placing the head of the needle 5 to 
10 degrees above the wing tip index and flying the corresponding heading until the DME increases to 0.5 
NM above desired (The DME will first decrease slightly until the head of the needle reaches the wing tip 
index [corrected for the wind’s influence] and then increase). At this point, a turn is performed to repeat 
the procedure.  This pattern will have to be adjusted as required to compensate for winds aloft. 

28. If you allow the aircraft to stray from the arc, corrections are accomplished in the following manner.  
If inside the arc, place the head of the needle 20 degrees below the wing tip index and fly back out to 
regain the arc.  If outside the arc, put the head of the needle 30 degrees above the wing tip index and fly 
back in to regain the arc.  Remember that these do not take wind into account and may need to be 
adjusted to compensate for strong wind conditions. 

29. Using the head of the needle depicts just one acceptable technique.  Another equally acceptable 
technique is using the tail of the needle to perform arcing. 
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3.12 INTERCEPTING AN ARC FROM A RADIAL 
30. When planning to intercept an arc from a radial (see Figure 3-5), one must first determine the 
direction of the arc and what direction to turn to intercept it.  The direction of the arc is stated with 
reference to the point around which it is flown.  For example, an arc to the right is flown clockwise around 
the reference point with the station off of your right wing.  As a result, you will have to turn to the right to 
intercept a right arc going outbound, and turn to the left to intercept a right arc going inbound. 

 
Figure 3-5.  Intercepting an Arc from a Radial 

31. When intercepting an arc from a radial, plan to commence a rate ½ turn at a distance equal to 1 per 
cent of your true airspeed corrected for winds from the arc.  This is calculated by taking the number of 
thousand ft MSL you are currently flying at, multiplying it by three, and adding this to your IAS.  For 
example, if you are at 10,000 ft MSL at 120 KIAS, your TAS would be 150 KTAS (3 x 10 = 30 + 120 = 
150).  In this scenario, you would commence a rate ½ turn to intercept the arc 1.5 NM from the DME arc 
in calm winds.  This distance will require correction for winds, with the amount of correction varying with 
wind direction and velocity.  This turn will place the aircraft on the arc upon completion of the turn.  If your 
speed is more than 180 KIAS, then multiply your altitude by four; if it is less than 180 KIAS, then multiply 
by three. 

32. When flying the Grob 120A, the lead distance can be easily determined by using the ground speed 
readout on the GPS.  The ground speed indication from the DME can also be used in this case because 
the aircraft is tracking on a radial.  This speed is an actual indication of the aircraft’s speed corrected for 
wind; therefore, using 1 per cent of the ground speed will be very accurate. 

3.13 INTERCEPTING A RADIAL FROM AN ARC 
33. When you are planning to intercept a radial from an arc (see Figure 3-6), you must determine the 
direction to turn to intercept the desired radial inbound or outbound.  To avoid overshooting or 
undershooting the desired radial, you must calculate a lead point. 
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Figure 3-6.  Intercepting a Radial from an Arc 

 

34. When intercepting a radial from an arc, the same lead distance will be required as for intercepting 
an arc from a radial.  To determine distance, however, the DME readout cannot be used.  Distance is 
instead calculated using the number of radials per NM at your current DME multiplied by the lead 
distance required for the turn.  This is accomplished by dividing 60 by your current DME, and multiplying 
this with the distance derived using the same formula as stated in paragraph 31.  At 60 NM each radial is 
1 NM. For example, if arcing at 15 miles at the same altitude and airspeed as stated in paragraph 31, 
commence a rate ½ turn 6 radials prior to the desired radial (60 / 15 = 4 x 1.5 (TAS) = 6.0).  Again, the 
ground speed readout from the GPS can be used to replace the TAS calculation. Figure 3-7 shows an 
animation of a Grob performing a radial to arc and arc to radial intercept. 

3.14 POINT-TO-POINT 
35. The theory and techniques on how to calculate and fly a point-to-point are detailed in Annex A of 
the CFP 148.  In the Grob 120A, a point-to-point can be accomplished in several ways.  Initially, you will 
be taught to perform them using only the EHSI basic navigation data page.  This method is ideal for initial 
training as it requires situational awareness of the position of the navigation aid used, the desired 
position, and your current position.  The knowledge you will gain performing point-to-points in this manner 
will improve your situational awareness for the remainder of your flying career. 

36. Once you have learned the basic techniques to perform a point-to-point, you will learn other 
techniques to help you improve your accuracy.  For example, using the Map page on either the GPS or 
EHSI is a very effective technique for refining your parallel checks.  This technique provides an overhead 
perspective with your aircraft now placed in the centre of your GPS or EHSI.  By increasing the range 
until the VOR site is positioned on the display, the course bar display can be changed to indicate the 
radial upon which your desired point is situated.  Use the range information provided to determine where 
your desired point lies on the course bar display.  This provides very accurate information for your parallel 
checks used to determine the desired heading. 

37. The most accurate technique uses the GPS to build a track to take you from your present position 
directly to the desired point.  This technique will be shown to you during your training.  Although this 
technique is very effective, it must be stressed that setting up the GPS will take your attention away from 
your primary instrument cross-check.  If aircraft control cannot be accurately maintained, do not use this 
method. 
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38. The methodology for conducting point-to-point navigation is based on the “Where am I and Where 
do I need to go” premise.  Upon receiving instructions from either your instructor or ATC, immediately 
write them down!  All ATC instructions follow a basic format: To, Via, Maintain.  For example: “COLT 18 
IS CLEARED TO THE 180 AT 10, VIA DIRECT, DESCEND TO MAINTAIN 4,000 FT” Once you 
understand the clearance completely, read it back verbatim.  The next step in the process is to determine 
where you are relative to the NAVAID and then where you need to go.  The VOR setup on the EHSI will 
give you the required information by looking at the tail of the bearing pointer and reading the DME away 
from the station.  If the tail is on the 210º radial and the DME reads 15 NM, then the aircraft is located on 
the 210º/15 relative to the station. The station will be at the centre of the EHSI. 

39. The next step is to plot where you need to go on the compass so that you can determine a rough 
heading to fly.  Depending upon the DME from the NAVAID, there are three possible scenarios, which will 
need to be analyzed to determine an appropriate heading. 

a. Large DME initial point to smaller DME destination (Figure 3-7). The aircraft is located at the tail 
of the bearing pointer.  Find the desired bearing and rotate the tail of the track bar to align with 
that bearing.  Plot the desired DME position at some point along the track bar depending upon 
the ratio of the distances.  For example: the initial position is on the 180º/60 and you wish to fly to 
the 90º/30.  Find the 90º radial and plot a point half way down the line (30 DME is half of 60 
DME).  Then draw a line from the tail of the bearing pointer (initial position) to the 90º/30.  Next 
draw a parallel line over the centre of the instrument.  The heading it indicates will be the rough 
heading. 

 
Figure 3-7.  Large to Small DME Point-to-Point 

b. Same DME initial point to same DME destination (Figure 3-8). The aircraft is located at the tail of 
the bearing pointer.  Find the desired destination bearing and rotate the tail of the track bar to 
align with that bearing.  The desired position will be at the end of the tail of the track bar.  Draw a 
line from the tail of the bearing pointer to the tail of the track bar.  Finally draw a parallel line 
across the centre of the EHSI, which will give the rough heading. 
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Figure 3-8.  Same to Same DME Point-to-Point 

 

c. Small DME initial point to large DME destination (Figure 3-9). The aircraft is located somewhere 
along the tail of the bearing pointer depending upon the destination DME.  The largest DME will 
be at the tail of the track bar. Set the tail of the track bar to the radial of the destination position.  
Plot the current position of the aircraft based upon the ratio of the destination DME vs. the current 
position DME.  For example, if you are currently on the 100º/5 and you wish to go to the 240º/20, 
the aircraft is currently located one-quarter of the way along the 100º radial.  Once you’ve 
estimated the current position, draw a line to the destination position and then draw a parallel line 
across the centre of the EHSI to get a rough heading. 

 
Figure 3-9.  Small to Large DME Point-to-Point 
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d. Parallel check. The line connecting your current position to your destination position should be 
vertical in a no wind situation. This means that you are tracking directly towards the destination 
position. 

40. Once a rough heading has been estimated, set the heading bug and then turn to that heading.  
Once established on this heading, it will be important to do an accurate parallel check to refine the 
heading.  Be as accurate as possible and take the effects of wind drift into account.  The final item to 
calculate as the point-to-point is being conducted is an ETA.  Estimate the distance that needs to be 
travelled and divide it by a ground speed to get the time to travel. 

41. During the point-to-point, ensure you fly an accurate heading, altitude, and airspeed.  Maintaining 
an accurate heading will be very important as you attempt to judge whether you’re tracking accurately to 
the new radial and DME.  Continue to do periodic parallel checks and make adjustments to the heading 
as required.  There may be opportunities to get fairly accurate readings on progress such as when the 
DME has been reduced by one-half.  For example, if going from 20 to 10 DME, then checking at 15 DME 
could be a fairly accurate spot to do a parallel check.  Ensure the parallel checks continue right to the end 
of the point-to-point so that you arrive as accurately as possible.  Since a point-to-point usually leads to a 
hold or approach, accuracy is important.  

 

3.15 HOLDING 
42. Holding is used primarily as a delaying technique.  Generally, in a radar environment, aircraft 
sequencing is accomplished by ATC through the use of assigned vectors and airspeed control; however, 
situations may arise whereby holding is required; such as, 

a. In non-radar environments where procedural control is in effect 

b. During times of traffic congestion 

c. For practice purposes. 

43. There are strict rules that must be followed both on entry and during the hold.  Holding procedures 
are found in the GPH 204, Flight Planning and Procedures Canada and North Atlantic, and the CFP 148.  
According to the GPH 204, the Grob 120A must enter the holding pattern at or below 175 KIAS.  The 
holding speed used in training is 120 KIAS. 

44. Since a hold usually follows a point-to-point, planning for the hold should take place prior to arriving 
at the holding fix.  Hold preparation will include: hold entry, winds to account for during the hold, length of 
time in the hold, and the fuel required to conduct the hold and subsequent approach.  All of these items 
can be planned out during the point-to-point.   

45. The hold entry will depend upon whether the hold is a standard right-hand manoeuvre or a non-
standard left-hand manoeuvre (see Figure 3-10).  The easiest way to determine the hold entry is to draw 
the hold on the EHSI and then apply the parameters defined in the GPH 204.  It is also a good idea to 
check the hold entry several times on the way to the fix since minor changes in heading could affect the 
hold entry, especially if the heading is on a border between two types of entries. See Figures 3-11, 3-12, 
and 3-13 for examples of the three types of holding entries: direct, parallel, and offset.  
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Figure 3-10.  Standard and Non-Standard Holding Patterns 

 

 
Figure 3-11.  Holding - Direct Entry (D) 
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Figure 3-12.  Holding - Parallel Entry (P) 

 

 
Figure 3-13.  Holding - Offset Entry (O) 

46. Winds during a hold can be very influential on the aircraft’s flight path, especially when flying at 
slow airspeeds.  When dealing with a crosswind, remember that the goal is to fly the inbound track as 
accurately as possible so that the wind drift can be determined.  Once the actual drift has been 
determined, then some general rules of thumb can be applied, which will help you maintain an accurate 
holding pattern. 

a. Single drift (Figure 3-14) – 0 to 7 degrees of drift – Using a rate 1 turn as a datum, decrease the 
AOB by the number of degrees of drift when turning into wind.  Conversely, increase the AOB by 
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the number of degrees of drift when turning out of wind to a maximum of 30º AOB.  The outbound 
leg is flown with the wind drift applied into wind.  The inbound leg is flown with single drift applied 
into wind. 

 
Figure 3-14.  Holding – Single Drift Wind Correction  

 

b. Double drift (Figure 3-15) – 8 to 15 degrees of drift – Using a rate 1 turn as a datum, decrease the 
angle of bank by the number of degrees of drift when turning into wind (15º AOB minimum).  
When turning out of wind, use 30º AOB.  The outbound leg is flown with double the wind drift 
applied into wind.  The inbound leg is flown with single drift applied into wind. 

 
Figure 3-15.  Holding – Double Drift Wind Correction  

 

c. Triple drift (Figure 3-16) – greater than 15 degrees of drift – Use a rate 1 turn AOB for both turns 
regardless of whether turning into or out of wind.  The outbound leg is flown with triple the wind 
drift applied into wind.  The inbound leg is flown with single drift applied into wind. 
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Figure 3-16.  Holding – Triple Drift Wind Correction  

47. Another tool that can be useful to judge hold parameters involves calculating the turn radius for a 
180-degree turn and judging the number of radials off that the aircraft should be when flying outbound.  
Using the formula from intercepting a radial from an arc – 60/DME x 1% TAS for a rate ½ turn through 90º 
of turn.  Since the TAS for holding at 120 KIAS will be approximately 150 KTAS at 10,000 feet, the 
formula will simplify to 90/DME based on a rate 1 turn through 180-degrees of turn.  Therefore, for a hold 
at 10 DME, the number of radials off should be 9 when holding at 120 KIAS. 

3.16 APPROACH TRANSITIONS 
48. When setting up for an approach, there are several options on how to get from where you are to the 
intermediate approach segment.  This is referred to as the approach transition, and applies from en route 
flight, from the local flying area, or even on departure should an emergency scenario require you to return 
to the departure field.  In all cases, you must transition to the approach phase of flight.  Examples of 
approach transitions are procedure turns, point-to-point transitions, GPS transitions, and radar vectors.  

49. Proper planning for the approach transition is essential for an effective approach.  Start by 
completing a descent (IFR) check and approach briefing to familiarize yourself with the parameters that 
will be encountered.  The approach briefing taught during Phase II is WRAMORTS. 

 W – Weather conditions expected 

 R – Runway in use and conditions 

 A – Approach to be flown and current altimeter set 

M – Minimum altitudes expected during approach (including cold weather corrections and 
remote altimeter setting source {RASS}) 

 O – Overshoot instructions  

 R – Radios and NAVAIDS tuned and identified or Tune, Identify, Monitor, Source (TIMS) check 

 T – Timings  

 S – Speeds expected during portions of the approach and any special considerations. 
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Once you reach the A for Approach, walk through the approach step by step.  Start from the current 
aircraft position and plan a descent profile to the most logical minimum IFR altitude.     

50. In general, approach transitions are flown with pilots providing their own navigation or under radar 
vectors, where ATC provides navigation.  Regardless of the approach transition flown, you must maintain 
your own air picture and monitor your descent profile, ensuring minimum IFR altitudes are respected at all 
times.  To accomplish this, monitor your altitude throughout the transition, assessing how much distance 
you have left to cover and how much altitude you have to lose.  A well-planned transition should terminate 
with the aircraft stabilised in level flight with a manageable airspeed such that the approach can be 
commenced. 

51. During a vectored transition, ATC will guide the aircraft onto the intermediate approach segment at 
a reasonable distance from the final approach fix.  ATC will provide headings and assign altitudes during 
this transition.  Plan your vectored transition to intercept the intermediate segment with the aircraft 
stabilised in level flight and the airspeed decreasing to, or below, gear speed. 

52. Point-to-point, procedure turns, and GPS transitions are examples of transitions that require you to 
provide your own navigation.  During a self-directed transition, you are generally responsible for both 
navigation and vertical descent planning and will transition the aircraft onto the intermediate segment 
while maintaining air picture and minimum IFR altitudes.  Strive to intercept the intermediate segment with 
the aircraft stabilised in level flight and the airspeed decreasing to, or below, gear speed. 

3.17 NON-PRECISION APPROACHES 
53. Non-precision approaches are all flown in generally the same manner.  The aircraft will be 
positioned prior to the FAF in preparation for completing the Pre-Landing Check.  Possible routings to this 
point include radar vectors, point-to-point navigation, procedure turn, or GPS.  Non-precision approaches 
include VOR (full procedure), VOR/DME, NDB, LOC/BCRS, LOC only, and GPS.  Regardless of the type 
of approach flown, non-precision procedures are similar for the final approach, landing transition, and 
missed approach phases. 

3.18 INTERMEDIATE APPROACH FIX PROCEDURES 
54. During your training and your ensuing flying career, you will experience several forms of 
approaches.  There are several methods of positioning an aircraft on the final approach phases; however, 
the actions required to prepare for the approach are very similar in all cases.  The following lists the 
general actions required from the IF to the FAF.  These actions serve to position the aircraft properly for 
the final approach phase. 

55. Strive to cross the IF at an airspeed that provides the flexibility to lower gear, if required.  In some 
cases, you may find that the extra drag will assist you in your descent to the next step down altitude on 
approach.  Under normal conditions, cross the IF, and commence descent to the next step down altitude.  
Set a power setting, which allows for a controlled descent to level off and stabilize at FAF crossing 
altitude approximately 1 NM before the FAF.  Upon level off at FAF altitude, ensure your speed is below 
136 KIAS, lower the landing gear, and select TAKE OFF flap.  Set power to approximately 24 inches MP, 
set the prop to full fine and complete the Pre-Landing Check.  Stabilize the aircraft at 110 KIAS in level 
flight and ensure you are properly trimmed in preparation for the FAF. 

3.19 FINAL APPROACH 
56. Crossing the FAF, adjust attitude and power to establish the desired rate of descent while 
maintaining 110 KIAS.  The rate of descent required will vary with the approach flown and conditions of 
the day.  The desired rate of descent is determined by altitude to lose divided by time allowed to descend 
(distance divided by ground speed).  In most cases, this will be 500 to 800 fpm.  There are scenarios 
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where greater descent rates may be required, however, the rate of descent on final approach should not 
be allowed to exceed 1,000 fpm.  Power settings required for the descent normally range from 18-19 
inches MP. 

57. You must also ensure that all appropriate checks are complete (e.g.: Time, Turn, Track, Throttle, 
Talk (5T) FAF Check, as outlined in the CFP 148).  Upon reaching MDA, adjust power and attitude to 
maintain altitude and 110 KIAS until the MAP (approximately 24 inches MP and 2 degrees nose up).  The 
MAP is identified by DME, station passage, or timing, depending on the approach flown.  Although you 
must always strive for the ideal, airspeed control is even more important if your MAP is based on timing.  
Calculate, before conducting a non-precision approach, the Visual Descent Point (VDP), which is the 
DME or timing where an aircraft can conduct a 3-degree glide path transition from the MDA altitude to the 
threshold of the runway.  For example, based on 300 ft per NM, if MDA is 600 ft AGL, then VDP would be 
2 NM away from the threshold of the runway.  If the NAVAID is located 1 NM past the threshold, then 
VDP is 3 DME from the NAVAID.  Your final descent profile should be planned so that MDA is acquired 
prior to VDP so that an effective landing transition would be possible.  Most Missed Approach Points are 
generally much closer to the runway than VDP, which would make for a more difficult landing transition 
once you become visual with the runway environment.   

3.20 LANDING TRANSITION 
58. If the runway comes into view while you are on approach, it will normally not be in the centre of the 
windscreen.  As a result, ensure you scan the entire area ahead of you when searching for the runway 
and be prepared to manoeuvre the aircraft in preparation for landing.  A Visual Approach Slope Indicator 
System (VASIS) or Precision Approach Path Indicator (PAPI) may be available and can be used as an 
aid to position the aircraft on glide path.  When using VASIS and PAPI, it is important to maintain the glide 
path indications until touchdown.  Avoid the tendency to move the aim point closer to the button of the 
runway, commonly referred to as a duck under.  From this point, the transition to landing is performed 
using a straight-in visual approach technique as outlined in Chapter 1. 

3.21 MISSED APPROACH POINT 
59. If you do not acquire runway environment by the MAP, or if the aircraft is not in a position to carry 
out a safe landing, execute a missed approach.  Perform the missed approach by carrying out the 
overshoot procedure.  You must comply with missed approach instructions issued by ATC or listed on 
your approach plate.  ATC instructions differing from the published missed approach may not have not 
been assessed for obstacle clearance.  The pilot is ultimately responsible for obstacle clearance and may 
request the published missed approach if obstacle clearance is in doubt.  While operating in VMC 
conditions, there may be VFR restrictions imposed.  

3.22 VOR/DME APPROACH 
60. VOR/DME approaches allow the pilot to have continuous bearing and range information at all 
times.  VOR is often combined with DME to provide lower landing minima.  During this approach, fixes 
and MAPs are normally identified with a bearing and DME from station.  Possible routings to the FAF 
include 

a. Straight-in radial approach 

b. Arc approach 

c. Point-to-point navigation 

d. Procedure turn. 
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61. There are two main components to flying a VOR/DME approach, tracking the radial, and 
maintaining accurate altitude control.  The key to tracking a VOR/DME radial accurately is to first maintain 
an accurate heading.  It will become very difficult to track the radial if the heading is allowed to wander, 
which will result in chasing the CDI.  The use of the heading bug will help you maintain a proper heading 
so that the effects of wind can be analyzed.  When correcting back to track, remember that a VOR radial 
will become more sensitive the closer you fly towards it.  Therefore, for an on-field NAVAID VOR/DME 
approach, use heading corrections up to 10 degrees of heading when outside the FAF and then 
corrections up to 5 degrees once inside.  Note that some VOR/DME approaches have the NAVAID off-
field, which will result in varying the heading control techniques. 

62. The key to accurate altitude control is flying an accurate attitude.  Knowing and anticipating the 
attitudes and power settings at the variety of configurations and airspeeds throughout the approach will 
help you stay ahead of the aircraft during this critical phase of flight.  Planning the step down descents 
throughout the approach will also help with altitude awareness.  The standard descent profile is based on 
500 fpm rate of descent (Gear down, Flaps at TAKE OFF, 18 inches MP and 2.5 degrees below the 
horizon line).  For a descent with flaps at TAKE OFF and landing gear up, a power setting of 14 inches 
MP works well.  The descent profiles should be studied prior to conducting an approach to ensure 500 
fpm will work.  On occasion, some approaches require greater than a 500 fpm rate of descent during a 
segment, which will mean a greater reduction of power and increased rate of descent to compensate. 

63. Minimum descent altitude control is perhaps the most critical portion of a non-precision approach.  
While not mandatory, a 100-ft-to-go warning will help anticipate the level off for MDA.  Once within 100 ft 
of MDA, increase power and allow the attitude to move up to the attitude that is required for straight and 
level flight with gear down and flaps at TAKE OFF (approximately 2 degrees nose up).  If you level off 
slightly high, lower the nose very slightly and ease down to MDA.  Once at MDA, accuracy is paramount. 
You should strive to be within 20 ft, always correcting for the ideal.  If below MDA, make a small, but 
immediate, correction to get back on altitude. 

3.23 VOR APPROACH 
64. VOR approaches provide bearing information; however, without DME, position from the airfield 
cannot be accurately determined except during station passage.  For this reason, a procedure turn will 
normally be flown in conjunction with a VOR approach and MAP will normally be identified by station 
passage or by timings.  A detailed description of low altitude procedure turns is given in the Manual of 
Instrument Flying.  Airspeed during procedure turns (recommended 120 KIAS) should be in compliance 
with existing instrument regulations. 

3.24 NDB APPROACH 
65. NDB approaches have significant disadvantages as discussed in CFP 148 Chapter 36.  An NDB 
approach is flown in a manner similar to a VOR approach.  As with a VOR, bearing information is 
provided without distance information; therefore, a procedure turn approach is normally flown.  Timing or 
station passage will also be normal indications of MAP.  As there is no CDI representation during an NDB 
approach, accurate tracking of the needle is essential.  Because of the inherent errors with the ADF, all 
corrections or adjustments must be made from a wings-level, stabilized condition of flight.  After making 
heading corrections, wait for the ADF needle to stabilize prior to making any additional corrections.  Never 
assume the ADF needle is providing accurate information while there is bank on the aircraft. 

3.25 LOCALIZER-ONLY APPROACH (NO GLIDE PATH) 
66. Occasionally it may be necessary to fly a front course ILS approach without glide slope information.  
This is a non-precision approach.  The cockpit set up is the same as for an ILS; however, approach 
characteristics resemble a VOR/DME.  The altitude to which you may descend prior to the Final Approach 
Fix may vary as described in the CFP 148.  LOC only approaches may use DME, NDB, or timings for 
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reference points on approach and for the MAP.  The primary difference with a LOC ONLY when 
compared with a VOR approach is that the CDI is more sensitive on a LOC ONLY. 

3.26 LOCALIZER BACK-COURSE APPROACH 
67. The localizer Back-Course (LOC BC) procedure can be found in the CFP 148.  The LOC BC 
approach is virtually identical to the LOC only approach.  It is flown on the same LOC used on an ILS 
approach to the opposing runway.  Ensure that the published front course track is set in the course-
selector.  This will result in the aircraft symbol being directional relative to the CDI.  As with a LOC only 
there are several possible methods of determining your position and your MAP.  These will be depicted 
on your approach plate.  The transmitter for the Localizer is much closer to the aircraft on a back-course; 
therefore, it will be more sensitive than the LOC only approach. 

NOTE 

As you approach the ground transmitter site, the CDI becomes increasingly sensitive.  
When close to the missed-approach point, a large-scale deflection of the localizer may 
occur.  You may fly an intercept heading to regain the localizer track.  If the error is 
excessive, it is sometimes prudent to execute a missed approach. 

 

3.27 GPS APPROACH 
68. GPS provides non-precision approach capability.  GPS approaches are similar to all other non-
precision approaches.  However, a GPS approach provides immediate access to several items of useful 
information for your approach.  These items of information are available on other approaches but only 
through extrapolation from several sources.  For example, when flying the initial stages of the approach, a 
turn point is predetermined by the GPS for the conditions of the day.  By following the information 
displayed, you can fly your turns to roll out accurately on the next approach track.  Also, the GPS display 
on your EHSI will provide you with your current distance to the next approach point, and the time it will 
take to reach it.  This information is invaluable in updating your descent profiles and improves your overall 
awareness of current location throughout your approach. 

69. A GPS approach can be programmed into a Flight Plan or selected by pushing the Procedures 
button.  Once selected, a screen appears showing a selection of procedures, which are possible.  By 
selecting Approach and then scrolling through, it is possible to activate an approach for the desired airport 
as long as the approach is located in the database.  There are a variety of choices for setting up the GPS 
equipment and EHSI; however, a suggested format is depicted in Figure 3-17 and Figure 3-18.   

70. The GPS provides an approach arm mode and an approach active mode.  The modes are 
described in the Garmin 430 manual; however, the change from approach arm mode to the approach 
active mode is very visible and very useful (colour changes from blue to green).  This takes place two 
miles prior to the FAF and acts as a vivid reminder to configure the aircraft for final approach.  With a 
failure of the GPS to switch to approach active mode, do not descend below FAWP crossing altitude. 
Continue lateral course guidance to the MAWP and carry out a missed approach. 
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Figure 3-17.  GPS Equipment Setup of a GPS Approach in Approach Arm Mode 

 

     
Figure 3-18.  GPS Approach Showing Approach Active Mode 
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3.28 PRECISION APPROACHES 
71. The accuracy of precision approaches allows the pilot to fly to lower landing minima than employed 
for non-precision approaches.  The ILS is a precision approach that provides accurate azimuth and glide 
path information to position an aircraft at Decision Height (DH) so that the pilot may be able to visually 
sight the runway environment and land straight ahead. 

3.29 ILS APPROACH 
72. The ILS is a precision approach system that provides course and glide-slope information to the 
pilot.  It consists of a localizer, glide-slope transmitter, and associated marker beacons. 

73. The primary difference when flying an ILS approach is the addition of glide slope information on 
your instrument displays.  The attention required to analyze the information and deciding on the corrective 
action required will take your attention away from your primary cross-check.  You must learn to 
compensate for this distraction and concentrate on your basic IF skills. 

74. When flying an ILS approach, ensure you continue to fly an attitude on your AI.  When you check 
your EHSI to update your situation, do not immediately make adjustments.  Analyze your situation, and 
then look at your performance instruments to assess what parameters were being maintained.  At this 
point you can adjust your attitude and power as required to attain your new desired parameters on your 
performance instruments.  You can now determine if the desired parameters are correct by cross-
checking your EHSI and updating your NAV information.  Continue to repeat this process throughout the 
approach to maintain accurate aircraft control throughout. 

75. Possible routings to an ILS final include 

a. Radar vectors 

b. Point-to-point navigation 

c. Published transition procedure to an Intermediate Fix (IF). 

NOTE 

As the aircraft approaches the runway, the localizer beam narrows, which has the effect of 
increasing tracking sensitivity on final.  Knowing this, you should select and fly appropriate 
headings and avoid chasing the localizer. 

3.30 INITIAL APPROACH FIX PROCEDURES 
76. The procedures for a precision approach are the same as those used for non-precision 
approaches.  Transitions to precision final can occur in several ways; many which utilize non-precision 
instruments and procedures.  In all cases, however, the general actions required from the IAF to the FAF 
are the same.  These actions serve to position the aircraft properly for the final approach phase. 

77. Strive to cross the IAF at an airspeed that provides the flexibility to lower gear, if required.  In some 
cases, you may find that the extra drag will assist you in your descent to the next step down altitude on 
approach.  In some cases, you can forego descent to intercept glide path from present altitude.  If 
descending, set a power setting, which allows for a controlled descent to your next altitude.     

78. In all cases, strive to be level 1 NM prior to glide path interception.  (To determine the distance you 
will be from the field when you intercept glide path, use the following formula.  Take your altitude above 
aerodrome elevation and divide by 300.  Since you lose 300 ft per NM on a 3-degree glide path, the 
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answer to your equation will be the number of NMs from the threshold of the runway at which you will 
intercept glide path.)  At this point, ensure your speed is below 136 KIAS, lower the landing gear, set MP 
to approximately 24 inches, set the prop to full fine and complete the Pre-Landing Check.  Stabilize the 
aircraft at 110 KIAS in level flight and ensure you are properly trimmed in preparation for intercepting the 
glide path. 

3.31 GLIDE PATH INTERCEPT AND FINAL APPROACH 
79. When intercepting the glide path, adjust attitude and power to maintain a final approach speed of 
110 KIAS and a rate of descent to maintain glide path.  A 3-degree glide path with light winds requires a 
rate of descent of approximately 550 fpm, which requires about 18 inches MP. The approximate attitude 
on the AI to maintain glide path is to place the fixed aircraft symbol bars at 2.5 degrees below the horizon 
line.  Minor changes to these settings are required to compensate for conditions of the day and 
instrument inaccuracies.  As you cross the FAF, ensure checks are complete (i.e., 5T Check), as outlined 
in the CFP 148.  If applicable, check your altitude crossing the glide path to ensure you are on the correct 
glide path. 

80. On final approach, when making heading corrections, use small amounts of bank (i.e., use a bank 
angle equal to the number of degrees of heading change, to a maximum of rate ½).  Additionally the use 
of ARC mode on the EHSI may assist you in maintaining the correct heading when past the FAF on an 
ILS.  Small, coordinated pitch and power changes should be sufficient to keep the aircraft on glide path 
and on speed during the descent.  As it was for the straight-in glide path learned during the clearhood 
phase, remember that corrections to glide path and/or airspeed require changes in attitude, power, or a 
combination of both.  Any tendency to over-control can be eliminated by concentrating on maintaining the 
desired attitude and cross-checking the performance instruments. 

3.32 LANDING TRANSITION 
81. At decision height (DH), look up to determine if you can see the runway environment.  If the runway 
environment comes into view, line up with the centreline in preparation for landing.  Use a combination of 
drag devices and/or power to reduce your speed for a normal landing.  A precision approach glide path is 
projected from a point approximately 1,000 ft from the threshold of the runway.  When you see the 
runway and transition to a visual approach, DO NOT move your aim point to the threshold of the runway.  
Maintain the current glide path to the runway, thus avoiding a duck under. 

3.33 MISSED APPROACH 
82. If you do not acquire the runway environment at DH, or if the aircraft is not in a position to carry out 
a safe landing, execute a missed approach.  Perform the missed approach by carrying out the overshoot 
procedure as detailed in Chapter 3.  You must comply with missed approach instructions issued by ATC 
or listed on your approach plate.  ATC instructions differing from the published missed approach may not 
have not been assessed for obstacle clearance.  The pilot is ultimately responsible for obstacle clearance 
and may request the published missed approach if obstacle clearance is in doubt.  While operating in 
VMC conditions, there may be VFR restrictions imposed.   

3.34 RADAR SQUARE PATTERN 
83. The radar square pattern is a vectored transition that allows for multiple instrument approaches.  
The procedure is described in the CFP 148.  The size and shape of the pattern may vary depending upon 
traffic; therefore, it is incumbent upon you to maintain a mental picture of your position in relation to the 
airfield and plan your transition to the final approach accordingly. 

84. The radar square pattern will be used extensively during your training to perform practice 
approaches.  If departing into a radar square, accelerate normally to 100 KIAS and climb to the assigned 
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altitude.  Fly the pattern at 120 KIAS until you are turning onto your base leg of the procedure.  At this 
point, select Flaps to TAKE OFF and reduce the airspeed to 110 KIAS.  During normal patterns, 18 
inches MP works very well to establish the aircraft on airspeed for the turn to final approach. 

3.35 CIRCLING PROCEDURES 
85. Circling procedures are used to align the aircraft visually with the runway-in-use when an 
instrument approach has been flown to another runway, or an approach has been flown, which is 
authorized for circling only.  The ceiling and visibility must not be lower than the circling minima given on 
the approach chart.  During the procedure (as depicted in the CFP 148) maintain a minimum of 110 KIAS 
with landing gear and TAKE OFF flap selected until the aircraft is lined up with the runway in use. 

86. When you sight the runway of intended landing, maintain circling minima and visually position the 
aircraft on final approach without losing sight of the runway.  Carry out a normal final approach. 

NOTE 

Adhere to the manoeuvring restrictions, based upon your configuration. 

This runway procedure is really a low level, bad-weather circuit.  Always maintain circling 
altitude and do not lose sight of the runway you intend to land on.  Should you lose sight of 
the runway, initiate a missed approach (for the approach just completed), following 
procedures outlined in the CFP 148. 
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CHAPTER 4  VISUAL NAVIGATION 

4.01 INTRODUCTION 
1. One of the most important skills required by a military pilot is the ability to navigate by visual reference 
to ground features.  It is generally accepted that there are two fundamental methods of carrying out such 
navigation.  The first one is the conventional navigation in which pre-determined tracks and ground speeds 
are accurately flown, with heading and airspeed revisions made as required to reach the target at a pre-
determined time.  The second is the track crawl method, which, in its purest form, relies only on progressing 
from one ground feature to another to reach the destination. 

2. During your training on the Grob, you are instructed in the conventional method of navigation 
described above in the low-level environment.  You are also instructed in Mental Dead Reckoning (MDR) 
navigation at a higher altitude to broaden your skills.  Although the techniques and procedures you will be 
taught may differ to varying degrees from those in the operational communities, they do teach a safe and 
efficient method for navigation.  With these basics at your disposal, you can adjust to any tactical method 
and perform the tasks and missions assigned in the future. 

3. The primary type of navigation taught in Phase II is low-level navigation. The techniques and 
procedures applied to low-level navigation are also used during Return to Base (RTB) and MDR legs.  You 
are exposed to all of these areas during training.  The Grob 120A is an excellent platform for conducting 
low-level navigation.  While it flies relatively slow at low-levels, the visibility from the cockpit is superb.  
Integrating the basic visual navigation procedures that you will learn in the early stages of the navigation 
phase with the programmable functions of the GPS that you will learn during the latter stages of the 
navigation phase will result in extremely accurate navigation and timing during any given mission.   

4. The primary reference for navigation training is A-GA-198-001/FP-001, Manual of Pilot Navigation 
(MPN).  It provides amplification of basic navigation procedures.  The procedures, as defined in the MPN, 
have been refined and are amplified in the following paragraphs. 

4.02 LOW-LEVEL NAVIGATION 
5. Low-level navigation is flown at a minimum altitude of 500 ft AGL.  Due to the low altitude, there are 
many inherent dangers.  Pilots must remain alert at all times, avoiding any tendency to inadvertently 
descend.  Recognizing and maintaining an altitude of 500 ft AGL by sight is an important skill to develop for 
safe and effective low-level navigation.   Figures 4-1 through 4-3 show the 500 ft AGL sight picture in 
various directions. 
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Figure 4-1.  500 ft Sight Picture – Front 

 
 

 
Figure 4-2.  500 ft Sight Picture – Left 
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Figure 4-3.  500 ft Sight Picture – Right 

6. Some points to keep in mind during low-level operations are: 

a. Field of view is reduced 

b. Landmarks can be difficult to identify 

c. Radio equipment has limited range 

d. Routine head in cockpit tasks can dangerously preoccupy your attention 

e. Fuel consumption is high 

f. Turbulence can occur, making aircraft control difficult – if encountered, lock your harness 
and climb 

g. There is an increased risk of bird strikes 

 

7. Emergencies at this low level are particularly dangerous because of your proximity to the ground.  
During an emergency, your initial concern should be to climb (zoom, etc.), while assessing the situation.  
This will provide you with a greater safety margin while taking appropriate corrective action. 

4.03 LOW-LEVEL AWARENESS 
8. Navigation requires the effective integration of map reading and navigation procedures.  Just as 
you have seen in instrument flying, this integration occurs in the form of a logical cross-check.  This cross-
check is referred to as the low-level cross-check.  There are several items included in this cross-check, 
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such as terrain clearance, look out, navigating the aircraft, and cockpit checks.  At times you will be 
required to prioritize items, but, at all times, terrain avoidance must take precedence over all other tasks 
in the low-level environment. 

4.04 DESCENT TO THE LOW-LEVEL ENVIRONMENT 
9. When descending to the low-level environment, you must prioritize your cross-check on terrain 
clearance and look out.  Prior to descent, note your fuel quantity, ensure your harness is tight, and secure all 
loose articles.  Ensure the airspace directly below you is clear prior to initiating your descent, and then 
commence a controlled descent to your desired altitude.  Excessive rates of descent should be avoided; 
however, you should also avoid prolonged shallow descents that draw your cross-check away from 
navigating for an extended period of time.  Plan on a positive rate of descent and concentrate only on look 
out and terrain clearance until you are level at your desired altitude.  As you cross 1,000 ft AGL in your 
descent, level the wings, and commence a gradual pitch change to level off at 500 ft AGL.  Be sure to avoid 
turns as you pass below 1,000 ft AGL.  If you are still not aligned with your reference heading, roll out of the 
turn until you reach your desired altitude, and then continue with a level turn to the desired heading.  

4.05 TERRAIN CLEARANCE 
10. The first and most important item in the low-level cross-check is terrain clearance.  If you find that 
your attention to this task is so great that you are incapable of completing any other tasks, then you are 
flying too low.  In the low-level environment, at 500 ft AGL in straight and level flight, you have approximately 
5 seconds of time to do other tasks between periods of cross-checking terrain clearance.  You must develop 
a sense for how long this is.  By delaying your terrain clearance for an extra second or two while completing 
some other task, you could be entering an unrecoverable descent.  You must develop the ability to keep 
track of exactly how long you have been away from your terrain clearance task and return to it when the 
time is up.  This is a discipline that is essential to surviving in the low-level environment. 

11. Maintaining height over hilly terrain requires plenty of anticipation and power adjustments to maintain 
your airspeed.  Delaying your climb to clear obstacles so that you must balloon over a point is not a desired 
technique as it hampers your forward visibility and normally leads to excess altitude gain.  You should 
anticipate the obstacles ahead and initiate your climb to attain your crossing altitude prior to the obstacle.  
This allows you to cross the highest points while remaining in a level flight condition. 

4.06 TURNING 
12. The rationale in the low-level environment is to spend as little time as possible in turns so that your 
primary low-level cross-check is allowed to continue with minimal interruption.  When turning, you must 
modify your cross-check to focus almost exclusively on terrain clearance.  You must complete the turn prior 
to performing any other task.  During the turn, you may divert your attention for quick glances (maximum 1 
second) at necessary items such as your altimeter to ensure you are not descending.  Clearing the area 
directly in front of the aircraft (within the realm of the canopy bow) is sufficient for look out during the turn.  
Regardless of the type of turn completed, there are three key points to remember while turning in the low-
level environment:  

a. Never descend 

b. Avoid looking over your shoulder 

c. Never fixate on anything 

13. Descending during a low-level turn is unacceptable.  You must be vigilant to prevent its occurrence.  
Items that could cause a descent include over banking, not applying enough G for current bank angle, or 
poor horizon references in undulating terrain.  In any case, should you find yourself descending during a 
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turn, you must immediately take action to correct it.  Change your lift vector immediately by rolling off 
bank and increase G as required to commence a climb to regain lost altitude.  Once lost altitude is 
regained, you can continue with your turn in a normal manner. 

4.07 PREPARATION AND PLANNING  
14. Pre-flight planning is a very important part of any low-level mission, since the success of this type of 
mission depends on thorough preparation.  You will be responsible for preparing your maps, so it is 
worthwhile to approach pre-flight planning carefully and methodically, considering the following points in 
particular. 

4.08 MAP PREPARATION 
15. Basic Navigation missions are planned entirely on a 1:250,000-scale map that includes the departure 
route, low-level legs, and RTB, otherwise known as the Route Map.   

16. All enroute maps will be prepared and conform to 1 CAD Tactical Standard Operating Procedures 
(SOPs).  Your navigation training will not employ any of the tactical notations in the SOPs, but your maps 
should use the same notations, colours and symbols for all non-tactical symbology.  These SOPs have 
been developed so that if you are tasked to prepare maps for other pilots flying a mission, a minimum 
amount of map study will be required for them to interpret the plan.  Also, if you are handed a set of maps 
prepared by someone else, you should be able to follow the routing successfully with few, if any, questions 
about the plan.  A map symbology chart is included at the end of this chapter and examples of route maps 
will be made available to you in your appropriate mission planning areas. 

 
Figure 4–4.  Sample Enroute Navigation Map 
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4.09 ROUTE 
17.  As a trainee, you should strive to complete each mission planning exercise in a maximum of two 
hours.  Initially, you may find this is insufficient time, but as your experience builds, you will find that this is 
adequate preparation time.  Ensure you consult the most recent restrictions to determine if the routing 
should be changed.  If the canned routes conflict with a restriction, then your best judgment should be used 
to resolve the conflict.  As a guide, the following items should be indicated on your map(s): 

a. Departure Route.  Because the low-level starting point (the hack) could be some distance 
from the aerodrome, a departure route must be shown from a “pre-hack” to the hack.  The 
pre-hack is a well-known geographical point within 5 NM of the airport, and it marks the 
beginning of the planned route. From this point you will navigate to the hack. 

b. Low-Level Legs.  Notation and symbology will be depicted according to 1 Cdn Air Div 
SOPs and the examples contained in this chapter for the route maps.  

c. RTB.  The RTB will be depicted on the map from the target directly back to the base, 
accounting for local flying procedures and avoiding any restrictions.  Notation and 
symbology will also conform to 1 Cdn Air Div SOPs. 

18. Heading.  A heading and pre-calculated magnetic track for each leg is depicted IAW the standardized 
symbology.  The magnetic track represents the track over the ground the aircraft must follow to stay on 
course.  The heading is calculated during your pre-flight planning and compensates for the expected wind 
drift on each leg, based on the forecast winds at your planned altitude.  Based upon the triangle of 
velocities, as described in the MPN, these headings may need to be adjusted enroute to compensate for the 
actual winds. 

19. Altitude.  The planned enroute altitude of any mission depends on many factors including: threats, 
weather conditions, range to the target area, and aircraft configuration.  In virtually all situations, fuel 
considerations will be a factor in your choice of altitudes.  During your low-level training, fuel considerations 
have been appraised and routes have been developed that should allow you to conduct the mission in the 
medium to low-level environment from takeoff to landing.   

20. Airspeed.  Various ground speeds will be planned and depicted on your route map.  Determine the 
No Wind IAS to achieve this speed based upon the temperature at your planned altitude.  The indicated 
airspeed to achieve these ground speeds is obviously affected by wind velocity and temperature.  Colder 
temperatures will require a higher indicated airspeed for a set ground speed.  The following ground speeds 
are SOP for your navigation training: 

a. Departure Route.  Fly a standard 120 knots IAS to the pre-hack (a well-known 
geographical point within 5 NM of the airport) then plan to fly 120 knots groundspeed from 
the pre-hack to the hack. 

b. Low-Level Legs.  Low-level leg speed is normally 120 KTS ground speed.  Based upon 
the forecast winds at your planned altitude, adjust your base speed and heading by 
assessing the angle of the wind in relation to your planned track and apply the triangle of 
velocity relationship to wind speed and max drift.  Attempt to have your airspeed stabilized 
to maintain 120 KTS ground speed prior to crossing the Hack. 

c. RTB.  Plan your RTB at 120 KTS ground speed, applying the same adjustments to your 
base speed as per the low-level legs. 
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4.10 FUEL 
21. Minimum Fuel.  Once you have determined the fuel required for each leg, determine the minimum 
fuel required at each turn point or hack to successfully complete your mission.  Start by planning to have 60 
litres of fuel overhead the base.  Determine the fuel required to transit from the target to the base and add it 
to the 60 litres required.  This gives you the minimum fuel figure at the target.  Keep working back in this 
way until you determine your minimum fuel at the pre-hack for your mission.  Note these figures on your 
map in the appropriate places. 

22. BINGO Fuel.  BINGO fuel is depicted on your map at the point along your route that is furthest from 
your destination, when measured in a straight line.  This fuel represents the minimum fuel at any point along 
your route that is required to terminate the route and return straight to your destination.  Fuel consumption 
for this figure is normally based on low-level fuel consumption at your planned enroute speed, resulting in 
approximately 60 litres per hour.  This BINGO fuel figure will also have the 60 litres of fuel-required 
overhead the aerodrome factored into it. 

4.11 ROUTE STUDY 
23. Because of the reduced field of view at low-level, route study is very important.  Route study is simply 
mentally flying the route before you are airborne.  Consider the angle from which you will observe features 
along the route and how they should appear when you encounter them.  You should emphasize the 
following points in your route study: 

a. Departure Route.  When planning your departure, ensure local restrictions and other 
factors such as altitude, weather, traffic areas, initial track alignment, etc., are taken into 
considerations. 

b. Track Angle Departure Checks.  At the hack and each turn point, you are required to 
carry out a Track Angle Departure Check.  This is accomplished by comparing the track 
being flown with prominent features along the planned track to confirm the aircraft is 
headed in the correct direction.  Prominent features to be used should be selected during 
the route study.  If possible, three features should be selected at each point. 

c. The Hack.  Study the hack closely and be able to identify it with little reference to the map.  
Pre-determine the altitude at which you cross the hack by adding your proposed height 
above ground to the elevation at the hack as determined from your map.  It cannot be over-
emphasized that to a large extent your hack procedures determine how smoothly low-level 
navigation will proceed. 

d. Enroute Terrain.  Determine the general relief characteristics along your route such as flat, 
gently rolling hills, or steep terrain. 

e. Forecast Winds.  Assess the forecast wind direction in relation to your overall route.  The 
aim is to obtain a general idea of how the forecast winds will affect your base speed and 
heading on each leg.  Remember that you are making this determination based primarily on 
forecast winds.  It is important to note at this time that the actual winds are often not as 
forecast (either speed or direction).  Therefore, you must have a solid grasp on assessing 
the triangle of velocities and know how to adjust your base speed and drift base upon 
actual wind speed and direction.  

f. Altitude.  It is quite difficult to maintain a specified altitude by visual reference with only 
limited experience; therefore, you may wish to determine your desired altitude at the Hack 
and at appropriate points enroute on your map (i.e., where altitude changes 200 to 300 ft).  
It is quite simple to determine the required altitude by identifying spot altitudes or contour 
lines near your track and adding your planned height above ground.  Use these altitudes as 
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a guide only as you strive to develop the appropriate sight picture for the desired altitude.  
The sooner you accomplish this, the easier your navigation will be. 

g. Checkpoints.  Study each leg to identify potential checkpoints along the route.  The length 
of the leg and availability of unique features determines how many potential checkpoints 
you may have.  Refer to Chapter 12 of the MPN for information on checkpoint selection.  It 
is good practice to select a potential checkpoint between two and four minutes prior to the 
target or turn point.  This checkpoint is used to verify track and timing, and allows you to 
concentrate on acquiring the target or turn point.  Checkpoints shall be annotated in 
accordance with the procedures outlined in Chapter 12 of the MPN.  Study the features for 
each potential checkpoint that make it unique.  Plan to use large, easily identifiable features 
to locate smaller, more exact, features. 

h. Turning Points.  Since you will be flying heads-up, you must be very familiar with what you 
will see and how you will identify each turning point.  Note the features you will employ in 
carrying out a Track Angle Departure Check. 

i. Target.  Reaching the target is the ultimate goal of your low-level mission.  You must be 
aware of what distinct features to expect during the final run-in as well as those at the target 
and its immediate environment.  If available, reconnaissance photos can be used for this. 

j. Return to Base (RTB).  Your navigation mission does not end at the target.  An RTB plan 
is essential to successfully completing the mission.  You must familiarize yourself with the 
route and select an appropriate cruising altitude for the RTB.  You should also consider 
your options for rejoining the traffic pattern at your destination as detailed in the destination 
procedures. 

24. Do a final route study before commencing your trip, paying particular attention to your departure 
plan and hack point features.  Once you are satisfied that you are fully prepared, fill out a flight plan and 
file it with ATC.  Always check the weather and NOTAMs one last time prior to flight to ensure conditions 
have not changed since your initial briefing. 

4.12 LOW-LEVEL TRAINING RULES (TRs) 
25. Prior to any low-level navigation trip, the Low-Level TRs will be briefed.  The training rules will be 
briefed in detail by your instructor prior to flying your first navigation mission.  You should have a 
miniaturized version of the TRs prepared and available to you as you may be tasked to brief the TRs at any 
time after this initial briefing. 

26. TRs have been developed to ensure that all pertinent flight safety and other related issues are 
reviewed immediately prior to conducting training missions in certain regimes of flight.  The operational 
communities base all of their training around these rules because they can save your life so pay attention to 
them.  The following Low-Level TRs will be briefed prior to every low-level training mission (during your 
course, this is classified as any mission flown at or below 1,000 ft AGL): 

a. Weather limits:  

• Minimum ceiling - 1,500 ft Dual/1,000 ft Staff Continuation Training (SCT) 

 - 2,000 ft Solo 

• Minimum visibility - 3 NM Dual/SCT 

   - 5 NM Solo 

• Discernible horizon 
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b. Minimum altitudes (sensitive citizens, aerodromes, restricted areas, towns, etc.) are in 
accordance with 1 Cdn Air Div Orders, Wing Flying Orders, and applicable unit Flying 
Orders 

c. Enroute turns are level to climbing 

d. Minimum airspeed is 90 KIAS 

e. Visor(s) will be down, whenever possible 

f. The following items will be briefed: 

• Depth perception over featureless terrain 

• White-out avoidance 

• Need to raise minimum altitudes any time terrain, weather, or the situation dictates 

• Channelized attention (maps, target, other aircraft, etc.) 

• Weather abort procedures 

• Emergency/bird strike reactions 

• Look out techniques and responsibilities 

• Task saturation 

g. The warning call "PULL UP, PULL UP" will be used to terminate low-level flying.  
When this call is made, roll wings level and immediately climb to 1,000 ft AGL or 
to an altitude where terrain clearance is not a primary concern.  This call can be 
made by any person in the aircraft or potentially by another aircraft on a 
common frequency or Guard. 

4.13 TAKEOFF AND DEPARTURE 
 

27. The standard Pre-Takeoff Checks shall be carried out as for any mission.  The additional task of 
cockpit organization is important to mission success.  It is necessary to place Route maps in the cockpit so 
that they stay organized and ready for use.  Remember, while pulling G, a poorly secured map can end up 
on the floor; it is very hazardous to go searching for a lost map at 500 ft AGL.  

28. Good planning and a thorough route study will make the takeoff and departure go smoothly.  Since 
the hack may be difficult to identify, accurate navigation is imperative.  Plan the route that you will use to get 
to the pre-hack and confirm the accuracy of your heading system.  Once airborne, maintain a vigilant look 
out for other traffic and remember to do the normal Post-Takeoff Check.  Identify the pre-hack once airborne 
and plan to cross over it on the heading required to navigate to the hack.  The clock must be reset when 
passing over the pre-hack to ensure accurate navigation to the hack.  To ensure this happens, perform a 5T 
Check when passing over the pre-hack, as described below. 
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4.14 ENROUTE TO HACK 
29. Locating and properly identifying the hack is instrumental to the overall effectiveness of a navigation 
mission.  Accurately fly the routing that you have planned on your route map while employing the proper 
techniques of watch/map/ground.  Approaching the hack, carry out a positive identification of the previously 
noted features and make any required changes to cross the hack on heading, airspeed, and altitude.  Plan 
your descent to minimize manoeuvring while descending into the low-level environment.  Once the hack is 
positively identified, reset your timepiece in preparation for crossing the hack. 

4.15 SET HEADING/HACK PROCEDURES 
30. With proper route study, you should not have to refer to the map until you have rolled out on final, 
heading towards the hack.  Once on heading, the map can be used to identify lead-in features and positively 
identify the hack.  Do a complete cockpit check prior to the hack and ensure your fuel quantity is equal to, or 
greater than, the MIN FUEL noted on your map at the hack.  It is useful to note the difference in minimum 
and actual fuel for future reference during the mission. 

31. To a large extent, your hack procedure determines the success of your subsequent navigation.  Even 
with the reduced field of view at low-level, you should be able to employ one feature beyond the hack and 
along track to verify alignment.  If unsatisfied with your alignment, you can do an orbit or racetrack pattern 
and try again (fuel permitting).  Remember, next to the target leg, this is the most important part of your 
mission. 

32. As you cross the hack, call "PREPARE TO HACK.... HACK ... NOW" over the intercom, ensuring 
that you start your timing when you are directly over the hack point.  Hacking even slightly late or early 
introduces a time error that you will have to eliminate later.  Complete a Track Angle Departure Check, 
using features that you have noted in your route study.  A particularly useful procedure is the 5T Check to 
ensure all prerequisites are completed at the hack.  An example is as follows:  

a. TIME – Clock running 

b. TURN – Confirm correct heading 

c. TRACK – Track Angle Departure Check  

d. THROTTLE – Confirm set for desired airspeed 

e. TALK – Intercom/RT appropriate for dual/solo mission 

 

4.16 MAP READING FUNDAMENTALS 
33. Basic map reading is essential to successful low-level visual navigation.  The basic map-reading 
technique is organized into the four functions of: orientation, anticipation, confirmation, and pinpointing.  The 
key to successful map reading is the correct application of these four fundamentals.  Orient the enroute map 
so that you are always at the bottom of the map moving upwards.  This ensures the sequence of features 
will show up on the ground in the order they were studied during your map preparation.  This is the first step 
towards successful anticipation.  Anticipation is achieved by using the principles of watch/map/ground, 
which are described under navigation procedures.  Confirmation is achieved by positively identifying your 
selected checkpoints.  As a general rule, make use of larger, easily identifiable features as a lead-in to the 
smaller features on your map unique to the actual point on the ground.  Pinpointing is achieved by 
determining your actual position in relation to the checkpoint.  This allows you to apply proper corrections to 
return to the ideal. 
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34. At low-level, your forward progress over the ground appears to be much quicker than at higher 
altitudes.  Anticipate this and ensure that you always map-read at least one to two minutes ahead of your 
actual position.  One technique that may assist you in map reading is to follow progress along track with 
your left thumb.  This gives you a visual indication of your approximate position and allows you to 
concentrate on features the correct distance ahead of this position. 

35. At low-level, ground features with vertical relief stand out prominently.  During your pre-flight route 
study, you determined the general relief characteristics of your route.  You should also have noted specific 
topographic features along the track such as valleys, gullies, ridges, hills, lakes, rivers, and streams.  These 
features are quite visible at low-level and should be used in conjunction with other features. 

36. You must avoid the tendency to note significant features on the ground and then try to identify them 
on your map.  Depending on the scale of map used, varying amounts of detail may not appear on your map.  
Always read map-to-ground to eliminate this problem. 

4.17 NAVIGATION PROCEDURES 
37. Aircraft Control.  The basic procedures employed in low-level navigation are outlined in Chapter 12 
of the MPN.  In general terms, successful navigation entails control of your heading, altitude, and airspeed.  
Based upon your assessment of the forecast winds, you should start by flying your planned heading and 
airspeed.  Since good heading and airspeed control are essential for accurate navigation, heading 
corrections or large power changes must not be made on the spur of the moment.  Errors in time or track do 
not normally occur suddenly; they accumulate gradually. 

38. Altitude.  Another important facet of low-level training is the ability to visualize and maintain a specific 
altitude above ground (minimum 500 ft AGL).  You have previously determined the hack-crossing altitude 
and have a general idea of enroute altitudes.  These altitudes are a useful reference until you learn to 
visualize what your required altitude looks like.  You should not maintain a continuous crosscheck on your 
altimeter, but instead attempt to visualize what the altitude looks like.  Occasionally crosscheck with your 
map and altimeter to ensure you are not climbing or descending.  Remember that you must climb to avoid 
sensitive citizens, towns, and aerodromes.   

39. During the winter, with temperatures -30°C and colder, altimeter errors can be as much as 80 to 100 
ft.  These errors should be determined during pre-flight planning and applied during the mission.  To 
calculate this, refer to GPH 200 (Instrument Approach Procedures) FLIP, Temperature Correction Chart. 

4.18 Watch/Map/Ground 
40. With minute marks depicted on the low-level map, you will always know your position along track with 
a reasonable degree of accuracy by simply referring to the time on your stopwatch.  In general, concentrate 
on ground features that are close to track, and a minimum of one to two minutes (2 to 4 NM) ahead of your 
actual position.  This is accomplished by noting your current time, finding this point on your map and noting 
the features at the appropriate distance ahead on the map.  Apply the principles of map reading to positively 
identify the specific ground features.  If you are unable to identify the anticipated features prior to reaching 
them, determine your new position by referring to your watch, and check the map for new features at an 
appropriate distance ahead of you.  Do not continue to look for the first feature because it will now be behind 
you.  Depending upon the scale of your map, there may be prolonged periods of time when there are no 
appropriate features on your map.  In these instances, concentrate on accurate heading and airspeed 
control and anticipate the next usable features as you approach them. 

4.19 ENROUTE PROCEDURES 
41. Track Corrections.  Once you have acquired a prominent feature along track, determine if you are 
on or off track.  If on track, maintain your heading and airspeed and check for the next feature. 
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42. If you determine you are off track, visual corrections are the primary method of regaining it.  Attempt 
to make an immediate visual correction to regain track prior to the ground feature (or checkpoint) so that you 
cross it on heading and airspeed.  If no features exist ahead, then a timed correction can be employed.  If 
you determine the distance you are off track, apply the following formula.  Correct for drift.  Make a further 
10-degree correction to track and hold it for three minutes for each nautical mile off track.  Don't forget to 
turn back to desired heading on time.  This formula is based on 120 KTS ground speed. 

43. On regaining track, try to determine what caused the error.  The heading indicator is probably not the 
problem, but a quick crosscheck of the standby compass will confirm this.  You may determine that you 
were not flying the correct heading, or that the track on your map was measured inaccurately.  The wind 
could also be the cause of the problem.  Try to establish what the actual winds are early so that you can 
adjust your base speed and heading appropriately for the rest of the route.  Look for natural or artificial 
indications of the actual wind direction and/or speed.  Examples include the direction of waves/ripples on 
bodies of water, blowing snow, rising smoke, and dust trails from vehicles travelling on gravel roads.  Make 
an appropriate correction to your heading if you conclude that the error was caused by a change in wind 
direction or velocity from that forecast. 

44. Time Corrections.  The minute marks on the low-level map are included specifically as an aid to 
navigation at low-level. You start out on your route at the hack point with zero time error.  As you progress 
along the route, however, a divergence between actual and desired time may develop.  Each time you 
select and identify a ground feature while map reading, note the time that you cross it and compare it with 
the ideal.  Time errors can be caused by any combination of the following: 

a. Not maintaining calculated/revised airspeed 

b. Not maintaining previously calculated/revised headings (causes track error, which can 
cause a time error) 

c. Winds different from the forecast 

45. If you detect a timing error, make a small adjustment to the airspeed in an attempt to check or to 
eliminate the error.  At the next checkpoint, check your timing, and, if necessary, make a correction using 
the procedure outlined in Chapter 12 of the MPN.  Specifically, attempt to stabilize the error by increasing or 
decreasing your indicated airspeed.  Once the timing error has been stabilized, increase or decrease your 
indicated airspeed by an amount (in knots) equal to the number of seconds early or late.  For example, you 
are maintaining 110 KIAS and determine that you are 10 seconds late for the checkpoint.  You speed up 
and find that the 10-second error is stabilized at 115 KIAS.  To correct the error, you must increase your 
airspeed to 125 KIAS for two minutes.  Verify that your correction is working throughout the procedure.  
When you are back on time, reset power to maintain 115 KIAS. 

46. The procedure listed above is very practical on long legs where you are proceeding in the same 
direction.  During your training, however, you will find that you will be flying short legs and the method to be 
used is as described in this paragraph.  In this scenario, taking the time to stabilize an error and confirming 
the error prior to initiating a correction would not allow for a correction to be completed prior to the 
completion of a leg.  In the event that there is not sufficient time to stabilize and assess an error, the steps 
may be combined as follows.  Note the time error and assess the cause.  During the assessment, determine 
a revised airspeed that would stabilize the error and apply a correction as described in the above paragraph, 
using this revised airspeed as the base speed for the correction.  Ensure that you monitor your correction 
and at the end of the two minutes, reset your airspeed to the revised value. 

47. If the required airspeed increase/decrease is not practical (either too large a correction or insufficient 
time remaining), you may adjust the required airspeed change and change the required time period by the 
same factor (i.e., if 10 seconds late, fly a 20-knot increase for one minute). 
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48. Monitor time corrections to ensure they are working and have been correctly applied.  This can be 
confirmed by ensuring the time error decreases with the passage of time (use of minute marks/suitable 
features). 

4.20 TURN POINT PROCEDURES 
49. Any turn radius depicted on your map should be based on a 45-degree bank turn in a no-wind 
condition, but you may wish to compensate for known winds by adjusting your bank angle (not to exceed 60 
degrees of bank).  Heading changes of 30 degrees or less should not exceed 30 degrees of bank to prevent 
the likelihood of overshooting the desired heading.  Your new track is tangent to any turn radius depicted, or 
simply originates from the turn point for turns of smaller duration.  Despite this, it is still important that you 
cross the point on heading and commence your turn. 

50. Before reaching each turning point, positively identify it.  Do a complete cockpit check and confirm 
that you have the minimum fuel required.  Determine the IAS and heading for the next leg based upon your 
assessment of the winds.  Immediately prior to the turn have a good look out to clear the area for any 
potential conflicts during the turn.  At the turning point, note the time, and complete the turn to the new 
heading.   

51. If there is a time error and a change in airspeed is required, adjust power as necessary when safely 
able.  Once the turn is complete, fine tune your heading and airspeed, complete a 5T Check, clear the 
area, and then continue on with your low-level cross-check. 

4.21 DESTINATION PROCEDURES 
52. No mission is complete until the aircraft is shut down.  This is equally true of a navigation mission.  
Whether you are returning to your home base or are landing at a different airfield, success lies in proper 
planning. 

53. Arrival at Home Base.  If you are returning to your own base, you will be quite familiar with the traffic 
pattern and the procedures for joining it.  During your pre-flight route study, you should have planned your 
arrival to avoid restricted areas.  As you approach your destination, listen to ATIS, and then contact ATC for 
clearance to enter the control zone.  A vigilant look out is essential throughout the rejoin. 

54. Arrival at an Unfamiliar Airport.  If you are landing at an unfamiliar airport you must first familiarize 
yourself with all the pertinent aspects.  Make particular note of the airfield elevation, runways available, and 
their lengths. Contact ATC to determine the runway in use and any restrictions that may affect routing.  If 
there is no published circuit altitude, plan to fly the traffic pattern at 1,000 ft AGL for a straight-in, or 1,500 ft 
AGL for an overhead pattern. 

55. Formulate an arrival plan, noting the significant ground features you will use to navigate to the pattern, 
as the ground features will not be as familiar to you as those at your home base.  When the aerodrome is 
visual, reference to other traffic and the runway will ensure a safe recovery.   

56. If the airfield is served by a RADAR terminal control facility, contact them for traffic advisory prior to 
contacting the tower.  Requesting radar vectors for a visual or an instrument approach is the easiest method 
of ensuring compliance with local arrival procedures. 

4.22 MENTAL DEAD RECKONING 
57. Mental Dead Reckoning (MDR) skills are an asset to any pilot who is faced with a situation requiring a 
diversion or deviation from track due to weather or other reasons.  During your training, you will have many 
opportunities to practice the basic MDR procedures outlined in Chapter 9 of the MPN.  While carrying out 
MDR calculations, it is very important to maintain control of the aircraft in level flight with reasonable 
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accuracy. Your instructor will give you sufficient time to prepare your MDR leg during the flight; however, 
you should realize that an actual diversion may necessitate an immediate heading alteration and that your 
priorities in preparation will change to best suit each situation.  The GPS will not be used during this portion 
of the training. 

4.23 PREPARATION 
58. Normally, when contemplating a diversion, the first task is to assess a track to be flown. A suitable 
feature either on or just off track should be selected for the start of the leg.  Next, draw a line by either 
creasing the map or using a pen or pencil.  Finally, determine the magnetic track to be flown.  On 
aeronautical charts the quickest method is to parallel the track through one of the printed compass roses 
with a pencil or log card. 

59. There is no point in commencing a diversion if there is insufficient fuel to carry it out.  To determine 
your fuel requirements, first measure the total distance to the diversion point and then to destination.  Next, 
determine the time enroute and fuel required to reach your destination via the planned routing.  You will 
require a minimum of 60 litres of fuel overhead the destination, so be sure to include this in your fuel 
calculations.  For the Grob 120A, the fuel and time calculations (predicted on an approximate IAS of 110 
KTS/120 KTS TAS) can be completed as follows: 

a. Approximate the distance to your destination via the planned routing (i.e., 40 NM). 

b. Divide the total distance by the estimated ground speed in miles/minute (120 KTS / 60 
minutes = 2 NM/min) to determine the enroute time (i.e., 40/2 = 20 minutes). 

c. Multiply your time (in minutes) by the fuel consumption (in litres/min) to determine the 
enroute fuel, and then add the fuel required overhead the destination to find the total fuel 
required.  In the Grob 120A, fuel flow at low to medium altitude is approximately 60 
litres/hour at a TAS of 120 KTS; therefore, 60 litres divided by 60 minutes = 1 litre/min.   

NOTE 

If the fuel requirement is critical, you can refer to the fuel flow reading on the engine data 
display for an exact fuel flow. 

 

60. The route to your destination may not be direct; therefore, you may have to make separate 
calculations to find the time and fuel for each leg.  Doing this assists you in your log keeping and anticipation 
of turn points, as well as providing a check for fuel at each turn point. 

61. If time permits, before commencing, or during the MDR, you should mark appropriate times on the 
map to assist you while navigating enroute.  It is suggested that “1/4 distance lines” be used for this.  These 
are marks ¼, ½, and ¾ of the way along the MDR leg that can be used as time checks, since the enroute 
time for the entire MDR leg is known. 

62. Depending on the situation, you may be required to start the MDR leg at any time during your 
preparation, (i.e., with only a track line) and carry out the remaining calculations enroute.  This can be 
accomplished providing you have sufficient fuel.  If this happens, the primary concern is aircraft control.  
Navigation and communication duties become secondary, thus the phrase “AVIATE-NAVIGATE-
COMMUNICATE.” 

63. When reaching the MDR start point, commence a turn to intercept track. If required, climb or descend 
to an appropriate VFR cruising altitude.  Once established on track, carry out a 5T Check to ensure your 
planning and navigation are accurate. 
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4.24 ENROUTE 
64. In carrying out an MDR exercise, you must not only plan it, but also apply the previously learned 
procedures and techniques of map reading and navigation.  Initially, you may be required to fly your track as 
a heading, until you determine the effects of the wind.  Timely application of perceived wind conditions may 
be completed at any time, including the planning stage of your MDR leg. 

65. Enroute medium level procedures are similar to those used during low-level navigation.  By using the 
watch/map/ground technique, you can monitor your progress along the route.  This is accomplished by 
pinpointing your position along track against the approximate times you have previously marked on your 
map (1/4 distance lines, if used).  Visual corrections to track can be made for minor deviations if errors are 
picked up early.  For larger deviations, however, a revised track should be determined and drawn on your 
map to expedite arrival. 

66. During the MDR leg, the goal is not to reach the target at a pre-calculated time or maintain a given 
ground speed; instead, strive to maintain 120 KIAS.  When pinpointing, determine a revised ETA if required.  
Flying into a significant wind may affect the fuel remaining at the initial point and should be monitored.   

4.25 PRECAUTIONARY PROCEDURES 
67. Below Minimum Fuel.  The fuel figure that you have indicated in the minimum fuel block on your 
map indicates the actual fuel you require to complete the mission with a 60-litre reserve overhead the 
aerodrome.  Normally, you will find you have surplus fuel well above the minimum required at the hack, and 
this surplus or differential will remain fairly constant throughout the trip. 

68. If this surplus begins to decrease significantly and/or you find you are below the minimum fuel 
required at any point enroute, a premature recovery to base is likely required.  Attempt to determine why the 
fuel state has deteriorated (whether because of stronger than forecast winds, poor fuel management, or a 
possible fuel leak) and determine your next course of action.  A minor shortfall may only require an RTB at a 
higher altitude, while a critical shortage would indicate an immediate climb for optimum range and, possibly, 
a diversion to the nearest suitable airfield. 

69. Uncertain of Position.  If you follow correct navigation procedures and map reading techniques, you 
should never become lost during low-level navigation.  If, however, you become uncertain of your position 
through a failure to identify several features along track, follow the procedures below: 

a. Maintain a steady heading. 

b. Review previous navigation to include a cross-check of the EHSI and standby compass (to 
ensure accuracy), as well as to confirm if the correct heading and airspeed have been 
flown. 

c. Estimate your position on the map based on the airspeed and amount of time you have 
flown since your last pinpoint.  If you are still unable to position yourself, try to identify a 
prominent feature by reading from the ground-to-map. 

d. Turn on ETA for the next turn point if still unsure of position. 

e. Return to watch/map/ground map-reading technique once you have positively identified a 
feature along track, and concentrate on reaching your next pre-selected checkpoint or turn 
point.  At low-level, a climb of 500 to 1,000 ft enhances your field of view. 

70. Lost.  The most important factor to consider when lost is to admit it.  You could potentially be flying 
further from your destination and eating into your valuable fuel reserves.  If you are lost, you should climb to 
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a medium altitude and spend a maximum of five minutes attempting to pinpoint your position.  If 
unsuccessful, you should: 

a. Climb as necessary, being aware of airspace implications and requirements for an ATC 
clearance. 

b. Employ all radio and navigation aids to RTB. 

c. Declare an emergency and squawk 7700, if necessary. 

71. Deteriorating Weather.  All your navigation trips are planned for VFR flight.  However, with sudden 
changes in weather you could encounter low ceilings and poor visibility on a navigation mission.  The 
weather limits for the VFR flight are outlined in the CF Flying Orders and Unit Orders. 

72. You should never continue a visual navigation trip into marginal weather conditions.  If the weather 
ahead appears unsuitable, make your decision to abort early and RTB or divert to a known VFR alternate. 

73. You may encounter certain weather phenomena such as gradually lowering ceilings, rain showers, or 
whiteout conditions in which you will lose sight of the ground with little or no warning.  DO NOT DESCEND 
to regain visual contact with the ground.  Immediately convert to instruments and climb to your route safety 
altitude.  Under no circumstances are you to descend below your route safety-height while trying to maintain 
visual contact with the ground. 

74. If you are unable to continue VFR, contact an ATC agency for clearance to climb, and, if necessary, 
make an IFR recovery.  Remember that at low altitude, or even at your safety altitude, you may be unable to 
contact ATC without first climbing to an even higher altitude. 

75. On occasion, during an RTB or MDR leg, you may encounter localized weather phenomena (i.e., 
isolated thunderstorms), that require you to alter heading but not necessarily abort the mission. On such 
occasions you should employ the dogleg procedure as described in Chapter 9 of the MPN. This procedure 
may be modified by the inclusion of a leg parallel to the original track, or it may be adapted to fly from one 
leg to another if the weather is unsuitable at a turn point. 

76. Good airmanship and judgment dictate the course of action to take.  Whatever the situation, make 
your decision early.  A press-on-regardless attitude in an area of descending ceilings and poor visibility is 
not only foolish, but could result in the loss of a pilot and an aircraft. 

4.26 SYSTEMS NAVIGATION 
77. You will begin your navigation training concentrating on developing basic map reading skills and 
sound navigation procedures.  The Grob 120A has some integrated onboard systems (specifically GPS) 
which, when used in conjunction with these basic navigation skills, allow for extremely accurate 
navigation and timing.  Once you have demonstrated proficiency in the basics of visual navigation, you 
will begin to integrate the use of the aircraft systems into your navigation skills.  This type of navigation is 
commonly referred to as systems navigation.  Always remember that the visual navigation procedures 
you have been introduced to form the basis for any systems navigation, regardless of the type of aircraft 
you are flying or the mission you are accomplishing. 

78. The primary aircraft system in the Grob 120A used to assist in visual navigation is the GPS.  The 
hack, turn points, and target can be pre-programmed into the GPS; the route can be entered in sequence 
as a flight-planned route; and timing relationships can be determined (ETE and actual timings); thus 
presenting you with extremely accurate information throughout the trip. 

79. You have already learned GPS operations during your ground school lectures and have applied 
them during some of your instrument flying.  The procedures used for visual navigation are no different, 
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but these procedures will be thoroughly reviewed prior to any systems navigation mission.  Since there 
are user-defined waypoints available, all of the appropriate navigation points can easily be entered and 
stored in the GPS under a predetermined identifier.  As part of your pre-flight planning, have the 
identifiers recorded on a log card in the appropriate sequence for the route so they can be easily entered 
into one of the available flight plans in the GPS.  Have the latitude and longitude, or radial/DME 
relationship from a known NAVAID for each point recorded as well, since the point will likely not be stored 
in the GPS database. 

80. Additional time on the ground with the aircraft running will be required to program the route into the 
GPS.  Plan for this accordingly.   

4.27 ENTERING THE FLIGHT PLAN (GPS) 
81. To create a new flight plan, begin by pressing the FPL Key.  Turn the inner knob to display the 
Flight Plan Catalog Page and press the MENU Key to display the Flight Plan Catalog Page Menu.  Turn 
the outer right knob to highlight Create New Flight Plan? and press the ENT Key.  A blank Flight Plan 
Page appears for the first empty storage location.  Use the inner and outer right knobs to enter the 
identifier of the departure waypoint.  Press the ENT Key once you have completed entering the identifier.  
Repeat this step as necessary to add additional waypoint identifiers.  Once all waypoints have been 
entered, press the inner right knob to return to the Flight Plan Catalog Page. 

82. To use a pre-programmed flight plan, press the FPL Key and turn the inner right knob to display the 
Flight Plan Catalog Page.  To activate the cursor, press the inner right knob.  Turn the outer right knob to 
move the cursor to highlight the desired flight plan and then press the MENU Key to display the Flight 
Plan Catalog Page Menu.  To activate the flight plan, turn the outer right knob to highlight Activate Flight 
Plan? and press the ENT Key. 

83. To stop using the current flight plan, press the FPL Key followed by the MENU Key to display the 
Flight Plan Catalog Page Menu.  Turn the outer right knob to highlight Delete Flight Plan? and press the 
ENT Key.  With Yes? highlighted, press the ENT Key again to delete the flight plan. 

84. To edit a flight plan, press the FPL Key and turn the inner right knob to display the Flight Plan 
Catalog Page.  Press the inner right knob to activate the cursor and turn the outer right knob to highlight 
the desired flight plan you wish to edit.  Once the desired flight plan is highlighted, press the ENT Key. 

85. To add a waypoint to the flight plan: 

Turn the outer right knob to select the point to add the new waypoint.  (If an existing waypoint is 
highlighted, the new waypoint is placed directly in front of this waypoint.)  Use the inner and outer 
right knobs to enter the identifier of the new waypoint and press the ENT Key. 

86. To delete a waypoint from the flight plan: 

Turn the outer right knob to select the waypoint to be deleted and press the CLR Key to display a 
remove waypoint confirmation window.  With Yes? highlighted, press the ENT Key to remove the 
waypoint. 

87. Once all changes have been made, press the inner right knob to return to the Flight Plan Catalog 
Page. 

88. Setting the GPS for Systems Navigation (Normal Operations).  Prior to takeoff, activate the 
desired flight plan as described above.  There are a number of pages in the GPS that can display the 
information required to integrate the GPS into the navigation mission.  When in MAP mode on the EHSI, 
most of this information is also displayed on the EHSI.  During your training, the minimum amount of 
information required for systems is as follows: 
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a. Ground speed 

b. Active leg of the flight plan 

c. Direct track (DTK) for the active leg 

d. Actual track (TK) 

e. Distance to go to the selected steer to Waypoint (DIS) 

f. Time to go to the selected steer to Waypoint (ETE) 

89. Your instructor will point out various combinations of displays that will provide the above information 
to you.  Once the appropriate GPS pages are selected, select GPS as the primary NAV source on the 
EHSI control panel for display on the EHSI.  This will provide GPS accurate steering information to each 
waypoint as the flight plan progresses, as well as show distance, time to go (TTG), and ground speed 
information on the EHSI.  As flight plan waypoints are reached, the active leg symbol automatically shifts 
to the appropriate from and to waypoints.   

4.28 AIRBORNE PROCEDURES – SYSTEMS NAVIGATION 
90. Once airborne, complete the mission using the approved methods of map reading and employing 
sound navigation procedures.  The watch portion of watch/map/ground remains virtually the same, but 
can be modified based upon the information available to you.  When referring to the watch, check the 
distance to go on the GPS.  Extrapolate your position to your map and confirm the GPS accuracy using 
visual references.  If the position is accurate, continue, anticipating follow-on points based upon GPS 
information available.  If the position is inaccurate (highly unlikely), fall back onto your basic navigation 
skills until the nature of the discrepancy can be determined. 

91. Fly your pre-determined IAS for the planned ground speed, but adjust as soon as you see a variance 
from the desired ground speed on your EHSI/GPS.  This will virtually eliminate any timing errors almost 
immediately.  If any errors do develop, correct them using the approved method previously used.  Adjust 
your speed to attain the desired ground speed once the error has been corrected.  Once a turn is 
complete, adjust your IAS to attain the desired ground speed for the next leg. 

92. Heading control is just as important as previously emphasized.  Fly your pre-determined heading, but 
monitor your track as indicated on the GPS.  Adjust your heading to maintain the desired track as soon as 
a deviation occurs and attempt to confirm the accuracy of the GPS as soon as able.  Once GPS accuracy 
is determined, continue to fly the heading required to maintain the pre-determined and actual track as 
displayed on your GPS and/or EHSI.  Continue to use visual corrections to large, easily identifiable 
features as before, reinforcing the need for accurate map reading skills. 

93. As you become proficient at systems navigation you will find that you have more time on your hands 
to devote to your low-level cross-check.  Take this opportunity to refine your crosscheck, incorporating 
more time into areas that may have been weak in the past (look out, altitude control, etc.).  Never forget 
the basics of visual navigation and continue to employ these skills throughout all aspects of systems 
navigation.  You may be required to rely solely on basic navigation procedures, if a malfunction occurs 
with your aircraft equipment. 
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Figure 4-5.  GPS Equipment Setup 

 

     
Figure 4-6.  GPS Navigation Displays on EHSI 
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4.29 MDR WITH SYSTEMS NAVIGATION 
94. Although systems navigation will not be used for MDRs during your training, an MDR or diversion can 
become simplified when the GPS is incorporated into the planning phase.  Remember that aircraft control 
is paramount during the planning portion of the MDR.  Fuel considerations are also important, but with a 
little practice, all portions of the MDR can be eased with use of the GPS.  If you wish to cut a portion of 
your route out due to fuel, weather, or timing, the Direct To operation can be combined with flight plan 
operation by selecting Direct To mode for a flight plan waypoint.  Once the Direct To waypoint is reached, 
the GPS will resume normal operation from the flight plan.  If Direct To operation is initiated to a waypoint 
not on the active flight plan, the GPS will not revert to the active flight plan upon reaching the Direct To 
waypoint. 

95. When planning an MDR to a point not on your flight plan, figure out a radial/DME fix for the desired 
point from a known waypoint in the GPS database (airport, NAVAID, intersection, user-defined waypoint, 
etc.) or a latitude and longitude using your map for planning.  Enter a new user-defined waypoint into the 
GPS using this information and then use the Direct To function of the GPS.  Distance, time, and ground 
speed will be available and fuel calculations can be accurately made. 

4.30 MISSION PLANNING GUIDE 
96. All low-level Enroute maps will be annotated as follows: 

a. Turn Points.  Indicated by BLACK circles centred over the geographical point.  A small 
BLACK dot will indicate the exact turn point:  

 

b. Hack.  Shown by BLACK squares centred over easily identifiable geographical points, 
indicating the start or restart of timing.  A small BLACK dot will indicate the exact turn point:  

 

c. Target.  Marked with a BLACK equilateral triangle centred over the geographic centre of 
the target.  A small BLACK dot will indicate the exact turn point: 
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d. Turn Point Numbers  The hack, turn points, and target are sequentially numbered 
beginning at 1 for the hack.  Turn point numbers are written in green and circled. 

 

e. Track Line.  Joins the pre-hack, hack, turn points, and target in BLACK.  The lines may be 
offset with a small turn radius at turn points; however, turns of less than 90º should not 
require any appreciable turn radius depicted on your map.  : Turn radius offset is used on 
all turns with heading changes 90 degrees or greater with an angle of bank (AOB) at 45 
degrees. Per the Manual of Pilot Navigation, an aircraft turning at 45 degrees AOB at 120 
KTS with a 90-degree heading change should have a turn radius of approximately 1/4 
NM or 2mm on a 1:250,000 scale map. The greater the heading change, the greater the 
turn radius to a maximum of 1/2 NM or 4 mm on a 1:250,000 map for a 180-degree 
heading change.  

 

f. Track Arrow.  Drawn in BLACK and is placed to the right of the track at the beginning of 
each leg indicating the magnetic track to be flown: 

 

g. Fuel Figures.  Fuel figures are shown in RED and include BINGO and required enroute 
fuel: 

 

h. Distance to Go Marks.  Drawn from the next turning point back on track at 10 NM intervals 
on the left side of track in BLUE: 
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i. Timing Marks.  Drawn in BLACK at each minute of elapsed time from the pre-hack or 
hack.  Timing should start at zero at the pre-hack, and then be reset to zero at the hack.  
Accumulated time from the pre-hack is shown at the right of the hack, and accumulated 
time from the hack is shown at the right of all turn points, the target, and the known 
geographical point on the RTB leg.  All of these times should be to the nearest second, and 
marked in BLACK: 

 

j. Hazards.  Dashed RED lines are used to highlight power lines.  Single obstructions (e.g., 
towers) are marked with a RED inverted cone: 

 

k. Restricted Areas/Points.  Restricted areas will be outlined in RED and Red diagonal lines 
will indicate restricted airspace.  Restricted points/sensitive citizens will be circled in RED.  
Airfields will be circled in BLUE.  Circles denoting restricted points/sensitive citizens, or 
airfields shall have a 4 NM diameter: 

 

l. Heading and Indicated Airspeed markings.  Heading and Indicated Airspeed markings 
for the next leg shall be located on the right side of the current leg, just prior to the turning 
point: 
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m. Checkpoint Markings.  Checkpoints shall be shown by a break in the track line at the 
checkpoint.  A line perpendicular to the track line shall extend from the checkpoint to the 
right side of the track line.  The exact time for the checkpoint shall be shown in a 
rectangular block.  The checkpoint will be annotated in such a way as to not obscure any 
required detail on the route map.  
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CHAPTER 5 NIGHT FLYING 

5.01 INTRODUCTION 
1. Night flying is an important part of pilot training.  The handling of the aircraft is no different from 
ordinary day flying, and the transition from day flying to night flying is a pleasant experience.  However, 
you may have some initial difficulties adapting your night vision and becoming accustomed to flying with 
fewer outside references.  Night flying is not a separate or difficult skill, but merely a combination of the 
techniques of visual and instrument flying previously described in this manual.  Turbulence is generally 
less at night thus; night flying is normally an enjoyable part of the course. 

2. This chapter deals primarily with the visual procedures during night flying.  Instrument flying is also 
part of the night syllabus during your initial training, but the techniques used for night instrument flying are 
the same as during the day.  Your instructor will review pertinent instrument exercises with you prior to 
each flight.  Refer to Chapters 2 and 3 of this manual for applicable instrument flight procedures and 
techniques. 

5.02 BRIEFING 
3. Each time night flying is scheduled during your training, you will attend a comprehensive briefing.  
The officer in charge of night flying, who is assisted by the duty weather briefer, supervises this.  All 
pertinent information relating to night flying is discussed during the briefing with the Officer In Charge 
(OIC) along with the night and duty weather briefer, who will give specialized information according to 
their responsibilities. 

4. Duty Weather Briefer.  The duty weather briefer gives a complete weather briefing, including detailed 
information about the weather in the intended flying areas.  The points that will be discussed include 
alternates and the weather conditions that may affect night flying. 

5. Officer In Charge of Night Flying.  The officer in charge of night flying ensures that all points 
pertaining to night flying are covered, chooses an alternate, discusses the available radio facilities and 
ensures that all pilots are in possession of: 

a. Appropriate flying equipment 

b. One serviceable flashlight 

c. Maps and approach charts 

5.03 PRE-FLIGHT 
6. The Pre-External and External Checks can be completed normally, using a flashlight as required.  
Ensure that the area surrounding the aircraft is clear of chocks and other equipment and that the canopy 
and windshield are clean. 

7. For the strap-in, select the battery switch to ON, and then turn on the instrument, console, and 
floodlights to the desired level for your cockpit.  This will aid you during your strap-in procedures.  
Rheostats are provided to independently control the lighting. 

8. Complete the Pre-Start Check normally, paying particular attention to the park brake, ensuring it is 
on properly as it is more difficult to detect forward movement at night.  During the Start check, the anti-
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collision lights will not be turned on to prevent distractions.  Ensure you have the ground crew’s attention 
as you give the start signal. 

9. Use the taxi light while the aircraft is on the ground at night, unless there is a danger of blinding 
someone.  At night, there is a tendency to taxi too fast; therefore, constantly check your taxiing speed by 
referring to the ground area adjacent to the aerodrome lights.  If ever you are in doubt of a taxi routing or 
of current position, stop, and ask the tower for assistance.  Always taxi in the centre of the taxiway.  The 
strobe lights are extremely bright.  To prevent distraction, these lights will not be turned on until after 
takeoff clearance is received. 

10. It takes about 30 minutes for the eyes to fully develop night vision, but it can be destroyed in as little 
as one second.  Avoid looking directly at bright lights and be careful not to damage the night vision of 
others through careless use of the landing and taxi lights.  Reduce the cockpit light intensity during taxiing 
as your eyes become more accustomed to the dark.  The lights should not be brighter than is necessary 
to read the instruments and displays comfortably, prevent eyestrain, and keep canopy reflections to a 
minimum. 

5.04 IN FLIGHT 
11. Using the taxi light, line up in the centre of the runway and then switch the landing light on.  The 
landing and taxi lights can normally remain on throughout the mission.  At night, you must transition to 
instruments before the aircraft reaches the end of the runway because of a lack of visual reference 
beyond the end of the runway.  Remember to crosscheck the AI with the VSI during this period to make 
sure that there is a positive rate of climb and, as an additional precaution, make the initial climb slightly 
steeper than normal.  Frequency changes, if required, should be done after the Post-Takeoff Check is 
complete and the aircraft properly trimmed. 

12. The degree of darkness and horizon clarity determines how you should divide your attention 
between the flight instruments and the outside references.  On bright, moonlit nights, you can do most of 
the flying visually, with occasional glances at the instruments to confirm your visual impressions.  On dark 
nights, when there is little or no horizon, concentrate on the instruments and occasionally glance outside 
to confirm the aircraft's position in relation to known points on the ground.  Whether the night is light or 
dark, the transition from instruments back to outside references should be gradual and should not 
normally be started until the aircraft is 500 ft AGL after takeoff. 

13. Visibility at altitude often exceeds 100 miles, which makes the judgment of distances difficult.  Also, 
there are fewer outside references, and you must use the flight instruments more frequently to maintain 
the desired condition of flight.   

14. Lights displayed by other aircraft are often very easy to detect; however, their direction of flight, 
distance, and closure rate are difficult to determine.  The navigation and strobe lights displayed by other 
aircraft may help to determine their direction of flight. 

15. High cirrus clouds, St Elmo's Fire, Aurora Borealis, and the use of the strobe lights or taxi/landing 
lights during precipitation can contribute to pilot disorientation.  Turn the strobe lights and/or taxi/landing 
lights off if you are distracted while flying in cloud or precipitation, and concentrate on the flight 
instruments. 

5.05 TRAFFIC PATTERNS AND CIRCUITS 
16. The traffic pattern and circuits flown at night are the same as those flown during the day.  On initial 
takeoff (or after the overshoot), carry out normal departure procedures and level off at pattern altitude 
with an airspeed of 120 KIAS.  You must avoid a tendency to make the pattern larger when flying at night.  
A glance at the EHSI will show you whether you are flying the pattern correctly.  Keep a vigilant look out 
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and fly by combining outside references with the instrument indications.  It is even more important at night 
to use the runway as your primary reference for pattern orientation.  Because of the limited night phase, it 
is imperative that you develop skills and references that can be applied to any aerodrome.  Geographical 
references are not as readily visible at night and they are very airport specific. 

17. When the aircraft is lined up at initial, carefully assess drift to apply proper corrections during the 
overhead break, final turn, landing, and any subsequent traffic patterns and circuits.  Transmit to tower 
and pick up your sequencing.  Remember that there may be a strong wind shear at circuit altitude, which 
could lead you to make a false estimate of drift.  Be aware of this possibility, because it is important at 
night that you make an accurate allowance for drift.  Fly a normal break while maintaining altitude and 
track parallel to the runway downwind. 

18. Roll out on downwind and continue to track parallel to the runway.  Finish the Pre-Landing Check in 
preparation for the final turn and complete the final turn as you would during the day in similar weather 
conditions.  Avoid the common error at night of rolling out of the final turn lower than normal.  Do not 
hesitate to use any available visual/instrument aids to assist in obtaining the proper sight picture (e.g., 
PAPI or ILS). 

19. Request landing clearance at the normal position during the final turn.  If necessary, select the 
landing lights ON when the aircraft is on final and continue a normal approach and touchdown in the 
centre of the runway.  Look ahead, watching both rows of runway lights, to assist you in judging your 
proximity and rate of descent to the runway.  This will also assist in keeping the after-landing roll straight.  
You will be taught to land with and without the landing lights. 

20. At the end of the landing roll, when the aircraft has slowed sufficiently, clear the runway, stop the 
aircraft, and then do the Post-Landing Check.  Ensure that the anti-collision lights are turned off prior to 
taxiing to the ramp.  Maintain a vigilant look out throughout. 

21. Although the procedures above dictate how to fly an overhead break, you should also be prepared 
to fly any of the Day VFR traffic patterns during your night missions.  Remember the procedures remain 
unchanged however a good cross check and using airport references will continue to be extremely 
important. 

22. Taxi at a safe speed.  Use the taxi light as required, however, before turning into line on the ramp, 
turn the taxi light off to keep from blinding the marshaller. 
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5.06 AERODROME LIGHTING 
 

 
 

Figure 5–1.  Aerodrome, Approach and Runway Lighting 
 

23. The OIC for night flying will have explained the lighting system in use at your home base.  Note that 
lighting systems are not standardized and that the most noticeable difference lies in the pattern of the 
approach lights. 

24. Approach lighting systems provide visual aids for orientation on the final approach and are 
particularly helpful when there is a low ceiling with poor visibility.  Several systems are used and, in some 
cases, different presentations are used at the same aerodrome.  The PAPIS are an invaluable aid in 
judging the correct approach path at night as well as during the day.  The landing charts in GPH 200 
depict the lighting systems in use at the various aerodromes.  It is advantageous to know in advance what 
type of lighting is available, particularly when there is restricted visibility.  Remember to check the lighting 
presentation during your pre-flight planning. 

25. You may notice various white lights and red obstruction lights in the vicinity of the runway.  The white 
lights usually depict ceilometers and transmissometers.  Know the lighting system in use at your destination. 
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CHAPTER 6  BASIC FORMATION FLYING 

6.01 INTRODUCTION 
1. This chapter describes Grob 120A formation flying; however, the principles apply equally to all 
forms of formation flying (i.e., helicopter, transport, or fighter-type aircraft).  Formation flying provides 
mutual support in a combat scenario and enables a maximum number of aircraft to be launched or 
recovered.  This chapter is devoted to basic two-plane sequences. 

2. Formation flying, more than any other type of flying, provides the best environment for building 
confidence, teaching self-reliance, self-discipline and the proper application of aggressiveness in military 
flying.  As a formation member, you must be disciplined and alert, and you must trust Lead.  Your 
reactions must be quick and precise.  Formation flying is comparatively simple once you have mastered a 
few fundamentals. 

3. Formation flying can be tiring; you must be relaxed and at ease to fly formation well.  In the early 
stages, make a conscious effort to relax.  If you find yourself over-controlling, move out, relax, re-trim, and 
then move back in to the correct position. 

6.02 BASIC FORMATIONS 
4. The basic formation positions described here are: 

a. Echelon right 

b. Echelon left 

c. Line astern 

d. Route 

NOTE 

All references and figures are relative to a pilot occupying the right seat. 
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6.03 ECHELON RIGHT 
5. Number two (Two, or wingman) is on the right wing of the lead aircraft.  To establish proper position 
you should work one reference at a time in the order given.  The proper position for echelon right is 
illustrated in Figures 6-1 and the references are as follows: 

a. Vertical.  The wingtip on the spinner provides a good vertical reference. 

b. Longitudinal.  The wingman aligns abeam the horizontal stabilizer hinge line of the lead aircraft. 

c. Lateral.  The wingman lines up the leading edge of the lead aircraft's wing tip with the base of the 
propeller spinner.  

 
 

 Figure 6–1.  Echelon Right 
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6.04 ECHELON LEFT 
6. Number two is on the left wing of the lead aircraft.  The proper position for echelon left is illustrated 
in Figure 6-2 and the references are as follows: 

a. Vertical.  The wingtip on the spinner provides a good vertical reference. 

b. Longitudinal.  The wingman aligns abeam the horizontal stabilizer hinge line of the lead 
aircraft. 

c. Lateral.  The wingman lines up the navigation light on the lead aircraft’s wing with the base of the 
propeller spinner. 

 
Figure 6–2.  Echelon Left 
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6.05 LINE ASTERN 
7. Number two is directly behind and below the lead aircraft.  Nose-tail longitudinal clearance is 
approximately 10 ft, (approximately 20 ft between where the pilot sits and the lead aircraft) with the 
number two's vertical stabilizer below the lead aircraft’s prop wash and exhaust.  The proper position for 
line astern is illustrated in Figure 6-3 and the references used are: 

a. Lateral.  The wingman lines up with the right exhaust port of the lead aircraft.  The exhaust port 
should just touch the inside of the landing gear wheel well. 

b. Longitudinal.  The lead aircraft’s wings should fill one-half of the windscreen to ensure nose-tail 
longitudinal clearance of approximately 10 ft. 

c. Vertical.  The exhaust port is clearly visible and the profile of the underside of the lead aircraft is 
as depicted in Figure 6-3.  This view may vary somewhat due to seating position. 

 
Figure 6–3.  Line Astern 
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6.06 ROUTE 
8. The purpose of the route formation is to allow the wingman a sufficient margin of safety to complete 
cockpit checks.  With the formation in route, the lead aircraft will have restricted manoeuvring, and 
consequently, if greater manoeuvrability is required, a different position should be selected. 

9. Route formation is flown on the extended wingtip reference line at a distance of one to three 
wingspans or line astern at a distance of one to three aircraft lengths. 

 
Figure 6–4.  Route 

 

6.07 R/T PROCEDURES 
10. When flying formation, the key to success is effective communication between all formation 
members.  While hand signals may be used to communicate several items within the formation, radios 
normally provide the most accurate means of communication.  There is limitless information, which may 
be relayed within the formation (i.e., current weather at a destination aerodrome or conflicting traffic in the 
area).  The intent of this section is not to discuss all the possible calls, but rather the desired procedures 
to be utilized when using the radios. 

11. R/T procedures used during formation flights are designed to minimize radio traffic while ensuring 
all necessary information is passed on.  This requires clear, concise R/T calls using a standardized 
format.  Several sections within this chapter contain examples of the standard R/T procedures to be used 
during training.  While these examples provide guidelines, they do not address all potential situations.  As 
a formation member, you will be required to make radio calls unrehearsed.  When in this situation, 
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remember to be brief while ensuring the intent of the message is clear. 

12. On the initial call to an ATC agency, the full formation call sign should be used, e.g. “COLT 
BLUES”.  On subsequent calls, an abbreviated call sign may be used, e.g. “BLUES”. 

13. When R/T calls require a response from other aircraft within the formation, the initial call will include 
the formation call-sign; however, the aircraft responding need only acknowledge with their position, e.g., 

 Lead: “COLT BLUES CHECK IN,” 

 Two responds, “BLUE TWO”.   

This specifies which formation is being directed, yet avoids repetition, thus freeing up the radios. 

14. Directive calls within the formation will normally only be initiated by the lead aircraft. Directive calls 
made by lead may be to the formation or to individual aircraft.  In either case, the call will include the 
action to be taken and the command to initiate (normally a go call), e.g.,  

 Lead: “COLT BLUES, ECHELON LEFT, GO.”   

 Wingman: “BLUE 2” 

15. Commands for ancillary selection will be repeated to allow the wingman to ensure speed 
restrictions are adhered to for their aircraft prior to ancillary selection, e.g., “COLT BLUES, LANDING 
GEAR, LANDING GEAR, GO.”  When directed to perform a task, the wingman is expected to 
acknowledge receipt of the direction by radio, head nod, moving into the desired position or selection of 
ancillary.  When directed to perform a task that is not readily apparent to Lead, the wingman should 
acknowledge over the radios, e.g., “BLUE TWO.” 

16. Although directive calls are normally initiated by Lead, other aircraft in the formation may become 
directive if required for flight safety reasons (traffic, etc.).  If a wingman is in a situation that requires a 
directive call, it shall also include a description of what necessitated the transmission, e.g., "COLT LEAD 
PULL UP TRAFFIC 1 O’CLOCK LEVEL ½ MILE.” 

6.08 GROUND HANDLING 
17. The formation should start up and taxi together.  This maintains formation integrity and keeps the fuel 
endurance of participating aircraft relatively equal.  If all aircraft in the formation are parked together, 
engines may be started on a visual signal; if the aircraft are parked separately, a start time may be given.  
Lead should be advised as soon as possible if any start delays are anticipated.  Do not omit checklist items 
or attempt to rush start procedures if you are delayed.  If you are unable to join the formation before takeoff, 
proceed to the briefed rendezvous or abort the mission. 

6.09 RADIO DISCIPLINE 
18. Once all aircraft have started, and after receiving ATIS, each pilot should switch radios to the pre-
briefed formation frequencies.  Lead will initiate a check-in on the pre-briefed discrete frequency and, 
after Two responds, will then initiate a check-in on the ground frequency. 

19. Lead initiates all frequency changes and will call for a check-in on the new frequency.  
Transmissions should be sharp, clear and concise, e.g.  

 Lead: "COLT BLUES, 121.7, GO." 
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 Wingman: “BLUE TWO.”   

The check-in is accomplished with formation members checking in by stating their position number, e.g.,  

 Lead: "BLUE LEAD," 

 Wingman:  "BLUE TWO."   

Always go to the directed frequency even if it may be the wrong one, and let Lead make any required 
corrections. 

6.10 TAXIING 
20. The formation taxies as a unit.  The wingman maintains a two aircraft-length separation in the ramp 
area and on taxiways directly behind lead (see Figure 6-5).  The reference for two aircraft lengths is the 
horizontal stabilizer touching the centre flap hinges on the lead aircraft.  On wider taxiways, it should be 
possible to stagger the formation to avoid exhaust gases from entering the cockpit.  Lead will normally be 
on the downwind side of taxiways to minimize the wingman's exposure to the lead's exhaust. Lead 
obtains any clearance for the formation required for crossing runways and lining up for takeoff.  

 
Figure 6-5.  Taxi Spacing 

 

21. The Run-up Check will be accomplished as a unit.  Lead will ensure the aircraft has turned enough 
to allow the number two aircraft to park beside it during their checks.  Each aircraft will perform individual 
checks in a normal manner and once complete, the pilot of the number two aircraft will give a head nod at 
which point lead will continue taxiing. 

22. During the Pre-Takeoff Check, select anti-collision lights off.  The anti-collision lights are very 
distracting during formation and should remain off until after landing, at which point they are selected on 
during the Post-Landing Check. 
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6.11 FORMATION TAKEOFF 
23. During your training, you will be performing two-plane formation takeoffs.  During a formation 
takeoff, varying degrees of lateral separation may be used, depending on the situation.  For your training, 
the references taught would be the same as the close echelon references used in flight. 

6.12 LINE-UP 
24. After obtaining clearance, lead taxies onto the runway with the wingman lining up as briefed 
(normally in echelon left for student training).  On a 150-foot wide runway, lead will normally line up on the 
downwind side of the runway.  The wingman will then move into position, lining up on the references used 
for close formation (see Figure 6-6).  The wingman should ensure that, as the aircraft moves into position 
on the runway, the nose-wheel is straight by using the nose-wheel steering, and that the aircraft is not 
angled into lead. If this occurs ask lead to move forward in order to get lined up properly. 

 
Figure 6-6.  Formation Takeoff Position 

6.13 RUN-UP 
25. When in position, the aircraft are to be held with the brakes.  The wingman will look at Lead when 
ready for run-up.  When Lead gives the run-up signal, the wingman acknowledges with a head nod and 
both aircraft slowly advance their Throttle to MAX MP.  Lead will reduce power, by 2 inches MP if dual 
and 3 inches MP if solo, to give the wingman enough power to maintain position throughout the takeoff 
roll.  The wingman will reduce power by 2 inches MP.  Lead will look at the wingman.  The wingman again 
looks back at Lead and gives a head nod, signifying ready for takeoff.  If the runway is slippery and the 
aircraft cannot be held stationary at MAX MP, reduce power and inform Lead.   This may require that the 
formation complete an interval takeoff, joining up in the climb.   
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6.14 TAKEOFF 
26. After receiving the wingman's head nod, Lead will direct his attention forward and, with little delay, 
signal commencement of the takeoff roll.  The signal for takeoff is preceded by a precautionary indication 
of two taps on the helmet.  Brakes are released on completion of a head nod by Lead.   

27. Lateral Separation.  The aim is for each aircraft to maintain its respective position during the takeoff 
roll.  The wingman’s primary reference during the takeoff roll is the lead aircraft; however, periodic quick 
glances down the runway may be useful to ensure you are maintaining proper alignment.  The rudder is the 
primary means of maintaining proper lateral separation.  If the wingman moves closer than the close 
echelon position during the takeoff roll, a positive correction is required to return to the ideal reference.  In 
the event that the aircraft moves laterally wide, stop the error, stabilize, and commence a slow controlled 
correction back to the ideal. 

28. Longitudinal Separation.  The wingman shall use small, timely throttle movements to maintain 
relative position on lead longitudinally.  If the wingman moves off of the reference, smoothly change the 
power setting as required to correct to the ideal. 

29. The first indication of rotation is the extension of the lead's nose-wheel oleo.  The wingman will 
rotate with the lead.  If the wingman becomes airborne before the lead, the aircraft must be held level at a 
safe altitude until the lead is airborne. 

30. Once above flap retraction speed, and after ensuring that the wingman is safely airborne, Lead will 
select the landing gear UP and, after a momentary pause, retract the flaps.  Upon seeing the landing gear 
begin to move, number two will raise gear and flaps.  Each pilot is responsible for completing their 
respective Post-Takeoff Check.  When completing checks in close formation, the wingman must still 
maintain position on the lead aircraft.  It is advisable to complete each item in the Post-Takeoff check 
individually while devoting as much time as possible to maintaining the correct formation position.   

NOTE 

If the takeoff was completed in a wider than echelon position, the wingman should 
complete the Post-Takeoff check and then move to the briefed echelon position.  If IMC 
conditions are anticipated on departure, the wingman should close to echelon references 
prior to cloud penetration. 

  

6.15 INTERVAL TAKEOFF 
31. An interval takeoff may be performed when desired or when crosswinds, runway, or weather 
conditions make the wing takeoff hazardous.  It is simply a normal takeoff performed by each aircraft in 
interval.  Initial line-up uses wing takeoff references.  Unless otherwise briefed, the second aircraft delays 
the takeoff roll for a minimum of five seconds behind the lead aircraft.  Lead flies a normal takeoff, and 
after achieving 100 KIAS or as briefed, reduces MP to maintain a gentle climb.  This combined power 
setting and airspeed will allow the wingman to achieve sufficient overtake to accomplish the join-up into 
an echelon position.  

6.16 TAKEOFF ABORT 
32. It is impossible to consider all potential emergency situations that may occur during takeoff, or even 
to state when a pilot should abort or continue the takeoff.  The decision to abort rests with the pilot and 
depends upon the nature of the problem, speed, position, and other aircraft on the runway.  The same 
factors apply to individual aircraft in formation as for a single aircraft.  In formation, however, there will be 
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less time to assess the situation.  The lead aircraft also has the additional responsibility of deciding if and 
when to abort the entire formation. 

33. During a formation takeoff, if an individual formation member aborts after beginning the takeoff roll, 
the other aircraft should normally continue with their takeoff.  The most important factor if aborting is to 
maintain aircraft control and stay on your section of the runway until the other aircraft are clear.  After all 
aircraft are clear, you are free to manoeuvre as required to deal with whatever situation necessitated the 
abort.  When time allows, the other aircraft in the formation must be notified with an advisory call, e.g., 
"BLUE LEAD ABORTING." 

34. If the lead aborts out of a formation, the wingman must immediately transfer attention ahead and 
carry out a normal takeoff. 

35. If Lead requires the formation to abort, the radio call will be directive, e.g., "COLT BLUES, ABORT, 
ABORT, ABORT."  In this situation, all aircraft must abort their takeoff roll immediately and bring their 
aircraft to a stop, again maintaining their section of the runway if able.  If performing an interval takeoff, an 
abort by an aircraft requires all trailing aircraft to abort also.   

6.17 FORMATION CLIMB 
36. The lead should attempt to climb with as high a power setting as possible while continually 
monitoring the wingman to ensure that there is sufficient power to maintain the echelon position. 

6.18 IN-FLIGHT CHECKS 
37. When directed to complete a cockpit check, unless otherwise briefed, the wingman acknowledges 
the instruction by moving to the route position.  After the check is completed, the wingman will not 
assume a close echelon position until directed to do so by the formation lead.  While in the route position 
during in-flight checks, the wingman is still responsible for maintaining formation.  This position should be 
cross-checked between each item of the cockpit check.  The flight leader should not plan to make turns or 
initiate climbs or descents during in-flight checks.  If Lead is forced to turn while the formation is carrying 
out a check, Lead shall call the turn: "COLT BLUES, TURNING RIGHT."  The wingman will resume the 
check when the formation is once again established wings level. 

38. As a general practice, cockpit checks will not be completed while a formation is in cloud.  The 
formation lead will delay checks until clear of cloud.  If this is not practical, the wingman must maintain 
echelon position and accomplish check items individually, while devoting as much time as possible to 
maintaining the correct formation position.  During the RTB, if an instrument approach is anticipated, it is 
also the wingman's responsibility to prepare for the intended approach by setting up the appropriate 
navigation aids and approach plates in the event of a requirement for lost wingman procedures. 

6.19 STATION KEEPING 
39. To help you maintain station, standard terms to correct errors in position will be used.  They are 

a. Longitudinal - Forward or Back 

b. Vertical - Up or Down 

c. Lateral -  In or Out 

d. Line Astern - Right or Left 
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40. In essence, formation flying is station keeping.  As you know, the Grob 120A is a stable aircraft 
which, when properly trimmed, will remain in a given attitude without deviation.  (Note, due to wing tip 
vortices, a lateral trim change will be felt when moving in or out of echelon.  Also, longitudinal trim will 
vary when in line astern.)  There is a slight lag between a throttle movement and the corresponding 
aircraft response; therefore, you must anticipate this lag.  Initially, you will likely find that you will be 
making almost continuous power changes to maintain position on lead.  As you become more 
experienced, you will be able to anticipate many of the lead's movements, and you will find yourself 
making small adjustments to maintain position.  Make all adjustments as soon as you detect the need, so 
that the change will be small; the longer the delay, the greater the amount of adjustment, thus the longer 
the time to regain position.  Once you are in the correct position no control movements are necessary, 
and with experience the control movements will become control pressures.  Pay close attention to the tips 
your instructor will give you regarding station keeping.  If you are in doubt about any point, ask questions. 

41. To maintain echelon position, it is important to work on each of the three flight axes one at a time.  
The first priority while flying in echelon is the vertical position, which is controlled by pitch.    With the 
wingtip either above or below the spinner, it becomes very difficult to judge the other axes and plan 
appropriate corrections.  The second priority is the lateral position, which is controlled by aileron.  With 
the vertical and lateral positions controlled, the only dimension remaining is the longitudinal axis and is 
controlled by the power.  Ideally, the vertical and lateral positions get solidified first and small power 
corrections are used to move up and down the spinner-wingtip line making station keeping simply a one-
dimensional problem. 

42. The primary reference for line astern is lining up with the exhaust port, which is controlled by 
aileron.  The second priority is the vertical reference, which is controlled by pitch.  Finally, the fore-aft 
reference of filling half the windscreen with the lead aircraft’s wings is controlled by power.   

6.20 TURNS 
43. When the lead turns away from the wingman while in echelon formation, the turn is stepped up (see 
Figure 6-7).  When the direction of turn is into the wingman, the turn is stepped down.  While maintaining 
position relative to the lead, the wingman initially climbs or descends slightly as bank is changed. 

44. When your aircraft is on the outside of a turn (stepped up), an increase in power is required on the 
entry, and a decrease in power will be necessary on the rollout.  Conversely, on the inside of a turn 
(stepped down) you must decrease power on the roll-in and increase it on the rollout.  These power 
changes are normally small; however, they are dependent upon the rate of roll that lead uses to get into 
the turn.  Larger roll rates will require greater power changes to match lead.  As your proficiency 
increases, you will be able to anticipate both the rate and amount of adjustment required. 
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Figure 6-7.  Echelon Right Stepped Up 

 

45. The most common error during a turn is failing to match the lead's rate of roll.  In almost all cases, 
the wingman lags behind the lead's rate of roll, and therefore tends to slide wide during a stepped up turn, 
and to slide towards the lead during a stepped down turn. 

6.21 STATION CHANGES 
46. Wingmen change station only on command from Lead, either by visual signal or R/T.  When 
changing station, the following two rules apply to all wingmen: 

a. When moving fore and aft, always maintain adequate wing-tip clearance. 

b. When moving across the lead's flight path, always cross below and behind lead while maintaining 
the prescribed vertical and nose/tail minimum clearance. 

NOTE 

Make all changes at a controlled rate to prevent overshooting the required position. 

 

 

In close formation, never overlap the wing of another aircraft.  Keep in mind that wing-tip 
vortices cause a circular flow of air around the wing-tips and a downward flow of air behind 
the trailing edge of the wings. 

CAUTION 
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47. Echelon to Echelon (see Figure 6-8).  Reduce power sufficiently to move back and down, so that 
the nose of your aircraft is a minimum of 10 ft behind the tail of lead, and the tail of your aircraft is low 
enough to pass below the prop-wash.  Increase power to stabilize in this position.  Anticipate this power 
increase so as not to fall aft of the ideal position.  The corner position can be recognized by placing lead’s 
propeller spinner on his outboard flap hinge and should be abeam the line astern position. (see Figure 6-
9)  Initiate the crossover by putting on some bank to generate a small change in heading and then take 
the bank off.  It is the heading differential that results in the crossover.  During the cross-over you must 
strive to maintain wings level to prevent acceleration from corner to corner.  A slight power increase is 
required to compensate for the extra distance travelled.  A further power increase is required as the prop-
wash of the lead aircraft is encountered to prevent falling further back.  Pass through or slightly aft of the 
line astern position and stabilize in the opposite corner position by removing the power input and 
removing the heading differential (to match lead’s airspeed and heading). Increase power and move 
forward and up to the new echelon position.  When in position, power will have to be reduced to stabilize 
in the new position. 

   
Figure 6-8.  Echelon to Echelon Station Change 
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Figure 6-9.  Left Corner Position of Station Change 

 

48. Echelon to Line Astern.  This change is identical to the first half of the echelon-to-echelon move 
except that you stop directly astern of the lead aircraft.  Adjust power to move into position. 

49. Line Astern to Echelon.  Lead will call this change using R/T or signal.  The mechanics of the 
change are the same as the latter portions of the echelon-to-echelon change.  A slight increase in 
longitudinal spacing is acceptable. 

50. Common faults during station changes are: 

a. Failure to advance the power far enough or soon enough for the power increases required on the 
echelon-to-echelon change. 

b. Applying too much bank initially for the cross-over and not removing it. 

c. Failure to keep the relative movements of the aircraft at a controlled rate. 

6.22 BREAK-OUT 
51. A break-out is an intentional and rapid manoeuvre away from the last known position of either lead 
or another aircraft in the formation.  During this manoeuvre, five things must be considered: G loading, 
other aircraft in the formation, ground proximity, traffic, and weather.  A breakout may be required when 
any of the following four things occur: 

a. Loss of visual contact 

b. Hazardous situation develops 

c. Directed to do so by Lead 

d. If ahead of, or under, lead 
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52. As soon as possible after commencing a break-out, the wingman must advise Lead (e.g., "COLT 
TWO OFF BLIND") and continue with the break-out manoeuvre until adequate separation is ensured or 
until direction is received from lead.  In all cases after a breakout, a rejoin will not be attempted until 
clearance is received from the lead. 

53. After a break-out has occurred, Lead will immediately attempt to gain visual contact with his 
wingman.  When adequate separation is ensured, the wingman will attempt to regain visual contact with 
lead.  If the Lead or wingman cannot get visual contact, or when visual contact is made, an R/T call must 
be made, “COLT LEAD BLIND,” or “COLT LEAD VISUAL.”  This call shall be made as soon as possible 
to ensure that all aircraft in the formation are aware if visual separation is being maintained.  If Lead is 
visual with Two, radio calls shall be used to direct Two’s attention to gain visual contact with lead.  When 
Two has visual contact, Lead can coordinate the rejoin; however, if both aircraft are blind, Lead will 
become directive, ensuring positive separation and coordination of the subsequent rejoin. 

6.23 PRACTICE EMERGENCY BREAK-OUT  
54. During your training, you will practise an emergency break-out manoeuvre.  This will provide you 
with practical exposure to the separation generated from lead in the event of an actual breakout.  This 
manoeuvre will be briefed to you by your instructor and will be flown using the following procedure. 

a. Lead will establish the formation in straight-and-level flight and ensure there are no traffic 
conflicts. 

b. Lead will clear the wingman for the emergency breakout procedure using R/T, “COLT TWO, 
CLEARED FOR THE PRACTICE EMERGENCY BREAKOUT.”  Two acknowledges the call with 
a head nod or over the R/T, “COLT TWO” 

c. Two performs a break-out, turning away from lead and initiating a climbing turn away from 
Lead’s last known position.  This is an aggressive turn away using approximately 3 G to ensure 
positive separation and should be performed with Throttle MAX to maximize your energy state.  
Two informs Lead of the break-out using R/T, “COLT TWO OFF BLIND.”  Lead will immediately 
attempt to gain visual contact with Two and become directive, to ensure positive separation.   

(1) If Lead gains visual contact, direction is given to ensure separation and coordinate 
the rejoin e.g., “COLT LEAD VISUAL, REVERSE.”  After Two has reversed the turn, 
he must transmit to lead whether he has visual contact with lead or if he is blind.  If 
visual, Two calls, “COLT TWO VISUAL.” If Two is not visual, Two calls, “COLT TWO 
BLIND.” Lead should then transmit his position relative to Two, e.g., “COLT TWO, 
LEAD IS AT YOUR 10 O’CLOCK POSITION SLIGHTLY LOW” to aid Two in gaining 
visual contact.  Once Two is visual, Lead will normally direct Two to rejoin straight 
ahead.  Employ the procedures listed in paragraph 63. 

(2) If Lead cannot gain visual contact, information on current position will normally be 
provided, which is used by Two to ensure positive separation, e.g., “COLT LEAD 
BLIND, HEADING 090, MAINTAINING 3,000 FT.”  Positive separation is achieved 
through altitude and/or heading de-confliction.  Lead will then coordinate and direct 
the rejoin over the radio. 

6.24 REJOINS 
55. There are several situations that would necessitate having to perform a rejoin on another aircraft: 
moving out of formation to complete aircraft checks, lost lead, interval takeoffs, etc.  Whether joining 
formation in straight-and-level flight or in a turn, the rejoin should be completed expeditiously, but safely.  
Turning rejoins are the most expeditious and therefore, should be the primary method of rejoining.  The 
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straight-ahead rejoin will be used when a turning rejoin is impractical.  Aim to have a controlled rate of 
closure when passing through the route position.  For turning rejoins, this should ensure sufficient 
clearance to pass safely behind and below the lead aircraft in the event of an overshoot.  For straight-
ahead rejoins, this should ensure sufficient lateral clearance to pass beside lead in the event of an 
overshoot.  This safety margin will reduce the danger of collision, which could result from misjudging 
closing speed.  During your training, you will practice, primarily, the turning rejoins. 

6.25 TURNING REJOINS 
56. Lead will advise the wingman to commence a rejoin using R/T, e.g., “COLT TWO CLEARED TO 
REJOIN ECHELON RIGHT,” or by using the visual signal, a rocking of the wings.  Unless previously 
briefed, a 25 to 30-degree bank turn will be established, indicating the echelon to which the rejoin is to be 
accomplished, and a pre-briefed or announced airspeed will be maintained.  For the rejoin, lead will 
normally maintain 120 KIAS, unless otherwise briefed. During the rejoin, Lead will monitor the wingman 
while continuing to clear the area. 

57. The two factors that are used to accomplish the rejoin are angular cut-off (Figure 6-10) and airspeed 
overtake. 

 
Figure 6-10.  Angular Cut-off 

 

58. As the wingman, if you maintain the same bank as the lead throughout a 180-degree turn, you will, at 
the same airspeed, roll out in front of the lead with the same spacing you had on entry.  Therefore, you will 
need to vary your bank throughout the rejoin.  To rejoin, use the same or more bank as lead to place him at 
your 1030 or 1330 clock position and slightly above the horizon (approximately two wing spans), depending 
on the direction of turn.  An initial reference is to line up two-thirds of lead's vertical stabilizer with his upper 
wingtip as seen in Figure 6-11.  The purpose of this reference is to avoid rejoins from a position well below 
lead.  Power is added in the turn to develop airspeed overtake.  Although any airspeed may be utilized, it is 
recommended you establish an airspeed 5 to 10 KIAS greater than lead’s. 
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59. Once on the rejoin line, bank must be varied to maintain it, occasionally glancing at your airspeed 
indicator to monitor airspeed overtake.  If lead is being held at a constant position on the windshield, an 
intercept/collision course has been established.  Continue on the rejoin line and as lead’s references 
become more visible, smoothly transition to the wingtip-to-spinner reference line.  This transition should not 
take place before the route position (three wingspans), which will seem quite close and should only begin 
when overtake is under control.  As you approach the route position, adjust power to remove airspeed 
overtake and adjust your bank to align your fuselage with lead.  Align the aircraft with the appropriate 
echelon references and, once stabilized, move in to the appropriate echelon. 

60. This line uses airspeed as well as cut-off to enable a rejoin with lead; however, if properly executed, a 
rejoin can be effected with little or no airspeed advantage.  Rejoin lines other than described above (1030 or 
1330) will allow effective rejoins; however, difficulties may be encountered in aligning with the lead during 
the final stages of the manoeuvre. 

 
 

Excessive bank can result in losing sight of the lead. 

61. Always join to the inside of the turn unless otherwise instructed.  If instructed to join on the outside 
of the turn, plan your rejoin to pass one to two aircraft lengths behind and below the level of the lead. 

 
Figure 6-11.  Initial Set Up for Turning Rejoin  

 

6.26 PRACTICE REJOINS 
62. During training you will practice several rejoins to allow you to learn the techniques employed.  To 
achieve maximum training value, a procedure termed the Break and Rejoin has been established to position 
the aircraft for rejoin as quickly and safely as possible.  The Break and Rejoin is accomplished in the same 
manner as the Overhead Break. 

CAUTION 
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63. Lead will ensure the area is clear and call for the break using R/T or hand signals.  Lead then 
executes a 180-degree turn at 45 degrees of bank and 1.5 G while maintaining 120 KIAS.  The wingman will 
delay the pre-briefed amount of time, after which he initiates an identical turn to roll out behind lead.  It is 
important to maintain 120 KIAS so that the distance behind lead remains constant.  Lead will delay after 
rolling out to allow the wingman to complete his turn, and will then signal the wingman to rejoin.  The 
wingman then rejoins as described above. 

6.27 STRAIGHT-AHEAD REJOINS 
64. A straight-ahead rejoin is initiated by an R/T transmission from the formation Lead.  The call should 
specify the formation desired and lead's airspeed if it differs from the pre-briefed rejoin airspeed.  For 
example "COLT BLUES REJOIN STRAIGHT AHEAD, ECHELON RIGHT, LEAD 120 KTS." 

65. As the wingman, turn to position your aircraft in lead’s extended 6 o’clock position.  Use full power to 
generate overtaking airspeed.  When you are approximately 250 ft behind lead, turn slightly towards the 
desired echelon.  This will produce a vector slightly away from lead.  Monitor your overtake speed and begin 
to reduce the power setting as you approach lead.  As you get closer, use power to control the rate of 
overtake, aiming to stabilize in the route position.  Because closure rates are difficult to judge at long range, 
be prepared to reduce power to IDLE if it becomes obvious that you are overtaking at an excessive rate.  
During the final stage of the rejoin, the wingman should continue to approach with a flight vector that is 
slightly away from the lead aircraft prior to establishing position.  Although this type of rejoin is not taught on 
the course, be familiar with the procedure just in case a need arises to rejoin on Lead when a turn is 
impossible. 

6.28 OVERSHOOTING 
66. Overshooting the lead aircraft during rejoins may occur for various reasons.  The most common error 
is misjudging the rate of closure, which can be a result of high airspeed or a large cut-off angle.  If you are 
uncertain of being able to stabilize in a route position, overshoot.  An overshoot is not an indication of a poor 
rejoin, it is a decision made at the latter stages of a rejoin in the interest of flight safety.  When time and 
conditions allow, inform Lead of your decision to overshoot, “COLT TWO OVERSHOOTING”.  This call is 
made for information purposes and no follow-on action by Lead is required. 

67. Turning Rejoin.  If reducing power will not prevent an overshoot, safe separation is maintained by 
passing behind and below lead.  Increasing bank in an attempt to salvage a rejoin may cause the wingman 
to lose sight of the lead at a critical phase of flight.  Once the decision to overshoot has been made, the 
collision course must be broken by rolling the wings level and reducing power.  Ensure that the aircraft does 
not climb as you cross below and behind the lead aircraft.  At no time must you allow your aircraft to climb to 
or above lead’s altitude.  By ensuring vertical separation at all times, the possibility of collision is greatly 
reduced.  Once on the outside of lead's turn, stabilize your aircraft in relation to lead and, after ensuring that 
there is at least one aircraft length clearance and you do not have any overtake, cross over to the 
appropriate echelon, and complete the rejoin as normal.  After having completed an overshoot, do not 
sacrifice safety to expedite your cross over to continue with the rejoin.  Ensure you are completely stable on 
the outside of the turn prior to continuing (see Figure 6-12). 
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Figure 6–12.  Overshoot from a Turning Rejoin 

 

68. Straight-Ahead Rejoin.  If despite reduced power, an overshoot develops during your straight ahead 
rejoin, establish vertical separation, turn away from the lead and make an advisory call on the radio, "COLT 
TWO OVERSHOOTING BLIND (VISUAL)."  Lead will direct further action, as required.  If at any time you 
lose sight of Lead, break out immediately. 

 

 

When overshooting straight ahead, there is a tendency to move the control column in the 
direction in which you are looking, that is, towards lead.  This will cause your aircraft to 
close on lead and could result in a collision.   

6.29 LEAD CHANGES 
69. Lead changes are normally made with the formation in straight-and-level flight.  To signal for the 
change, Lead may use visual signals or R/T.  If Lead uses a radio call, for example, "BLUE TWO TAKE 
THE LEAD, BASE RIGHT 4 O'CLOCK 25 MILES," number two acknowledges "COLT TWO."  Number 
two then moves out approximately one wing span, advances the throttle to MAX, and moves promptly 
and positively ahead of lead.  Both pilots mutually monitor the change.  The new formation Lead assumes 
responsibility for the formation as the two aircraft pass abreast of each other.  The new Lead then looks 
ahead and reduces power smoothly to maintain manoeuvring airspeed.  Once the change is complete, 
the new Lead shall perform a comprehensive look out.  The new Lead then completes a cockpit check, 
and relays the fuel state, e.g., "BLUES RENUMBER, FUEL  XXX litres."  Number two acknowledges by 
simply stating "BLUE TWO," if the fuel state is equal to or exceeds that of the new lead.  Number two will 
state fuel quantity if it is less than the new lead's.  The new number two then moves into the proper 
position once cleared in by Lead.  If Lead uses a visual signal for the change, the wingman shall 

CAUTION 
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acknowledge with a head nod and follow the same procedures as above with the change still taking effect 
as number two passes abreast of the lead aircraft. 

6.30 DESCENT PROCEDURES 
70. Before commencing descent, Lead will call or signal for the Descent (IFR) Check.  While formation 
position during descent is at the discretion of Lead (e.g., route or echelon right-left) and will vary 
according to the anticipated weather conditions, the route position will be used during trainee formation 
missions.  To provide some measure of throttle response for the wingman, a minimum power setting of 18 
inches MP is recommended.  (It is the wingman's responsibility to prepare for the intended approach by 
setting up the appropriate navigation aids and approach plates in the event of a requirement for lost 
wingman procedures or taking the lead if necessary). 

6.31 TRAFFIC PATTERN 
71. The dimensions and procedures for joining and flying the traffic pattern are the same as during 
normal clearhood flying.  In formation, turns are normally flown with the wingman on the outside of the 
turn.  Try to avoid the tendency of over-controlling during turns in the traffic pattern.  Over-controlling is 
due, in part, to the sensation of speed and proximity to the ground at traffic pattern altitudes. 

72. The ultimate goal of the traffic pattern is to place the formation at initial, in preparation for the 
overhead break and landing.  To ensure that the formation is in the proper echelon for the break, the lead 
may have to initiate a station change at some point in the traffic pattern. Make the change as 
expeditiously, but safely, as possible since there is little room for extending the parameters of the traffic 
pattern while waiting for the completion of a station change. 

6.32 OVERHEAD BREAK AND FINAL TURN 
73. The mechanics of the overhead break and final turn for a formation are identical to single-plane 
procedures.  The break will always occur away from the wingman; therefore, be prepared for a station 
change as late as inside the initial point, to have the formation in the appropriate echelon for the break.  
The normal spacing for an overhead break is three seconds (i.e., number two delays his break for three 
seconds after Lead).  This spacing may be changed for various reasons (environmental conditions, 
runway conditions, etc.), and Lead will normally cover the details of the overhead break during the 
formation briefing.  Once the formation is inside the initial point, Lead will give the advisory signal for the 
break.  This is a rotating motion with the index finger extended, followed by extension of the number of 
fingers corresponding to the time delay (in seconds) of the break.  The following paragraph describes the 
three-second break, but may be modified as required to accommodate the necessary spacing. 

74. The Overhead Break.  Lead initiates the break in the normal manner by turning away from the 
wingman.  The wingman maintains heading and starts a three-second count as lead breaks.  Avoid looking 
in the direction of Lead while delaying for the break as this may lead to a tendency to turn into the break.  
The wingman initiates the roll-in at the time the count is completed.  The turn should be coordinated so that 
the wingman remains level with lead and rolls out on downwind with his inside wing tip just outside lead's 
wash.  This procedure provides the formation with separation and allows formation members to start the 
final turn from essentially the same position. The pattern of the overhead break can be seen in Figure 6-13. 
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Figure 6-13.  Two Ship Overhead Break Pattern 

75. The Final Turn.  Lead initiates the final turn from a normal perch point, based upon the day’s 
conditions.  Lead will fly a normal approach maintaining 110 KIAS during the turn until crossing the window.  
At this point lead will transition for a normal landing. The wingman will initiate his final turn from 
approximately the same point used by lead and will monitor preceding aircraft.  Modifications to the normal 
final turn should be made to maintain desired spacing.  The wingman should avoid low final turns.  If 
spacing is questionable or excessive wake turbulence is encountered, the wingman should overshoot.  The 
minimum landing separation is 1,000 ft, but may be extended, if required. 

76. The formation lead requests landing clearance for the formation during the final turn “COLT BLUES, 
STOP/GO.”  When landing clearance is received, each formation member acknowledges the clearance in 
succession with a radio transmission, "BLUE LEAD, 3 GREEN," "BLUE TWO, 3 GREEN." 

6.33 LANDING 
77. Lead will normally land on the centreline of the runway, and number two will land directly behind.  A 
minimum of 1,000 ft separation must be maintained between aircraft until touchdown.  Once slowed to a 
safe speed, each aircraft moves to the turn-off side of the runway.  

78. A formation mission is normally not complete until all aircraft are in the chocks and the engines shut 
down.  The same considerations apply for ground handling as they did during the taxi to the runway.  

6.34 TOUCH-AND-GO 
79. During formation overhead breaks, you can perform full stop landings as described in the 
preceding paragraphs or the formation may decide to perform a touch-and-go.  Normally, a touch-and-go 
is accomplished for practice purposes to maximize traffic pattern training.  In all cases, a thorough 
briefing on the procedure to be flown must be accomplished prior to flight to include, as a minimum, the 
formation to rejoin to and the track lead will fly after the touch-and-go.  A touch-and-go can be performed 
from an overhead break and final turn approach, as follows. 
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80. All aircraft fly a normal approach as previously described until touchdown.  After touchdown, each 
aircraft performs a touch-and-go as per clearhood training.  Once airborne, each aircraft raises gear and 
flaps individually and performs a Post-Takeoff Check.  Lead accelerates straight ahead and, after 
achieving 100 KIAS or as briefed, reduces power to maintain a gentle climb and continues to climb to 
pattern altitude or as briefed.  The wingman continues to accelerate to effect a rejoin on lead as briefed. 

81. Although not a syllabus item, a stop-and-go may be executed in the interest of saving time and 
maximizing exposure to formation takeoffs.  The steps for this manoeuvre consist of a full stop followed 
by a formation takeoff. Three important points to remember prior to takeoff are:  selecting the flaps to 
takeoff, if not already there, re-trimming the aircraft, and thirdly, resetting the prop lever to fine position.  

6.35 FORMATION LEADING 
82. A successful formation mission depends largely on Lead because effective formation flying can 
only result from good leadership.  In an operational squadron, a great deal of experience is normally 
required to become an element lead.  It is not intended to make you a formation Lead during this 
training, but rather, to expose you to some of the aspects of leading that you could be faced with, even 
as a brand new wingman on an operational squadron.  To this end, the following paragraphs detail some 
of the responsibilities and considerations that a formation Lead is faced with. 

83. The Lead's responsibilities begin in the flight room before a mission and extend through to the post-
flight debriefing.  Lead must plan the mission according to the weather, the experience level of the pilots, 
and the mission requirements.  Lead should pay particular attention to the following points.  (Your 
instructor will assist you in developing these points to suit the requirements of your formation training.) 

a. Pre-Flight Briefing.  A thorough pre-flight brief is required, with the majority of time spent on 
critical areas such as formation changes, breaks, rejoins, etc.  

b. Controlling and Manoeuvring. 

(1) All manoeuvres should be carried out smoothly and accurately, and should 
be within the capabilities of all the formation pilots. 

(2) Aircraft farthest from the lead in large formations (particularity in echelon) 
must make relatively large changes in pitch and power during turns.  
Entries and recoveries should be made accordingly. 

(3) Full power and IDLE power settings should be avoided by the lead. 

(4) Very low speeds must be avoided; otherwise aircraft on the inside of turns 
may encounter control difficulties. 

(5) High-G manoeuvres require smooth and deliberate control inputs to 
preclude the wingman from exceeding G limitations while attempting to 
maintain formation position. 

(6) Ensure that the wingman is in the proper position before starting the next 
manoeuvre. 

NOTE 

Never become so overly conscious of smoothness that manoeuvring precision or safety 
gets compromised.  It is far more important to fly your aircraft safely with minor excursions 
from perfect performance, than to fly super smooth and be a liability to the flight. 
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c. Airmanship. 

(1) Lookout.  In close formation, the attention of the wingman is concentrated 
on Lead, who must assume the responsibility of lookout for the whole 
formation.  During the look out, the formation lead must be aware of the 
greater airspace taken up by, and the reduced manoeuvrability of, the 
formation. 

(2) Navigation.  Lead is responsible for the navigation and use of radio aids for 
the formation. 

(3) Fuel State.  This must be obtained periodically.  Lead must appreciate that 
the wingman will have higher fuel consumption than the lead.  If the Lead is 
changed, the new Lead will determine the fuel state of the other aircraft.  
Before assuming the lead, the new formation Lead will be informed of the 
formation location relative to a known point. 

(4) Position of the Sun.  Whenever possible, Lead should avoid flying directly 
up-Sun of any member of the formation.   

(5) Weather Conditions.  You must continually monitor the weather conditions 
and anticipate cloud penetration by ensuring that all checks, formation 
changes, and speed-brake calls are made before entering cloud.  Ensure 
that frequency changes are timely. 

(6) Emergencies.  Be mentally prepared to cope with any emergency that may 
arise. 

(7) Wingman Experience.  The Lead must be aware of the abilities of the 
wingman and restrict manoeuvring accordingly. 

84. Above all, the formation lead should set an example of good air discipline where unnecessary R/T 
should be avoided, only briefed manoeuvres should be performed, the flight profile should be adhered to, 
and safe and efficient conduct of the mission should be ensured. 

6.36 RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE WINGMAN 
85. To perform wingman duties, you must understand, and strictly adhere to, several fundamental 
principles.  Although procedural differences exist between operational units and from aircraft to aircraft, 
the following principles, which underlie basic wingman responsibilities, do not change, regardless of 
mission or aircraft: 

a. Maintain a constant awareness of the collision potential associated with formation flying. 

b. Maintain accurate station keeping. 

c. Keep lead in sight at all times.  If you do lose sight of lead, follow briefed break-out 
procedures. 

d. Anticipate required corrections and think ahead of the aircraft.  This is of particular 
importance during high performance manoeuvres. 

e. If anticipating IMC conditions, have all your navigation equipment set up so you will be 
able to change immediately to instruments should you lose sight of the lead.  
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f. Listen closely for R/T that may affect your flight. 

g. Avoid laziness as proficiency increases. 

h. Keep your Lead informed of any abnormalities in your aircraft or any other flight safety 
aspects. 

86. As a wingman, your primary attention is devoted to maintaining proper position; however, this does 
not mean that you cannot clear for the formation.  While referencing Lead, it is possible for you to clear 
the area that you can see beyond Lead.  You do this by using all of Lead's aircraft as a reference; do not 
attempt to fly using just one spot on Lead's aircraft as a reference. 

6.37 LOST-WINGMAN PROCEDURES 
87. Before any flight, the formation leader will brief lost-wingman procedures.  Immediately upon losing 
sight of the lead aircraft under visual flight conditions, the wingman must break out.  Lead must be 
immediately advised by R/T, e.g., "BLUE TWO OFF (BLIND)."  If, as the wingman, you lose sight of Lead 
in cloud, immediately transition to instrument flight and make no attempt to find the lead.  Execute the 
appropriate lost-wingman procedure, calling Lead and later calling the controlling agency, advising them 
of the situation.  In both cases lead aircraft will continue on the planned flight profile and coordinate 
further actions with the wingman and the controlling agency.  No amount of legislation can cover every 
circumstance in which a wingman might lose Lead.  Intelligent reaction must be your response in such an 
event; however, lost-wingman procedures listed below should be followed in IFR flight. 

a. Straight Flight (Climbing, Descending or Straight and Level).  Simultaneously inform 
the Lead and turn 10 degrees away for 10 seconds, using 10 degrees of bank.  If safe to 
do so, reduce power slightly (1 inch), then resume course and obtain separate 
clearance. 

b. Turns (Climb, Descent or Level). 

(1) On the outside of the turn, roll out to wings-level and inform Lead.  Continue 
straight ahead for 20 seconds to ensure separation before resuming the 
turn.  Obtain separate clearance. 

(2) On the inside of a turn, reduce power to ensure nose-to-tail clearance, and 
inform the Lead to roll out of the turn.  Maintain angle-of-bank to ensure 
lateral separation and obtain separate clearance.  Lead may resume the 
turn only when separation is ensured. 

c. Approach (Initial and Intermediate).  Transition to straight-and-level instrument flight, 
inform Lead, and then begin a level 360-degree turn away from lead.  Resume the 
penetration at the completion of the turn if cleared to do so by the controlling agency. 

NOTE 

Be aware of minimum IFR altitudes. 

d. Approach (Final, Precision and Non-Precision).  The wingman momentarily turns 
away to ensure separation, informs Lead, initiates the published missed-approach 
procedure and obtains a separate clearance from the approach control. 
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6.38 COLLISION AVOIDANCE RESPONSIBILITIES 
88. It is incumbent upon all formation members to anticipate and be conscious of the mid-air collision 
potential associated with formation flying.  It is not within the scope of this manual, nor is it possible to 
address every possible situation that, if mishandled or poorly flown, could result in an accident or incident.  
Throughout your training, every effort will be made to instil in you those principles that develop sound 
airmanship and cultivate pilot judgment.  The procedures outlined in this training manual are designed to 
accomplish course objectives and maximize safety.  Bear in mind that nothing precludes aircrew 
members from taking whatever action is deemed necessary to avoid in-flight collisions; therefore, the 
ultimate responsibilities for safe flight must rest with you.  
 

6.39 FORMATION SIGNALS 
89. Formation signals are used by Lead to alert the formation of a particular action or manoeuvre.  These 
signals may be given visually or over the radio.  This requires the wingman to be attentive to not only the 
lead aircraft, but the lead pilot as well.  For signals given over the R/T, each call is prefaced by the formation 
call sign, followed by the order (repeated in some cases) and an executive command, e.g., "COLT BLUES, 
LANDING GEAR, LANDING GEAR, GO!"   When using hand signals for ancillaries, the executive signal is 
the Lead's head nod. The hand signals for each manoeuvre are as follows: 

MANOEUVRES SIGNAL 

Run-up (on the runway) Make a circular motion of the hand with your index finger extended. 

Climb Make a forward and upward motion with your hand, palm down.  

Level off Make a horizontal, sideways motion with your hand, palm down. 

Reduce power Make a backward motion with your hand. 

Cockpit check Make check signal with thumb and index finger. 

Advance power Forward motion of a clenched fist. 

Change to line astern Point to wingman, and then clench your fist behind your head. 

Change from echelon to 
echelon 

Point to wingman, then to the new position. 

Change from line astern to 
echelon 

Rock the aircraft wings gently in the direction of the echelon to be formed. 

Move to route Yaw the aircraft.  Point at two and make a pushing motion palm out. 

Move to fighting wing Single wave away of an open hand (palm inside). 

Move to double attack Double wave away of an open hand (palm inside). 

Reform close formation Rapid waggle of wings. 

Selecting landing gear Clenched fist in a forward cranking motion towards the canopy.  The 
executive signal is a nod of the head. 

Selecting flap Hold your hand flat, fingers forward.  Make a downward motion of your hand 
from your wrist.  Reverse the motion to raise the flaps.  Make the motion 
three times.  The executive signal is a nod of the head. 

Flat turn Vertically extend the first and fourth fingers of an otherwise clenched fist. 

Lead change Point your index finger at the new lead, and then point forward. 

Fuel check Close fist with thumb extended, and perform a drinking motion with thumb 
touching the oxygen mask. 
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MANOEUVRES SIGNAL 

Fuel remaining Extend the number of fingers for each 10 minutes of fuel on board.  Extend 
a fist to signify one hour.   

OK/Confirmation Clenched fist, thumb extended upward. 

Not OK/Have difficulty Clenched fist, thumb extended downward. 

Radio channel change 1. Preset channel change, tap headset, extend number of fingers equal 
to channel desired (max of two extensions). 
2. Manual frequency change: 

a.  Pre-briefed manual frequency - tap headset, hold up clenched fist 
next to helmet. 

b.   Manual frequency not pre-briefed - tap headset, then extend 
number of fingers for each digit of the frequency in order, pulling 
hand down out of sight between each digit. 

Break from echelon for 
rejoin or landing 

Make a circular motion of your hand above or beside your head with an 
outstretched index finger, followed by extension of the number of fingers 
equivalent to the desired time interval between the aircraft. 

Must land in formation Pat your shoulder with the palm of your opposite hand. 

KNOCK IT OFF or 
TERMINATE 

R/T call.  A TERMINATE call is used when the learning value of a sequence 
is satisfied or the sequence is finished.  A KNOCK IT OFF call is used when 
an immediate cessation of the entire exercise is desired, normally due to 
flight safety reasons (applies to all aircraft in the exercise).    

 
NOTE 

Although not appreciable now, there is a substantial difference in the two 
calls, especially when dealing with numerous aircraft.  This will become 
more evident in your future training. 

 

NOTE 

When using hand signals to indicate number values, extend fingers vertically for numbers 1 
to 5 and horizontally for numbers 6 to 9.  Use a closed fist to indicate zero and pull your 
hand out of sight between each digit. 

6.40 EMERGENCY PROCEDURES 
 

90. General Guidelines: 

a. Maintain formation element integrity when appropriate, with the good aircraft acting 
as a chase ship.  When able in VMC, chase aircraft should maintain an appropriate 
safe separation from the wingman (route position or as deemed required by chase 
aircraft). The actions accomplished by the chase aircraft is referred to as shadowing 
the distressed aircraft. 

b. Chase aircraft should descend no lower than 300’ AGL when escorting distressed 
aircraft. 

c. Radios are preferable to visual signals. 
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d. Lead should offer the distressed aircraft the lead twice minimum: 

(1) Upon initial notification of a problem (NOTE: It is usually best for the distressed aircraft to 
accept the lead initially to fully analyze the problem, then pass the lead back if the 
situation dictates). 

(2) On recovery and able to navigate VFR to the field. 

e. If the distressed aircraft has shaken off all lead changes while coming up initial, break 
only after obtaining clearance to land.  If clearance to land is not obtained, continue 
around the pattern for a return to initial. 

f. The following table summarizes much of the preceding information: 

TYPE OF EMERGENCY WHO LEADS HOME? RECOVERY 

Physiological Distressed As selected by distressed aircraft 

Bird Strike Separate recoveries unless 
forward visibility is restricted As selected by distressed aircraft 

Engine Distressed Forced Landing Pattern 

Hydraulic Distressed As selected by distressed aircraft 

Electrical 
Distressed  

 
As selected by distressed aircraft. 
(Number 2 makes radio calls) 

Mid-Air Collision Separate Recoveries  

Simple NORDO Good 
Overhead Break 

(Good aircraft makes radio calls) 

91. Takeoff Aborts:  

a. Abort sympathetically prior to brake release. 

b. Formation Takeoffs: If one aircraft aborts after brake release, the good aircraft will 
normally continue the takeoff using MAX power and maintain its side of the runway.  
If Lead intends for the flight to abort as a formation, Lead will transmit “C/S Abort, 
Abort, Abort”. 

c. Interval Takeoffs:  It is critical for Lead to call out his “Abort” early so Two can make 
an individual Abort/Continue decision. 

92. Physiological:  

a. Physiologically impaired aircrews should not normally fly on the wing. 

b. The impaired aircraft should lead a RTB to the Overhead Break or as desired. 

93. Forced Landing Away from Base: Chase aircraft should:  

a. Remain in orbit overhead the distressed aircraft’s landing site.  

(1) Review MSA/ESA to ensure safe terrain/obstacle clearance.   
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b. Pass GPS coordinates, radial/DME fixes, and visual references to the appropriate 
ATC agency and/or Ops.   

c. Make contact with downed aircrew on emergency radios if possible.   

(1) Do NOT relay aircrew names.   

d. Continue to orbit the site until relieved by another aircraft or when reaching Bingo 
fuel, whichever occurs first. 

94. Birdstrike:  

a. Use caution when taking evasive action - taking a bird is preferable to hitting your 
wingman. 

95. Engine Malfunctions [VMC]:  Distressed aircraft should lead a PFL. 

96. Hydraulic Malfunctions [VMC]:  Distressed aircraft should lead a VFR straight-in. 

97. Electrical Malfunctions [VMC]: Offer the distressed aircraft the lead for a RTB.  

a. Two should make the appropriate radio calls for the flight during RTB.  

98. Mid-Air Collision:   

a. Aircraft should separate and obtain separate chase ships if available.  

b. If separate chase aircraft not available, continue single ship back to nearest landing site or 
base. 

99. Simple NORDO:   

a. For Pattern Entry from Initial:  

(1) Lead will break after confirming with the Tower that the NORDO aircraft has clearance 
to land.  

(2) Lead will fly a low approach to the runway on which the NORDO aircraft has been 
cleared to land. 

(3) Two should look for light signals or flares from the Tower.  Two should land if no 
signals are given and it is safe to land. 

100. HEFOE:  

a. HEFOE signals will be relayed between aircraft.  

b. Lead aircraft will determine the most appropriate recovery option based on current 
conditions and type of malfunction. 

101. Collision Avoidance (Lost Sight with Radios):  

a. If a wingman loses sight, transmit “C/S 2 off, blind, altitude” and manoeuvre as 
appropriate (e.g. breakout, avoid lead’s last known position or flight path).  Lead 
should maintain visual and direct the rejoin.  
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b. If Lead is also blind, he should also transmit altitude and be directive to ensure 
1,000 ft minimum altitude separation (without flying through Two’s altitude).  Lead 
may rock wings to facilitate regaining sight for rejoin.   

c. If both aircraft are still blind, Lead should effect a rendezvous using the following 
priorities: 

(1) Visual reference point 

(2) GPS waypoint or Radial/DME 

(3) ATC controllers to vector the flight 

d. RTB separately at Joker Fuel if still separated 

102. Collision Avoidance (Lost Sight and NORDO):  

a. After realizing the flight is split apart and unable to communicate, initiate the 
following to obtain vertical separation and effect a rejoin: 

(1) Designated Flight Lead transitions to nearest VMC Odd altitude and designated 
Wingman transitions to nearest VMC Even altitude. 

(2) NORDO aircraft will orbit in a left 30-degree bank turn at 120 knots at one of the 
following points (in order of preference): 

1. Briefed visual rendezvous point (e.g. S-bend in the training area) 

2. Present position (in event you’re unable to navigate to the above points) 

(3) NORDO aircraft will squawk 7600 until join up. 

(4) The non-NORDO aircraft will advise ATC of the problem and solicit assistance as 
needed.  If greater than 1,000 ft vertical separation exists, the non-NORDO aircraft 
may change altitude provided ATC can verify the NORDO aircraft’s altitude 

(5) Once visual, close to 500 ft laterally and wait for NORDO aircraft to regain visual.  
Close to echelon after NORDO aircraft rocks you in. 

b. RTB separately at Joker Fuel if still separated.  Non-NORDO aircraft will coordinate 
with recovery agencies on behalf of the NORDO aircraft. 

c. If NORDO with an emergency, squawk 7700 and either execute the orbit described 
above to effect a rejoin, or begin an immediate single-ship recovery. 

103. Divert:  

a. Lead makes divert decisions based on the aircraft with the lower fuel state. 

(1) Inform wingman of intent and diversion location.  
 

104. Emergency Hand Signals.  Emergency hand signals are regulated by NATO agreement and are to 
be used for communication when there is radio failure in flight.  To attract attention during the day, rock the 
aircraft wings and, at night, flash the navigation lights.  A thumb-up/down signal is used to indicate 
satisfaction or dissatisfaction, as appropriate. The emergency hand signals that are to be used during the 
day are as follows: 
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EMERGENCY SIGNAL 

Bailing out Pull one or both clenched fists downwards across face to 
simulate pulling the ejection blind. 

Desire to land Move hand, flat, palm downwards from above head forwards 
and downwards, and finish the movement in a simulated 
round out.  Alternately, lower the landing gear. 

System failure (HEFOE) - to be 
used only when radio contact 
is not possible 
 

Clench fist and hold it to the top of the canopy.  After passing 
this signal, hold up the required number of fingers to denote 
the system involved, according to the following code: 
 
H - Hydraulics - one finger 
E - Electrical - two fingers 
F - Fuel - three fingers 
O - Oxygen - four fingers 
E - Engine - five fingers 
 
The pilot receiving the signal will repeat the signal to show 
acknowledgement. 
 

NOTE 
 
If either the one finger signal is received, or the intercepting 
pilot is unable to understand the signal of the pilot requiring 
assistance, then the intercepting pilot is to assume that the 
aircraft in distress has one or more systems inoperative (e.g., 
speed brake, flaps, or landing gear) and is to proceed with 
extreme caution. 

Radio failure Tap the microphone or earphone and give a thumb-up or 
thumb-down signal as appropriate. 

 

105. NATO Fuel Status.  The fuel-status hand signal is classed as an information signal in the NATO 
agreement.  The Lead shall make a drinking motion with a closed hand having the thumb extended towards 
the mouth when fuel status is being requested.  The pilot who is reporting the aircraft fuel status shall give 
the estimated flying time remaining by extending fingers as appropriate.  Each finger shall represent 10 
minutes, while a closed hand shall indicate one hour. (For example, a clenched fist followed by three fingers 
extended represents 1-1/2 hours.) 

6.41 BRIEFING 
106. A thorough pre-flight briefing is an essential preliminary to every formation trip if success is to be 
ensured.  Each pilot must understand his position in the formation, and there must be a detailed outline 
given of the activities for the entire trip, including rendezvous points and emergency procedures. 

107. The following items should normally be included in the formation briefing. 

a. Ground handling and taxiing including: 
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(1) Time hack 

(2) Call sign for the formation 

(3) Position of each pilot in the formation and assignment to a specific 
aircraft/configuration 

(4) Formation commander and deputy (if required) 

(5) Weather 

(6) Engine starting time (if required) 

(7) Radio check-in procedure 

(8) Action in the event of an unserviceability 

(9) Taxiing procedures 

(10) Ground aborts and alternate sortie 

b. Takeoff including: 

(1) Position of the aircraft on the runway 

(2) Radio or visual signals and power settings for takeoff 

(3) Spacing to be used during the takeoff roll 

(4) Abort procedures 

(5) Visual signals for raising landing gear and flaps 

c. Climbing including: 

(1) Power setting for the climb 

(2) Join-up procedure (if necessary 

(3) Radio frequency change 

d. In-flight procedures including: 

(1) Clearing (emphasize areas of possible conflict) 

(2) Level off procedures and approximate power settings for level off 

(3) Position and station keeping 

(4) Types of formation to be flown, the limits to which they will lead, 
and procedures to be used during station changes 

(5) Action to be taken during turns 

(6) Procedure for rejoining the formation, including the lead's planned 
airspeed 

(7) Lead changes 

(8) Fuel checks 

(9) Procedure for splitting up the formation should individual 
recoveries be planned 
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e. Returning to base including: 

(1) Descent check procedure 

(2) Radio frequencies to be used 

(3) Type of approach and power setting 

(4) Joining the traffic pattern 

f.  Approach and landing including: 

(1) Type of formation and power settings 

(2) Procedure for the break, including timing and spacing 

(3) Position for landing 

(4) Action after landing 

(5) Overshoot procedure, if needed 

g. Additional information including: 

(1) Weather information and alternate airfield 

(2) Rendezvous point 

(3) Fuel states 

(a) BINGO - a fuel state where immediate recovery 
to base is dictated 

(b) JOKER - a fuel state where a certain stage of the 
mission should be completed, (only briefed, if 
required) 

(4) Emergency procedures - (engine, airframe, electrical, hydraulic) 

(a) During takeoff 

(b) In flight 

(c) During approaches 

(5) Pre-briefed frequency in the event of loss of radio contact 

(6) HEFOE 

(7) Lost-wingman procedures 

(8) Review of the visual signals 

(9) Question 
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Annex A-1  

FLIGHT PLANNED ROUTE

YPG   UDE  V304  YWG/N0150A040  V304  UDE   YPG 

YPG

UDE (Delta)

YWG

V304
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Annex A-2 

UDE (Delta)

SOUTHPORT GROUND
ATC clears Shotgun 15 is to the Southport 
airport via Southport direct Delta, flight 
planned route.  Maintain 5000 ft.
Climb runway heading to 3000 ft, right turn,  
proceed on course.  Squawk 5214.

121.0, Shotgun 15.
{change freq to 121.0}
Winnipeg Centre, Shotgun 15, 
passing 2,400 for 5000.

WINNIPEG ATC
Shotgun 15, squawk ident.

WINNIPEG ATC
Shotgun 15 is radar identified

SOUTHPORT TOWER
Shotgun 15, Contact 
Winnipeg on 121.0

Shotgun 15

Passing 3000 ft, turn 
right to intercept course, 
climb to 5000 ft.

V304

To YWG

Departure out of Southport

ATC clears Shotgun 15 is to the Southport 
airport via Southport direct Delta, flight planned 
route.  Maintain 5000 ft.
Climb runway heading to 3000 ft, right turn,  
proceed on course.  Squawk 5214.

YPG

Initial clearance
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Annex A-3  

YPG

UDE (Delta)

SOUTHPORT GROUND

ATC clears Shotgun 15 is to the Southport 
airport via Southport direct Delta, flight 
planned route.  Maintain 5000 ft.
Climb runway heading to 3000 ft, right turn,  
proceed on course.  Squawk 5214.

121.0, Shotgun 15.
{change freq to 121.0}
Winnipeg Centre, Shotgun 15, 
passing 2,400 for 5000.

WINNIPEG ATC
Shotgun 15, squawk ident.

WINNIPEG ATC
Shotgun 15 is radar identified.
Passing 4000 ft, right turn direct Delta.

SOUTHPORT TOWER
Shotgun 15, Contact 
Winnipeg on 121.0

Shotgun 15

Passing 4000 ft, turn right and 
proceed direct to Delta. Climb to 
5000 ft. Remainder of routing 
unchanged.

Initial clearance

V304

To YWG

Scenario - Departure out of 
Southport with a modified routing
from Winnipeg ATC

Passing 4000 ft, right turn 
direct Delta, Shotgun 15.
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YPG

UDE (Delta)

SOUTHPORT GROUND

ATC clears Shotgun 15 is to the Southport 
airport via Southport direct Delta, flight 
planned route.  Maintain 5000 ft.
Climb runway heading to 3000 ft, right turn,  
proceed on course.  Squawk 5214.

121.0, Shotgun 15.
{change freq to 121.0}
Winnipeg Centre, Shotgun 15, 
passing 2,400 for 5000.

WINNIPEG ATC
Shotgun 15, squawk ident.

WINNIPEG ATC
Shotgun 15 is radar identified.
Passing 4000 ft, right turn 
direct Delta, maintain 7000 ft

SOUTHPORT TOWER
Shotgun 15, Contact 
Winnipeg on 121.0

Shotgun 15

Passing 4000 ft, turn right and 
proceed direct to Delta. Climb to 
7000 ft. Remainder of routing 
unchanged.

Initial clearance

V304

To YWG

Scenario - Departure out of 
Southport with a modified routing
and altitude from Winnipeg ATC

Passing 4000 ft, right turn 
direct Delta, maintain 7000 ft, 
Shotgun 15.
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WINNIPEG ATC
Shotgun 15, for vectors to ILS 
runway 36, turn right to heading 180.

V304

YWG

Scenario – Arrival in Winnipeg for vectors to the ILS runway 36

Turn right heading 180, 
Shotgun 15.

WINNIPEG ATC
Shotgun 15, descend to 2500 ft

Descend to 2500 ft, Shotgun 15

WINNIPEG ATC
Shotgun 15, vectors to base leg, 
turn left 090.

Left 090, Shotgun 15

WINNIPEG ATC
Shotgun 15, vectors for intercept, turn left 030.

Turn left 030, Shotgun 15
WINNIPEG ATC
Shotgun 15, cleared for straight-in ILS runway 36.

Cleared for straight-in ILS runway 36, Shotgun 15

WINNIPEG ATC
Shotgun 15, contact tower 118.3

Tower 118.3, Shotgun 15

WINNIPEG TOWER
Shotgun 15, call the beacon inbound

Tower, Shotgun 15, inbound 
for ILS 36, low approach

Shotgun 15
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V304

YWG

Scenario – ILS Rwy 36 approach, on TOWER frequency

WINNIPEG TOWER
Shotgun 15, call the beacon (BOINE) inbound

Tower, Shotgun 15, inbound for ILS 36, low approach

Shotgun 15

WINNIPEG TOWER
Shotgun 15, cleared low approach rwy 36.  Not below 200 feet.  
On missed approach, climb runway heading to 2,500 feet

Shotgun 15, at the beacon (BOINE) inbound for low approach. 

BOINE

Cleared low approach rwy 36.  Not below 200 feet. 
On missed approach, climb runway heading to 2,500 feet. Shotgun 15

Tower, Shotgun 15 on the missed approach

WINNIPEG TOWER Shotgun 15

WINNIPEG TOWER Shotgun 15, contact departure 119.9

Departure 119.9, Shotgun 15
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V304

YWG

Scenario – Departure from Winnipeg for vectors to V304

WINNIPEG DEPARTURE
Shotgun 15, runway heading to 4000.

Winnipeg Departure, Shotgun 15, 
passing 1900 for 2500

Runway heading to 4000, Shotgun 15

WINNIPEG DEPARTURE
Shotgun 15, turn left 240.
intercept V304, proceed on course.

Left 240, intercept V304, proceed on course. Shotgun 15

WINNIPEG DEPARTURE
Shotgun 15, contact centre 121.0

121.0, Shotgun 15

Winnipeg Centre, Shotgun 15, level 4000

WINNIPEG DEPARTURE
Shotgun 15, radar identified
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YWG

Scenario – Departure from Winnipeg, modified routing direct to Delta

WINNIPEG DEPARTURE 
Shotgun 15, turn left 270

Left 270, Shotgun 15

WINNIPEG DEPARTURE
Shotgun 15, contact centre 121.0

121.0, Shotgun 15

Winnipeg Centre, Shotgun 15, level 4000

WINNIPEG DEPARTURE
Shotgun 15, radar identified.  Cleared direct Delta

UDE (Delta)

V304

Cleared direct Delta, Shotgun 15

 


